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About Us
Founded in 2014, Aperio Intelligence is a specialist,
independent corporate intelligence firm, headquartered
in London. Collectively our team has decades of
experience in undertaking complex investigations and
intelligence analysis. We speak over twenty languages inhouse, including all major European languages, as well
as Russian, Arabic, Farsi, Mandarin and Cantonese.
We have completed more than 3,000 assignments over
the last three years, involving some 150 territories. Our
client base includes a broad range of leading
international financial institutions, law firms and
multinationals.

Our role is to help identify and understand financial crime,
integrity and reputational risks, which can arise from a lack
of knowledge of counterparties or local jurisdictions,
enabling our clients to make better informed decisions.
Our due diligence practice helps clients comply with antibribery and corruption, anti-money laundering and other
relevant financial crime legislation, such as sanctions
compliance, or the evaluation of tax evasion or sanctions
risks. Our services support the on-boarding, periodic or
retrospective review of clients or third parties.
Our investigations practice advises clients in a wide range
of complex disputes and other contentious matters,
including complex cross-border asset tracing claims,
litigation support, internal investigations, market
intelligence, supply chain analysis and country risk
assessments.
Our team has specialist knowledge of and access to a very
broad range of public and proprietary data sources, as well
as a longstanding network of reliable, informed local
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contacts, cultivated over decades, who support us regularly
in undertaking local enquiries on a confidential and discreet
basis. As a specialist provider of corporate intelligence, we
source information and undertake research to the highest
legal and ethical standards. Our independence means we
avoid potential conflicts of interest that can affect larger
organisations.
We work on a “Client First” basis, founded on a strong
commitment to quality control, confidentiality and respect
for time constraints. We offer robust, cost-effective
solutions, providing our clients with work of the highest
quality at favourable rates.
Please do not hesitate to get in touch with us if you would
like to know more about Aperio’s services or discuss how
we might be able to help you:

Email info@aperio-intelligence.com or find out
more at: aperio-intelligence.com
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the January issue of the Financial Crime Digest. To receive the publication direct to your inbox every month, please
sign up here. We are currently developing an online platform, which provides more comprehensive coverage of financial crime
developments. If you would like more information on the new platform or our services please email info@aperio-intelligence.com
Aperio Intelligence’s next webinar ‘Fraud Trends in the Pandemic: Challenges for Business’ will take place at 13.00 on 10 March.
Hosted by Aperio’s Director of Investigations, Paul Doran, our panel of guest speakers will share their views on how the pandemic
has created opportunities for fraud in the corporate sphere and more widely. Please register your interest here.
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ENFORCEMENT

Deutsche Bank to pay US prosecutors $130m to
settle FCPA violations and spoofing case
In addition to these FCPA violations, the bank is alleged to
have knowingly failed to implement sufficient internal
accounting controls that would have potentially stopped the
facilitation of corrupt payments, and purportedly generated
$35.4 million in profits related to three consultants engaged
in corrupt acts.
The DOJ investigation also concluded that a Deutsche Bank
internal audit in 2009 identified numerous business
development consultant transactions as red flags and issued
recommendations which were ignored, as well as a 2011
The US Department of Justice (DOJ) announced on 8
January that Deutsche Bank Aktiengesellschaft has agreed
to pay over $130 million as part of a deferred prosecution
agreement (DPA) to resolve investigations into commodities
fraud allegations and alleged breaches of the Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA). The bulk of the payment, $85
million, consists of criminal penalties to the DOJ and $43.4
million to the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC),
$1.2 million in victim compensation, and $681,480 in
criminal disgorgement.

The DOJ concluded that an
internal audit identified
numerous BD consultant
transactions as red flags and
issued recommendations which
were ignored

internal audit that identified control failures pertaining to the
bank’s anti-corruption programme.
The alleged commodities fraud case took place between
2008 and 2013, during which traders on the Deutsche Bank
precious metals desk in New York, Singapore, and London
purportedly committed spoofing by deceiving market
participants with false information about supply and demand
with numerous orders placed and then quickly cancelled.
Two traders were found guilty of wire fraud in the case in a
federal court in Chicago in September 2020, while a third
pleaded guilty in 2017 to conspiracy and a fourth awaits trial
for fraud and conspiracy. The FCPA investigation is being
carried out by the US Postal Inspection Service, while the
commodities fraud case is under continued investigation by
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).
The resolution with Deutsche Bank is based on factors,
including the company’s failure to voluntarily disclose the
conduct and the nature and seriousness of the offence,
which included corrupt payments, wilful violations of the
FCPA, and commodities trading violations in three countries.

According to a charge sheet filed in the US District Court for
the Eastern District of New York, between 2009 and 2016, the
bank is alleged to have wilfully conspired with third-party
consultants through its own agents and employees to
maintain false records, books, and accounts on bank assets
and transactions by concealing bribes paid in Saudi Arabia as
consulting fees and concealing millions of dollars indirectly
paid to a foreign official in Abu Dhabi.
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Deutsche Bank received credit for its cooperation with the
investigations and for its remediation.
DOJ press release
SEC press release
DOJ charges
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FinCEN fines Capital One National Association
$390 million for AML violations
The US Financial Crimes Enforcement

commercial regional bank acquisition

Pucillo made over 20,000 transactions

Network (FinCEN) announced on 15

that consisted of approximately 250

totalling $160 million through his

January that it has issued Capital One,

cheque cashers between New York and

Capital One accounts without the bank

National Association (Capital One) with

New Jersey, with criminal charges

filing timely STRs.

a $390 million civil penalty for wilfully

against multiple customers and

and negligently violating the Bank

numerous compliance and money

FinCEN also reported on Capital One’s

Secrecy Act (BSA) and 31 CFR Chapter

laundering risk warnings from

negligent failures to file 50,000 CTRs on

X regulations by processing millions of

regulators. In the reported period, the

$16 billion in cash processed by the

dollars of suspicious transactions,

suspicious transactions processed that

Cheque Cashing Group because of an

some linked to financial crimes and

went unreported included transactions

inadequate internal system that did not

organised crime proceeds.

by tax evaders, launderers, and

register armoured car cash shipments

organised crime groups.

as cash withdrawals, which should have

According to FinCEN, Capital One

triggered a report to FinCEN. The

admitted to its findings that the

FinCEN Director Kenneth Blanco called

regulator purportedly took the financial

financial institution failed to implement

Capital One’s failures “egregious” and

institution’s remediation and

and maintain necessary anti-money

said the financial institution “allowed

cooperation with investigators into

laundering (AML) measures, failed to

known criminals to use and abuse our

account when determining the $390

file thousands of suspicious activity

nation’s financial system unchecked,

million penalty, in addition to the bank

reports (SARs), and negligently failed to

fostering criminal activity and allowing

agreeing to pause the statute of

file thousands of currency transaction

it to continue and flourish”. The criminal

limitations during the investigation.

reports (CTRs) related to the Cheque

activity that Capital One admitted to

Cashing Group between 2008 and

being aware of included the Genovese

2014. The financial institution was

crime family via associate Domenick

made aware of high risks as early as

Pucillo, who pleaded guilty in May 2019

2008 with the Cheque Cashing Group, a

to laundering conspiracy through loan

business unit within Capital One’s

shark and illicit gambling proceeds.

FinCEN announcement
Assessment of civil monet...

BIS enters settlement with US exporter
The US Department of Commerce’s

Project, prepared invoices that

Demurjian will pay a $540,000 penalty,

Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS)

significantly understated the value of

$480,000 of which will be suspended

announced on 27 January that it has

fibre switches and accessories, and

for a two-year probationary period. A

reached an administrative settlement

provided them to a freight forwarder,

suspended two-year denial of export

with Julian Demurjian over seven

who subsequently filed them in the

privileges has also been imposed.

alleged violations of the Export

Automated Export System. Additionally,

Administration Regulations (EAR) in

in February 2015, Demurjian and CIS

connection with exports to Russia.

Project allegedly generated an invoice
containing understated items in order

According to BIS, between 2014 and

not to trigger an Electronic Export

2015, Demurjian and his company, CIS

Information (EEI) filing requirement.
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BIS press release
BIS order
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UK HMRC issues record fine against MT Global
for money laundering breaches
The UK’s HM Revenue & Customs

place, failed to conduct customer due

penalties, and on suspensions and

(HMRC) announced on 7 January

diligence verifications, and failed in its

cancellations of registration.

updates to its list of businesses found

record keeping. The irregularities

to be non-compliant with the Money

allegedly occurred between July 2017

According to a government press

Laundering, Terrorist Financing and

and December 2019.

release issued the same day, between

Transfer of Funds (Information on the

2019 and 2020, HMRC completed 2,000

Payer) Regulations 2017, including a

HMRC’s updated list of businesses that

interventions on supervised businesses

penalty against money service

have received a penalty notice between

and issued penalties totalling £9.1

business MT Global Ltd, which has

1 February and 30 September 2020 also

million. Additionally, it banned 89

been given the largest fine ever issued

includes Company Address Services

non-compliant businesses and

by HMRC of £23,828,092 for

Ltd Trust or Company Service Provider,

individuals from trading and recovered

“significant” regulatory breaches.

Landmark Sales and Lettings Ltd Estate

£22 million connected to money

Agency Business, and Robert Holmes &

laundering offences.

According to HMRC, MT Global Ltd

Company (Coombe) Ltd EAB. The brief

failed to carry out adequate risk

also contains information on individuals

assessments, failed to have the correct

on whom a prohibition on management

policies, controls, and procedures in

has been imposed, on applied minor

HMRC press release
HMRC table of penalties

Former CEO sentenced for Ecuador bribery
The US District Court for the Southern

to 72 months in prison for money

Group, or JLT Group. Moncaleano was

District of Florida sentenced on 27

laundering conspiracy.

reportedly involved in a scheme to bribe

January Felipe Moncaleano Botero,

Ecuadorian public officials to secure

former CEO of the Colombia-based

According to media reports, the UK

contracts with state-owned insurance

subsidiary of a UK insurance company,

company is Jardine Lloyd Thompson

company Seguros Sucre S.A.

Former Petrofac executive pleads guilty in the
UK to three additional bribery charges
The UK’s Serious Fraud Office (SFO)

award of contracts worth $3.3 billion to

made to agents to influence the award

announced on 14 January that the

Petrofac in the United Arab Emirates.

of contracts worth a total of $4.23

former global head of sales at Petrofac

billion to Petrofac in Iraq and Saudi

Limited, David Lufkin, has pleaded

In February 2019, Lufkin initially

guilty to three further counts of bribery

pleaded guilty to 11 charges of bribery

related to a scheme to influence the

related to corrupt offers and payments
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Arabia between 2012 and 2018.
SFO notice
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UK settles with White Hat Gaming over AML and
social responsibility breaches
The UK’s Gambling Commission

Deficiencies concerned identifying and

White Hat Gaming has also committed

announced on 28 January that online

managing high-risk customers, which

to a programme of improvements to

gambling operator White Hat Gaming

included not establishing the source of

strengthen its policies and procedures

has agreed to pay a regulatory

funds (SOF) for a customer who lost

including: (1) introducing backstop

settlement of £1.3 million, after an

£70,000 in three months, as well as

limits, such as automated controls to

investigation into concerns raised by a

ineffective interaction with both a

prevent a customer spending more

2019 corporate evaluation identified

second customer who lost £50,000 in

money until AML or SR checks are

serious failings in its anti-money

just six hours and a third customer who

complete; (2) ensuring enhanced

laundering (AML) and social

lost £85,000 in just over one hour.

quality assurance reviews of AML

responsibility (SR) procedures.

controls, as well as enhanced scrutiny
White Hat Gaming has accepted the

of processes to provide full traceability

According to the Commission,

breaches, including failing to keep full

of SOF; and (3) improving the gathering

inadequate AML and SR procedures led

records of the evidence and supporting

and use of information to conduct

to significant failures which occurred on

documents as part of its customer due

affordability checks and increasing

the operator’s www.grandivy.com,

diligence (CDD) checks and business

customer interaction.

www.21casino.com,

relationship with the customer, and

www.hellocasino.com and

failing to adequately apply enhanced

www.dreamvegas.com websites.

CDD, including SOF checks.

Gambling Commission press...

BaFin files criminal complaint against employee
suspected of Wirecard insider dealing
The German Federal Financial

member being suspended and subject

On 29 January, the Ministry of Finance

Supervisory Authority (BaFin)

to disciplinary proceedings.

announced that following its discussion

announced on 28 January that it has

with BaFin, it has agreed that “a new

filed a criminal complaint against a

The chief of Germany’s Auditor

start in terms of personnel at the top of

BaFin employee working in its

Oversight Body (APAS) Ralf Bose was

BaFin”, along with “organisational

securities supervision sector over

reportedly suspended with immediate

changes”, are necessary. Consequently,

suspicions of insider trading related to

effect in December 2020 after he

BaFin chief, Felix Hufeld, along with his

Wirecard AG’s shares.

admitted to trading in Wirecard shares

deputy, Elisabeth Roegele, were

while his institution was investigating

reportedly dismissed on the same day.

According to the regulator, the case

Ernst & Young (EY), the company’s

The Ministry also stated that the results

involves the possible use of insider

auditor. The Financial Times reported

of an internal BaFin investigation will be

information when trading in Wirecard

on 14 December 2020 that along with

presented in the coming week.

shares on 17 June 2020, a day before

Bose, another BaFin employee was

the company revealed that €1.9 billion

reportedly dismissed for violating

was missing from its accounts and its

disclosure rules related to buying and

shares’ value started to fall. The

selling Wirecard securities, while three

irregularities were purportedly revealed

other employees were investigated over

during an inspection, with the staff

similar allegations.
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BaFin press release (in G...
Financial Times article (...
Bundestag committee of in...
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US OFAC and DOJ agreements with PT Bukit
Muria Jaya to settle DPRK sanctions violations
Korea Daesong General Trading

apparent violations, which constitute a

Corporation – and directed related

non-egregious case.

payments totalling $959,111 to its US

The US Department of the Treasury’s
Office of Foreign Assets Control
(OFAC) announced on 14 January a
settlement with Indonesian
manufacturer PT Bukit Muria Jaya
(BMJ), which has agreed to pay
$1,016,000 to resolve its potential civil
liability for 28 violations of the North
Korea Sanctions Regulations (NKSR).
According to OFAC, between March
2016 and May 2018, BMJ exported
cigarette paper to two DPRK entities
and an OFAC-designated person –

dollar bank account at a non-US bank.

In parallel, on 17 January, BMJ agreed

This caused US banks to clear wire

to enter a deferred prosecution

transfers related to the shipments, in

agreement (DPA) with the US

violation of Section 510.212 of the

Department of Justice (DOJ) and pay a

NKSR. At the request of customers,

fine of $1,561,570. As part of the DPA,

BMJ employees also replaced the

the company admitted and accepted

names of DPRK entities on the related

responsibility for selling products to

documentation with names of

two DPRK companies, as well as a

intermediaries operating in third

Chinese trading company, despite

countries, including China.

having actual knowledge of the
sanctions violations. The DOJ has

In calculating the settlement amount,

agreed to defer prosecution for a period

OFAC noted that BMJ adopted a formal

of 18 months, assuming BMJ’s

written sanctions policy, appointed a

continued compliance.

new head of the compliance
department, and implemented

OFAC statement

know-your-customer processes and
anti-diversion agreements for trading

Department of the Treasur...

companies and agents. However, OFAC
also determined as aggravating factors

Department of Justice pre...

that BMJ had actual knowledge and did
not voluntarily self-disclose the

US sentences businessman for foreign bribery
scheme involving PetroEcuador
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

According to the DOJ, between 2012

Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) and one

announced on 28 January that

and 2015 Cevallos and other individuals

count of conspiracy to commit ML.

Armengol Alfonso Cevallos Diaz, an

prosecuted in the case paid bribes

Ecuadorian businessman living in

worth $4.4 million using US-based

Miami, has been sentenced to 35

companies and bank accounts to

months in prison for his involvement in

secure contracts from PetroEcuador,

a bribery and money laundering (ML)

and used Miami-based shell companies

scheme involving officials at

and bank accounts to launder the

Ecuadorian state-owned oil company

funds. Cevallos pleaded guilty in

Empresa Pública de Hidrocarburos del

January 2020 to one count of

Ecuador (PetroEcuador).

conspiracy to violate the Foreign
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DOJ press release
DOJ press release (23 Jan...
Plea agreement (23 Januar...
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OFAC settles with Union de Banques Arabes et
Françaises over sanctions violations
The US Treasury’s Office of Foreign

remaining 13 violations were either

According to a 5 January press release

Assets Control (OFAC) announced on 4

“back-to-back” letter of credit

issued by the bank, its participation in

January that the French consortium

transactions or other trade finance

the sanctioned transactions was based

bank Union de Banques Arabes et

transactions involving designated

on an “erroneous historical

Françaises (UBAF) has agreed to pay

entities, processed through a US bank.

understanding of the scope of US

$8,572,500 to settle its potential civil

prohibitions on US dollar transactions

liability for 127 alleged violations of

In calculating the penalty amount, OFAC

indirectly involving US-sanctioned

the Syria-related sanctions regime,

determined that UBAF’s decision to

parties that clear through the US

established pursuant to Executive

self-disclose the violations, its

financial system”.

Orders 13582 and 13382.

up-to-date compliance programme and
the absence of a penalty in the previous

According to OFAC, 114 violations

five years preceding the violations were

included operating US dollar accounts

mitigating factors. On the other hand,

on behalf of sanctioned Syrian financial

OFAC considered aggravating factors

institutions between 2011 and 2013

such as UBAF’s “reckless” disregard for

totalling almost $1.3 billion, which were

its US sanctions compliance

followed by corresponding funds

obligations with the knowledge of the

transfers through a US bank. The

bank’s management.

OFAC press release
OFAC notice
UBAF press release

US sentences Russian hacker to prison
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

Audrey Strauss said that Tyurin

artificial stock pricing by misleading

announced on 7 January the

orchestrated and facilitated the hacking

victim company customers whose

sentencing of Russian hacker Andrei

scheme from his Moscow residence

contact information the hackers seized

Tyurin to 12 years in prison, over his

and stole the personal information of

in their earlier cyberattacks.

role in “a massive computer hacking

over 80 million JPMorgan Chase

Additionally, Tyurin engaged in a variety

campaign targeting US financial

customers. Strauss added that the

of other criminal enterprises beginning

institutions, brokerage firms, financial

hacking campaign “targeted major

in 2007 such as multiple illegal online

news publishers, and other American

financial institutions, brokerage firms,

gambling operations and payment

companies”.

news agencies, and other companies,

processing services.

and netted Tyurin over $19 million in
Tyurin pleaded guilty to charges of wire

criminal proceeds”.

DOJ charges in US Distric...

illicit online gambling, in a series of

According to the DOJ, the campaign,

DOJ press release

schemes that involved three other

which lasted from 2012 to 2015,

co-conspirators. Acting US Attorney

involved market manipulation via

and bank fraud, computer intrusion and

8

DOJ announcement of Tyuri...
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US BIS and DOJ enter settlement with Avnet
Asia over export control violations
The US Department of Commerce’s

allegedly ordered, sold, forwarded

implement a compliance and ethics

Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS)

and/or transferred electronic

programme to prevent and detect

announced on 29 January that it has

components to a party on the BIS Entity

violations of US export control laws and

reached an agreement with

List, Wing Shing Computer Components

economic sanctions. The agreement is

Singapore-based Avnet Asia Pte Ltd to

Company (H.K.) Ltd, without the

subject to court approval.

settle 53 alleged violations of the

necessary licence.

Export Administration Regulations

At the same time, the DOJ announced

(EAR) and the Iranian Transactions and

To settle the charges, Avnet Asia has

the unsealing of an indictment charging

Sanctions Regulations by exporting US

agreed to pay a $3.2 million penalty, of

Bo with participating in a conspiracy

electronic components to China and

which $1.7 million will be suspended

between 2011 and 2015 to violate US

Iran, including to a company placed on

for a two-year probationary period.

export laws by shipping power

the BIS Entity List, without holding the
necessary licence.

amplifiers to China through Hong Kong
Concurrently, the US Department of

companies without a licence.

Justice (DOJ) announced that it has

Additionally, he is charged with

According to BIS, between 2007 and

reached a non-prosecution agreement

conspiracy to launder monetary

2017, Avnet Asia ordered, sold,

with Avnet Asia, comprising a $1.5

instruments by engaging in

forwarded and/or transferred items

million financial penalty to settle

transactions involving funds received

subject to the EAR and the Iranian

criminal liability of two employees,

from Chinese companies with the intent

licencing rules without the necessary

including sales account manager

to carry out US export law violations.

authorisation. The items were

Cheng Bo, over their alleged

purportedly obtained through fraudulent

involvement in the scheme to illicitly

documents which indicated they were

export electronic components without a

intended for two Singapore companies

licence from the US to China and Iran.

and a Hong Kong company.

Additionally, the company has agreed to

Additionally, in 2009 the company

implement and to continue to

BIS press release
BIS order
DOJ press release

Fiat Chrysler to settle illegal payments charges
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

and health and safety budgets to UAW

court approval, also includes three

announced on 27 January that it has

senior officers. The payments were

years of probation and oversight by an

reached an agreement with Stellantis

allegedly made by then-lead labour

independent compliance monitor. In

NV subsidiary, Fiat Chrysler

negotiator Alphons Iacobelli through

December 2020, the DOJ announced an

Automobiles (FCA) US LLC, to settle

the UAW-Chrysler National Training

agreement with UAW to resolve findings

alleged violations of the Labour

Centre and were intended “to create an

of fraud and corruption.

Management Relations Act.

atmosphere more favourable for
negotiating with the UAW”, according to

According to prosecutors, between

Special Agent Timothy Waters.

2009 and 2016, FCA conspired with

Stellantis press release

other entities and individuals to divert

FCA has agreed to pay a $30 million

more than $3.5 million from training

fine. The agreement, which is subject to

9

DOJ press release
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Boeing agrees to pay over $2.5bn to settle fraud
allegations involving 737 MAX
Further allegations concern certain
Boeing employees’ continued
“misleading statements, half-truths and
omissions” regarding information on
MCAS changes and safety despite the
airplane being used by airlines globally.
The company has agreed to pay over
$2.5 billion, which comprises of a
criminal monetary penalty of $243.6
million, compensation to airlines of
$1.77 billion, and the establishment of a
$500 million crash-victim beneficiaries
fund to compensate the heirs, relatives,
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

The DOJ alleges that Boeing engaged in

announced on 7 January that it has

an internal conspiracy to defraud the

signed a deferred prosecution

FAA AEG during its evaluation of the

agreement (DPA) with Boeing to

737 MAX airplane, most significantly by

resolve the ongoing fraud charges

failing to adequately communicate

concerning the US Federal Aviation

essential details of the Maneuvering

Administration’s Aircraft Evaluation

Characteristics Augmentation System

Group’s (FAA AEG) evaluation of

(MCAS) software, which were not

Boeing’s 737 MAX airplane, which was

included in airplane manuals and

involved in two crashes that killed 346

pilot-training materials, causing the

people in Indonesia and Ethiopia in

fatal Lion Air Flight 610 and Ethiopian

2018 and 2019.

Airlines Flight 302 crashes.

and legal beneficiaries of the
passengers of the two flights. As part
of the agreement, Boeing will
additionally be required to cooperate
closely with the FAA AEG and DOJ on
any further investigations, submit
regular reports on its compliance with
US fraud laws, and strengthen its
compliance programme.
DOJ press release
SEC filing

International operation takes down world’s
largest illegal dark web marketplace
Europol announced on 12 January the

DarkMarket's operator was arrested in

anonymous SIM cards and malware.

shutdown of DarkMarket, the world's

Germany as part of the operation.

The marketplace also allegedly

largest illegal dark web marketplace as

transferred more than 4,650 bitcoin and

the result of an international operation

According to Europol, DarkMarket had

12,800 monero, equivalent to more than

by law enforcement in Germany,

almost 500,000 users and facilitated

€140 million.

Australia, Denmark, Moldova, Ukraine,

more than 320,000 transactions

the UK and the US. An Australian

through the sale of drugs, counterfeit

national suspected of being

money, stolen credit card data,

10

Europol press release
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Insys Therapeutics founder agrees to $5 million
settlement in US opioid bribery case
John Kapoor, the founder of

relate to claims against the company,

convicted of racketeering conspiracy.

pharmaceutical company Insys

which filed for bankruptcy in 2019.

Separately, in June 2019 the company

Therapeutics, reached on 21 January a

According to prosecutors, Kapoor

agreed to enter a $225 million

$5 million settlement with the US

designed an illegal payment scheme to

agreement to resolve allegations that it

Department of Justice to resolve

fraudulently market the company’s

violated the False Claims Act.

allegations of bribing doctors to

fentanyl spray and bribe doctors to

fraudulently increase sales of the firm’s

write Subsys prescriptions at higher

opioid drug Subsys, according to a

doses than required.

press release from New Jersey’s
Attorney General.

New Jersey AG press relea...
Kapoor’s consent judgment

On 23 January 2020, Kapoor was
sentenced to 66 months in prison for

The settlement resolves a 2017 civil

his role in the kickback scheme. In May

case filed against Kapoor and does not

2019, other top executives were

Insys bankruptcy disclosu...

Epsilon enters settlement with the DOJ for
selling data to the perpetrators of fraud schemes
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

District of Colorado, Epsilon has agreed

mass-mailing fraud schemes that

announced on 27 January that a

to pay a total of $150 million to settle

offered fake “sweepstakes” and

settlement has been reached between

the charges. The DPA also requires that

“astrology” solicitations to consumers,

Epsilon Data Management LLC and US

Epsilon implements compliance and

especially targeting elderly and

prosecutors over a criminal charge

data protection measures to protect

vulnerable individuals. More than 30

accusing Epsilon of selling the

consumer data and prevent similar

million consumers’ data was sold to

personal data of American citizens to

issues arising in future.

parties involved in fraud schemes.

parties involved in fraud schemes.
As part of the DPA, Epsilon
In the deferred prosecution agreement

acknowledged that its Direct to

(DPA) between Epsilon and the

Consumer Unit sold consumer data to

Consumer Protection Branch of the

clients known to be engaged in fraud

Justice Department’s Civil Division as

between July 2008 and July 2017 and

well as the US Attorney’s Office for the

that these clients were involved in
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US settles civil forfeiture claims over laundering
through Black Market Peso Exchange
The US Department of Justice (DOJ)

Peso Exchange, which was then

The US government has also filed a

announced on 12 January that US

invested in US real estate.

proposed judgment of forfeiture

prosecutors have reached a settlement

covering $23.2 million seized from

of civil forfeiture claims against the

As part of the settlement, which is

Hampus Assets Inc, and Kaunas Assets

assets of Sefira Capital LLC and 31 of

subject to court approval, Sefira and its

Corp in connection with the laundering

its subsidiaries, which own high-end

subsidiaries have agreed to forfeit $29

of narcotics proceeds through the Black

real estate in the US.

million to resolve the claims and

Market Peso Exchange.

conduct due diligence on future
The complaint, filed on 8 January 2021,

investors. The company has also

alleged that Sefira and its subsidiaries

agreed to refrain from accepting any

laundered the proceeds of narcotics

investment funds from any other

trafficking through the Black Market

source except from the actual investor.

US DOJ press release

FINMA concludes AML probe into Julius Baer
managers in connection with PDVSA
The Swiss Financial Market

released by Collardi, he will not face

requirements, and a failure to put in

Supervisory Authority (FINMA)

further penalties in the case.

place an appropriate risk management

announced on 21 January that it has

policy between 2009 and early 2018.

concluded a probe into four former

In addition, FINMA stated that

Julius Baer Ltd managers in

enforcement proceedings were initiated

In connection with the Venezuelan

connection with anti-money laundering

in one case, while for the second case

corruption allegations, FINMA stated

(AML) over accounts linked to the

additional actions were cancelled after

that it has reviewed 30 Swiss banks to

Venezuelan state-owned oil company

the individual agreed not to accept a

check whether the regulatory rules were

Petróleos de Venezuela (PDVSA) and

managerial position in a supervised

upheld. Two of the five enforcement

the Federation Internationale de

entity in the future.

proceedings regarding possible

Football Association (FIFA).

violations of AML rules remain
On 20 February 2020, FINMA

Additionally, two former Julius Baer

announced that it had concluded its

executives, which the Financial Times

probe against Julius Baer over alleged

has identified as ex-chief executive

cases of corruption linked to PDVSA

officer Boris Collardi and his successor

and another investigation into FIFA,

Bernhard Hodler, have been

which found systemic failings to

reprimanded. According to a statement

comply with due diligence and reporting

12
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International operation disrupts Emotet botnet
Europol announced on 27 January that

law enforcement partners gained

The UK’s National Crime Agency (NCA)

an operation involving law enforcement

access to Emotet servers and identified

stated in a press release that NCA

and judicial authorities across several

the IP addresses of approximately 1.6

investigators led the financial arm of

countries has disrupted one of the

million computers worldwide that

the investigation which included

most significant botnets of the past

appear to have been infected with

tracking how the criminal network

decade known as Emotet.

Emotet malware between April 2020

behind the malware was funded,

and January 2021.

gaining insight into the movement of

Emotet was first discovered in 2014 as

illicit funds to pay for the infrastructure.

a banking Trojan and evolved into the

The operation was a collaborative effort

go-to solution for cybercriminals,

between authorities in the Netherlands,

According to the NCA analysis of

making it one of the most professional

Germany, the US, the UK, France,

accounts used by the group behind

and long-lasting cybercrime services in

Lithuania, Canada and Ukraine, with

Emotet showed $10.5 million being

existence. Emotet infrastructure

international activity coordinated by

moved over a two-year period on just

provided the means to gain

Europol and Eurojust. The operation

one virtual currency platform.

unauthorised access to computer

was undertaken according to the

systems, which then enabled criminal

framework of the European

groups to carry out illicit activities such

Multidisciplinary Platform Against

data theft and extortion.

Criminal Threats (EMPACT). At least

Europol press release
UK NCA press release

700 servers were taken down globally
According to the affidavit unsealed by

as part of the operation.

US DOJ press release

the US Department of Justice (DOJ),

Denmark indicts UK nationals over tax fraud
The Danish State Prosecutor for

plans and the participation of over 70

by German, Norwegian, Belgian, UK and

Serious Economic and International

companies from countries including the

US authorities in relation to the

Crime (SØIK) announced on 7 January

British Virgin Islands, the Cayman

allegations.

that it has indicted two British

Islands, the UAE, and the UK.

nationals over alleged unjustified tax

The two defendants are also charged

refunds on dividends totalling DKK 9.6

Citing sources familiar with the matter,

with aggravated fraud and attempted

billion (£1.15 billion), as part of the

the Financial Times reported that one of

fraud. Danish prosecutors are seeking

massive tax fraud scheme known as

the defendants, who were not named in

to obtain an increased sentence of 12

the cum-ex scandal.

SØIK’s press release, is Dubai-based

years in prison, due to the seriousness

British financier Sanjay Shah. In June

and the organised nature of the crime,

According to the SØIK, the scheme

2018, the Organized Crime and

its duration and the amount stolen.

involved submitting over 3,000

Corruption Reporting Project claimed

applications to the Danish Treasury on

that Shah was being investigated over

behalf of investors and companies from

his alleged involvement in cum-ex tax

several countries to receive dividend tax

fraud and owned six Dubai properties

refunds. Furthermore, the scheme

worth $56 million of suspicious origin.

allegedly involved setting up 24

Shah, who continues to deny any

Malaysian companies, 224 US pension

wrongdoing, is also being investigated
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UK NCA arrests three “professional enablers” for
fraudulent Covid-19 loan claims
individuals working at a financial institution in London.
The three suspects allegedly utilised their “specialist
knowledge” acting as “professional enablers” as part of a
conspiracy to submit fraudulent bounce back loan claims
using falsified data and documents.
The UK government introduced the bounce back loan scheme
in the midst of the Covid-19 pandemic in May 2020 to
support small and medium-sized companies with quick low
interest loans of between £2,000 and £50,000.
The UK’s National Crime Agency (NCA) announced on 23
January that a probe into £6 million in fraudulent Covid-19

NCA press release

bounce back loan claims has resulted in the arrest of three

UK national charged with bribery involving Iraqi
reconstruction contracts
The US Department of Justice (DOJ) announced on 27

In exchange for the bribes, Salama Markus allegedly gave

January that a UK national and former owner of Iraqi

Al-Mulla and his conspirators confidential USACE information

Consultants & Construction Bureau (ICCB), Shwan Al-Mulla,

regarding the bidding, independent government estimates,

has been charged with seven counts of honest services wire

and the selection process. Al-Mulla and Nouri used this

fraud and one count of conspiracy to commit bribery and

information to submit winning bids for those contracts. They

defraud the US government for his role in a corruption

also submitted bids on behalf of several other companies,

scheme involving US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)

with Salama Markus’ knowledge, for the same contracts.

reconstruction contracts in Iraq. Al-Mulla is still at large.
Salama Markus previously pleaded guilty to honest services
According to the unsealed indictment, between 2007 and

wire fraud, money laundering and tax offences. He was

2009, Al-Mulla and his conspirators, Ahmed Nouri and

sentenced in March 2013 to 156 months imprisonment.

another ICCB employee, paid bribes of more than $1 million

Ahmed Nouri pleaded guilty on 1 October 2018 to conspiracy

to a USACE employee named John Alfy Salama Markus, in

to commit bribery and is awaiting sentencing.

exchange for the award of reconstruction contracts to ICCB.
Salama Markus was a USACE employee deployed to

US DOJ press release

Contingency Operating Base Speicher in Iraq and was
involved in the awarding process for Iraqi reconstruction
contracts as well as the ongoing administration, oversight,
and modification of those contracts.
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Former head of Vatican Bank sentenced for
money laundering and embezzlement
The Vatican Tribunal on 21 January

then-general manager of the IOR Lelio

obliged to forfeit more than €38 million.

sentenced Angelo Caloia, former head

Scaletti, sold several properties

Additionally, they were sentenced to pay

of the Institute for Works of Religion

between 2002 and 2007 owned by IOR

more than €20 million in compensation

(IOR), known as the Vatican Bank, and

and subsidiary SGIR SRL under value

to IOR and its subsidiary.

two Italian lawyers, Gabrielle Liuzzo

and embezzled the difference. The

and Lamberto Liuzzo, for their

money was then laundered by

involvement in a scheme to embezzle

Lamberto Liuzzo through the Swiss

and launder more than €19 million.

financial system.

Vatican court judgment (i...

According to the Holy See, Caloia and

The defendants have been banned

Vatican court judgment (i...

Gabrielle Liuzzo, in agreement with

permanently from public office and

Holy See press release

UK insider dealer ordered to pay £3.9 million
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority

Choucair was sentenced in June 2019

In the event that Choucair is unable to

(FCA) announced on 22 January that

to three years in prison for five insider

pay the full amount by 1 March, he will

convicted insider dealer Walid Anis

trading charges for unlawful activities

be required to serve an additional five

Choucair was ordered by a Southwark

committed as a day trader in 2013 and

years in prison.

Crown Court judge in a consent

2014. Choucair reportedly made £1.4

confiscation ruling to pay nearly £3.9

million in criminal proceeds through his

million as well as £403,522 in

dealings with UBS AG senior

prosecution costs.

compliance officer Abdel-Malek.

FCA press release

Romania indicts former PM for corruption
Romania's National Anti-Corruption

several government decisions in its

On 13 January, Romanian President

Directorate (DNA) announced on 25

favour, specifically approving several

Klaus Iohannis approved a DNA request

January the indictment of former prime

addendums to an ongoing contract. The

to launch a corruption probe into the

minister Călin Popescu Tăriceanu on

amount was transferred to several

former prime minister.

corruption charges.

offshore companies, purportedly
representing payments for consultancy

DNA press release (in Rom...

According to prosecutors, Tăriceanu, in

services, and was subsequently used

his capacity as prime minister, received

for political campaign expenses.

DNA press release (15 Jan...

2008 from an Austrian company in

Local media claim that the company

Romanian presidency press...

exchange for facilitating the adoption of

was Fujitsu Siemens GmbH Austria.

$800,000 in bribes between 2007 and

15
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REPORTS AND SPEECHES

RUSI paper urges UK government to reapproach
fraud as a national security threat
warns that increasing fraud threatens corporate financial
viability and causes damaging reputational harm.

Recommendations include
The development of a national strategy specifically
catered to combatting fraud in a globalised and cyber
context, including by re-classifying fraud as a national
security issue
Public-private partnerships should be created to counter
RUSI released on 26 January a paper on the impact of fraud
on UK national security, which argues that the current
response to fraud does not fully consider its impact on
individuals and businesses, and its role in supporting
terrorism financing (TF) and organised crime.

The report warns that increasing
fraud threatens corporate
financial viability and causes
damaging reputational harm

fraud collaboratively
The National Security Council should give the National
Crime Agency adequate resources “to improve national
understanding of fraud as an organised crime”
Updating the National Data Strategy to better utilise
digital ID schemes to counter TF fraud
Provide training to government benefit and support
distribution agencies on how to spot TF vulnerabilities
through IP address monitoring and geo-location tools
A new taskforce working group should be established by

The report states that the UK is “a target destination for

the UK's Joint Fraud Taskforce and Terrorist Financing

global fraudsters” and urges a “whole of system response” to

Working Group

include more government intelligence involvement and
increased public-private cooperation to better protect

RUSI paper summary

individuals, businesses, and public bodies. According to
estimates, fraud costs up to £190 billion, while its cost to the

RUSI paper

private sector amounted to £140 billion in 2017. The report

Aperio Intelligence’s next webinar ‘Fraud Trends in the Pandemic: Challenges for Business’ will take place at 13.00 on
Wednesday 10 March. Hosted by Aperio’s Director of Investigations, Paul Doran, our panel of guest speakers from both the
private sector and law enforcement will share their views on how the pandemic has created opportunities for fraud in the
corporate sphere and more widely. Our panel will also discuss how they have adapted to the new reality, including measures they
have taken to mitigate pandemic-related fraud risks. The webinar will also look ahead to emerging trends as the pandemic
recedes, with particular reference to new guidelines from the US Department of Justice on the implementation of the Foreign
Corrupt Practices Act and what we can expect from the Biden administration. Register your interest here.
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UK Financial Reporting Council publishes report
on Autonomy Corporation audit failings
The UK’s Financial Reporting Council

value-added reseller (VAR) in Q4 of

Mercer was given a severe reprimand

(FRC) published the Disciplinary

2009 and Q1 and Q2 of 2010.

and a £250,000 fine.

Tribunal’s report on 6 January on

Additionally, Deloitte and Knights were

sanctions targeting Deloitte LLP and

found to have acted without integrity,

Autonomy was acquired in 2011 by

two former partners, Richard Knights

professional scepticism, or objectivity.

Hewlett Packard and is currently facing

and Nigel Mercer, over alleged

High Court civil proceedings brought by

misconduct when auditing the financial

Mercer and Deloitte were purportedly

a Hewlett Packard subsidiary in

statements and results for Autonomy

involved in misconduct in connection

connection with the acquisition. Former

Corporation plc between 2009 and

with the allocation of hardware sales in

chief financial officer Sushovan

2011. The report follows the 17

FY 2010, recognition of revenues from

Hussain and company founder Mike

September 2020 announcement of a

sales to VAR in Q2 and Q3 of 2010, and

Lynch were also indicted in the US for

£15 million fine plus procedural costs

failure to review the company’s letter to

fraud regarding the sale. Meanwhile,

that was issued against Deloitte.

the Financial Reporting Review Panel

they are reportedly facing civil

(FRRP) from March 2011. They were

proceedings in the UK over alleged

The independent disciplinary tribunal

also found culpable of lacking

accounting fraud. A High Court ruling

report found Deloitte and Knights

professional scepticism and

on the case is expected later this year.

culpable of misconduct in relation to

competence.

the allocation of hardware costs in the

FRC press release

third quarter (Q3) and Q4 of 2009, the

Knights was excluded from the Institute

non-disclosure of hardware sales in

of Chartered Accountants in England

financial year (FY) 2009 and the

and Wales membership for five years

recognition of revenue from sales to

and received a £500,000 fine, while

FRC explanatory memorandu...
FRC press release (17 Sep...

EU Parliament’s human rights report calls for
effective implementation of sanctions regimes
The European Parliament (EP)

worldwide, and making sure the regime

financial support to cybercrime related

published on 20 January its annual

is extended to include corruption. The

activities. The report recommends that

report assessing human rights and

EP adds that the enforcement of

the EU and its member states

democracy around the world, which

sanctions regimes should not be

strengthen their institutional

provides an overview of the challenges

affected by the Covid-19 pandemic and

frameworks in the fight against

related to EU sanctions mechanisms

should not restrict humanitarian

corruption and offer better protection to

and corruption threats in the context of

activities.

investigative journalists, anti-corruption

the Covid-19 pandemic.

associations and whistleblowers.
The report calls for a stronger response

The EP calls for the swift

to cybersecurity conflicts and

implementation of the EU global human

welcomes the adoption by the EU

rights sanctions regime which allows

Council of its decision concerning

the EU to impose sanctions on those

restrictive measures against cyber

responsible for human rights violations

perpetrators and those providing
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UK FCA publishes first report on consumer
investments data and actions to reduce harms
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority

from gaining authorisation where

2019 and 2020. The regulator said there

(FCA) published its first report on 18

phoenixing was suspected, and opening

are currently 30 ongoing investigations

January on its consumer investments

1,542 supervisory cases involving

or proceedings related to potential

data review, which covers the FCA’s

scams or higher risk investments, from

scams or higher risk investments.

actions in the first 10 months of 2020

which 135 cases were related to

to protect consumers from investment

pension scams. The FCA also stated

The FCA also announced the launch of

harm, along with data on the defined

that it is currently considering, with HM

the next phase of its ScamSmart

benefit (DB) pension transfers market,

Treasury, applying the financial

Investment campaign, which aims to

including on the British Steel Pension

promotions regime to online platform

warn consumers of the increased threat

Scheme. The FCA is also reminding

operators like Google and whether new

of clone investment fraud and to help

financial services firms to regularly

regulatory powers are necessary to

them identify warning signs and use its

review their regulatory permissions to

prevent the promotion of high-risk

warning list. The regulator stated that it

avoid misleading consumers about the

investments and online harms.

intends to publish half yearly reports on

level of protection offered or giving
credibility to unregulated activities.

its activities related to reducing the
Additionally, the FCA purportedly

impact of consumer harm in the

received a record number of over

investments market.

According to the regulator, its 2020

24,000 reports of potential

activities included stopping

unauthorised business of which 57

applications of authorisation for 343

percent represented investment scams,

financial services firms and individuals

and also secured almost £6 million in

where a potential harm was identified,

assets to be returned to scam victims

preventing 12 financial adviser firms

and issued £80 million worth of fines in

FCA press release
FCA consumer investments ...
FCA defined pension trans...

UK briefing on Unexplained Wealth Orders
The UK parliament published a

Criminal Finances Act 2017, as of

public office outside of Europe, allow

research briefing on Unexplained

December 2020 they have only been

law enforcement to apply for a court

Wealth Orders (UWO) on 8 January,

used in four cases. The research

order to require an individual to explain

which provides an overview of the law

briefing provides detailed commentary

their interest in property and how the

enforcement tool and its use so far by

on the UWOs granted so far and the

funds were obtained.

UK authorities, as part of efforts to

failed applications as well as the

combat financial crime.

criticisms and comparisons to the use

UK parliament press relea...

of such orders internationally.
Since UWOs became available in

Briefing paper

January 2018 through additions to the

UWOs, which target people suspected

Proceeds of Crime Act brought in by the

of links to serious crime or who hold
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IASC report finds lack of finance industry
engagement on modern slavery and trafficking
A study published on 18 January by the

form of anti-slavery training, while 30

Retail bank staff should be trained

Independent Anti-Slavery

percent of employees do not believe

to look for wider patterns of

Commissioner (IASC), Dame Sara

modern slavery is happening in the UK.

suspicious activity as well as

Thornton, and based on a survey of

looking at individual accounts.

1,000 financial sector professionals

The report aims to draw attention to

Lenders and investors should

conducted by Themis International and

MSHT, highlighting links within the

engage with companies and

the TRIBE Foundation, highlights

financial services industry, and calling

demand proof that modern slavery

alarmingly low levels of awareness of

on senior leaders in financial services

is not present in their supply chains

modern slavery and forced labour

organisations to stand against MSHT.

as a pre-condition of any

among senior management of the UK’s
financial sector.

investment or lending terms

Key calls to action include
Business leaders should signal that

Key findings of the report show that,

MSHT elements should be

MSHT is an important risk to be

despite modern slavery and human

incorporated into existing risk

integrated into all decision making,

trafficking (MSHT) links to money

assessments and due diligence

and put MSHT on their board or

laundering and other financial crimes,

processes across the business, and

senior management agenda, as well

and the introduction of the Modern

departments working on financial

as encourage a culture of

Slavery Act in 2015, only a few financial

crime should ensure that MSHT

transparency with regards to the

services companies are actively

considerations are built in as an

identification of MSHT cases within

managing the risk and engaging with

integral part of any anti-money

the organisation, its supply chain

clients and suppliers on MSHT issues.

laundering and counter terrorism

and business relationships

For instance, 43 percent of board level

financing (AML/CFT), sanctions,

managers and director level employees

and fraud control framework. MSHT

either did not know if their organisation

should also be included as a key

had a modern slavery policy or

module contained within a firm’s

confirmed they did not have one at all.

training needs analysis (TNA) and

Moreover, 71 percent of financial

strategy

Preventing Modern Slavery...
Executive summary & recom...
Dame Sara Thornton opinio...

industry employees surveyed stated
that they had never participated in any

UK's NCA publishes SARs Reporter Booklet
The UK’s National Crime Agency (NCA)

According to the UKFIU, several defence

According to the Head of the UKFIU

published on 25 January the latest

against money laundering SARs were

Debbie Price, approximately 570,000

Suspicious Activity Reports (SARs)

pivotal in identifying and disrupting

SARs are received every year.

Reporter Booklet produced by the UK

money laundering operations, involving

Financial Intelligence Unit (UKFIU),

unregistered money service businesses,

which summarises law enforcement

suspicious transactions that did not

agency feedback on the use of SARs in

match the customer’s profile, and

their investigations targeting money

subjects involved in the supply of

laundering, tax evasion and fraud.

controlled drugs.
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Carnegie paper urges UK to address use of
private schools for money laundering
A Carnegie Endowment for

The report finds that some of the PEPs

criminally involved payments by

International Peace paper published on

whose children have recently graduated

anonymous shell companies to UK

28 January alleges that politically

from or attend private UK educational

schools, including the Charterhouse

exposed persons (PEPs) from Nigeria

institutions have had their assets

School. The Troika Laundromat case in

and Ghana are paying for their

seized by UK legal orders in relation to

Lithuania featured approximately £4.2

children’s education at elite UK and

corruption offences. The paper notes

million paid to UK schools through such

international boarding schools and

that “stagnating salaries, rapidly

means. UK authorities, the report notes,

universities with unexplained wealth.

increasing tuition and living costs, and

are aware of the problem, with the

declining currency values have made it

National Crime Agency (NCA) stating in

Carnegie’s paper estimates that West

increasingly difficult for some senior

2018 that “if the salary of a parent is so

African PEP wealth illegally channelled

government officials to legitimately

low [that] they could not possibly afford

into the UK education sector may

afford the cost of a UK education” and

the fees legitimately, this should also

exceed £30 million every year. It also

thus often rely on using the proceeds of

set alarm bells ringing”.

argues that the UK should address this

corruption or other financial crimes.

illegal cash flow and “close a

Carnegie Endowment paper

troublesome anti-money laundering

Carnegie’s paper points to the Troika

(AML) loophole” to meet its global

Laundromat scandal and a 2014

anti-corruption goals.

Moldovan case both featuring

UN report calls for action to counter the use of
digital technology for terrorist financing
The UN Secretary-General released on

cash reserves under their control,

terrorists to identify new trafficking and

29 January the latest report on the

estimated at $100 million previously.

cash smuggling routes.

Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) to

UN research shows that terrorists raise

The report warns that the use of

international peace and security, which

funds through the internet and social

cryptocurrencies for terrorist activities

finds that the Covid-19 pandemic did

media and have exploited

in Syria have increased in recent

not affect the ability of regional

pandemic-related vulnerabilities to carry

months. Examples include terrorist

terrorist groups to move and operate in

out electronic fraud and cybercrime.

fighters raising funds through crypto

conflict zones, and online terrorist

Reports from UN member states show

wallet addresses and fraudsters

propaganda continued to grow.

that ISIL family members in

seeking to profit from selling Covid-19

displacement camps receive

personal protective equipment online.

According to the Secretary-General's

remittances via financial institutions or

The report calls for decisive measures

report, ISIL remained active in several

money service businesses in

by all UN members to counter use of

conflict-prone states in Africa and

neighbouring states, which are then

the internet and digital technologies for

Afghanistan, despite its March 2019

couriered into Syria or transferred

terrorism incitement and recruitment,

territorial defeat in Syria. ISIL cells in

through informal financial networks.

financing and other criminal activities.

threat posed by the Islamic State in

Iraq and Syria continued to fund their
operations through the extortion of the

The report estimates that ongoing

local population, as well as using the

travel restrictions could prompt

20
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Latest Corruption Perceptions Index reveals
significant democratic backsliding
contracting rules and allow civil society

Malta was found to face “significant

and media to play an active role in

corruption challenges”, while

holding government accountable.

suffering “one of the steepest
declines in the rule of law”

Key findings include
The Polish parliament amended and
Denmark and New Zealand are the

repealed hundreds of laws during

highest scoring countries, while

the Covid-19 pandemic, which

Syria, Somalia and South Sudan

affected its transparency in public

rank the lowest

spending and limited access to
information

Transparency International (TI) issued
on 28 January the results of its annual
Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI),
finding that most countries have made
little or no progress in tackling
corruption in 2020, which has
weakened their global response to the

The UK ranks 11th, the same score
as Canada, Hong Kong and

Romania and Bangladesh struggle

Australia, while Ecuador, Greece,

with corruption and an underfunded

Guyana, Myanmar and South Korea

healthcare system

were found to have significantly
improved their scores

Colombia and El Salvador have both
been confronted with “an explosion”

The US has reached its lowest

in irregularities and corruption

of relief packages.

position since 2012 while dealing

reportedly due to the “alarming

with corruption concerns related to

concentration of power in the

The CPI 2020 ranks 180 countries and

its Covid-19 relief package

executive branches”

Covid-19 pandemic and the oversight

territories according to their perceived
levels of corruption in the public sector.
To be more effective in fighting the
pandemic, the watchdog recommends
all states strengthen their oversight

Philippines’ response to the health

TI press release

crisis has included abusive
enforcement and major human

CPI report

rights and media freedom violations

institutions, adopt open and transparent

Egmont Group report on wildlife crime
The Egmont Group’s Centre of FIU

ECOFEL’s report provides details on the

between FIUs and other agencies to

Excellence & Leadership (ECOFEL)

key species, industries and

conduct financial investigations into

published a report on ‘Financial

concealment methods related to

wildlife trafficking.

Investigations into Wildlife Crime’ on

wildlife crime, as well as the

12 January, which aims to provide

importance of understanding the supply

insight into how financial intelligence

chain of the illegal wildlife trade

units (FIUs) can support financial

particular to a jurisdiction. The report

investigations into illegal wildlife

also provides several case studies on

trading and wildlife crime.

instances of successful cooperation
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UN human rights report calls for sanctions
against human rights abusers in Sri Lanka
report details the country’s failure to deal with past abuses
and the recent appointment of military officials who were
implicated in previous UN reports for alleged war crimes and
crimes against humanity. The report notes early signs of
concern, including a pattern of intensified surveillance and
harassment of civil society organisations, human rights
defenders and victims. In addition to concerns that Tamil and
Muslim minorities are being increasingly marginalised.
Bachelet urges the international community to engage in
enhanced monitoring and strong preventive action, as “Sri
A report published by the UN Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights on 27 January details the
deepening impunity and heightened risk of human rights
violations in Sri Lanka, urging states to consider the use of
targeted sanctions against those responsible.

Lanka’s current trajectory sets the scene for the recurrence of
the policies and practices that gave rise to grave human
rights violations.” The report is due to be formally presented
to the Human Rights Council on 24 February.
UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human ...

UN High Commissioner for Human Rights Michelle Bachelet’s

EU auditors report finds insufficient sharing of
tax information between member states
The European Court of Auditors (ECA) published on 26

cryptocurrencies and non-custodial dividends in the

January a special report on sharing tax information inside

information exchange process by the end of 2022

the EU, which underlines that deficiencies in implementing
the legislative framework result in billions of euros lost to

The EC should address the poor quality of data shared by

tax avoidance every year.

member states, by carrying out spot visits, imposing
penalties and updating guidelines by the end of 2023

The report assesses the European Commission’s (EC)
monitoring activities and the implementation of tax

Member states should increase the quality of shared

information exchange in Cyprus, Italy, the Netherlands,

information and introduce risk analysis procedures for

Poland and Spain. The ECA notes the lack of recent EU

the data they receive

guidelines on information sharing and ongoing inaccuracies
in the data collected by member states.

A common framework to assess tax information
exchange should be established by the end of 2022

ECA recommendations include
ECA press release
The EC should ensure that member states report all
relevant income categories and include income from
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UN experts on Yemen accuse government of
money laundering and corruption scheme
The Panel of Experts on Yemen

by “a select group of privileged traders

stating that the Saudi money has been

published its final report for the United

and businessmen”, the report highlights

disbursed according to “highly

Nations Security Council (UNSC) on 25

that Hayel Saeed has gained a

transparent procedures” that met

January, accusing the country’s

“comparative and competitive

international standards of due

government of illegally diverting $423

advantage versus other importers”, by

diligence. Stating that the UN panel

million of public money to traders, in a

previously placing ex-employees in key

“might have been misled by wrong

money laundering and corruption

roles in the government of Yemen,

information provided by anti-Yemeni

scheme that has adversely impacted

including in top positions at the Central

parties”, the bank vowed to provide a

access to food supplies.

Bank and advisers within the Cabinet.

thorough rebuttal backed by evidence

As part of a development and

According to the Panel of Experts,

reconstruction programme, in January

Yemen’s Central Bank violated its

In addition, the report estimates the

2018, Saudi Arabia deposited $2 billion

foreign exchange rules, manipulated the

Iranian-backed Houthi party diverted at

with the Central Bank of Yemen, aiming

foreign exchange market and

least $1.8 billion worth of taxes and

to fund credit to buy commodities, such

“laundered a substantial part of the

state revenue they collected on the

as rice, sugar, milk and flour to

Saudi deposit in a sophisticated money

territory they control in 2019, a “large

strengthen food security and stabilise

laundering scheme”. Specifically, the

portion” of which was used to fund their

domestic prices.

report states that, through “a simple

military campaign against the

accounting manipulation with serious

government. The report also mentions

The Panel’s analysis reveals that 91

financial implications”, the bank

increasing evidence of entities and

commercial companies benefited from

“converted an asset into a liability on its

individuals in Iran providing “significant

the Saudi credit mechanism, with just

balance sheet”, with the “preferred”

volumes” of weapons to the Houthis in

nine companies capturing 48 percent of

traders receiving a $423 million windfall

violation of the UN arms embargo.

the $2 billion deposit – all of them

at the expense of the Yemeni people.

and documents at a later stage.

belonging to a single holding

UN Panel of Experts on Ye...

corporation, the Hayel Saeed Anam

In a 29 January statement, the Central

Group. Describing it as being controlled

Bank of Yemen rejected the allegations,

Yemen Central Bank respon...

Aperio Analysis by Tom Ready
Yemen’s largely forgotten seven-year old civil war has resulted in the division of the country into southern and eastern areas
nominally controlled by the Saudi-backed and internationally-recognised government of Yemen under President Hadi, and the
Houthi-controlled north of the country which is supported by Iran. The UN report criticising President Hadi’s government for
diversion of funds comes in the same week that US President Biden announced a temporary freeze of arms sales to Saudi
Arabia, as it seeks to pressure Riyadh into finding a resolution to the conflict. The Biden administration has also initiated a review
into former President Trump’s designation of the Houthis as a terrorist organisation, a decision which was immediately criticised
by human rights groups for impeding humanitarian assistance to Houthi-controlled areas. President Hadi separately faces a
severe challenge to his authority from the Southern Transitional Council which announced and then reversed a declaration of
self-administration in mid-2020. Finding any path towards a solution to the Yemen crisis will require continued US and
international activism and multiple leaps of faith from Yemeni and key regional actors.
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FATF issues follow-up report on Cuba
The Financial Action Task Force of

The report finds that the Cuban

sanctions regime applicable to the

Latin America (GAFILAT) published on

framework has been improved to

non-profit sector.

26 January its fourth regular follow-up

include special investigative technique

report on Cuba’s progress on

provisions and amendments to ML and

GAFILAT downgraded Cuba’s efforts in

addressing the technical compliance

TF typologies. GAFILAT praises the

relation to new technologies, asserting

deficiencies on anti-money laundering

adoption of new supervision rules

that there are “moderate” deficiencies

and countering terrorism financing

regarding self-employed workers and

mainly related to the registration and

(AML/CTF) identified in its 2015

risk-based supervision on ML/TF

licencing of VAs and VASPs. Cuba will

mutual evaluation report (MER), which

matters related to Designated

remain subject to the follow-up

re-rates it as compliant and largely

Non-Financial Business or Professions

process.

compliant with three recommendations

(DNFBPs). In addition, Cuba has

and partially compliant on

adopted new rules on sanctions

implementing the new virtual asset

applicable to reporting entities, money

(VA) and virtual asset services

order companies, and bookkeepers, but

providers (VASPs) standards.

needs to do more in relation to the

FATF press release
Follow-up report on Cuba

The Sentry publishes report on North Korea's
sanctions evasion activities in Africa
The Sentry published on 14 January its

According to the report, two North

while also acting against opportunism

latest investigative report on North

Korean businessmen through their

to ensure the effectiveness of

Korea’s activities in West and Central

company Congo Aconde have been

sanctions enforcement in the DRC and

Africa, which claims that North Korean

awarded government contracts in the

other regions. The US, the Financial

government-controlled companies

Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC)

Action Task Force (FATF), and global

have been found conducting business

and have gained access to US dollars

banks are also advised to aid the

activities in the African region in

through a local bank in the DRC for

Congolese government and local banks

apparent violation of the US, EU and

undertaking public works projects.

in improving their ability to tackle illicit

UN sanctions. The report puts forward

finance as well as providing wider

a set of recommendations to

The Sentry recommends that

international organisations, global

governments, multilateral bodies and

banks and the Congolese government

financial institutions should provide

to combat such illicit activities.

relevant assistance to those on the
frontlines of sanctions enforcement
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The Sentry press release
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US BIS publishes annual report to Congress
The US Commerce Department’s Bureau of Industry Security

The processing of nearly 38,000 export licence

(BIS) published on 23 January its annual report to Congress,

applications, over 3,000 more than the previous year, of

which provides detail on its actions in 2020 in response to

which 86.3 percent were approved over an average

China’s alleged human rights abuses, Hong Kong, Huawei

processing time of 23 days

and affiliates, as well other activities to control emerging
and foundational technologies and strengthen its foreign

Processing 108,000 requests by US parties to be

direct product rule.

excluded from Section 232 tariffs and quotas on steel
and aluminium exports or imports; in addition, BIS

In the report’s introduction, Secretary of Commerce Wilbur

launched a 232 Exclusions Portal, with request

Ross praised ongoing efforts to counter Chinese Communist

processing time decreasing by 84 percent compared to

Party (CCP) activities in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous

the previous year

Region of China (XUAR) and in relation to Huawei. Ross noted
that BIS added 48 parties to its Entity List in 2020 over

Providing outreach materials through a virtual BIS 2020

XUAR-related human rights violations, while 153

Conference on Export Control Policy, including the

Huawei-related entities were designated for export and

publication of six videos to educate the business

import restrictions.

community on key regulatory and process concepts

Other actions by BIS in 2020 include

Continuing to work with partners in international joint
efforts, including the Australia Group (AG), Wassenaar

Adding 279 entries to the Entity List via nine final rules,

Arrangement, Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR)

with 23 percent of all the designations being made in

and the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG)

relation to China, followed by Russia and then the United
Arab Emirates

BIS report

IMF publishes country report on Germany
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) published on 19

made progress in addressing the shortcomings in the access

January the findings of its 2020 Article IV consultation on

to beneficial ownership information and deficiencies in its

Germany, which notes that the country’s legal and

risk-based approach through the publication of the 2019

organisational framework on anti-money laundering and

National Risk Assessment and sector-specific risk

counter-terrorism financing (AML/CFT) is generally sound

assessments.

but further reforms are still needed in some areas.
The IMF’s findings will be updated once the results of FATF's
The report welcomes the progress made by Germany to

assessment in October have been published.

strengthen its AML/CFT systems and advises that further
reforms of its auditing framework and accounting

IMF report on Germany

enforcement are required, especially in the light of the
Wirecard fraud scandal. The report notes that Germany has
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TRACIT report finds vulnerability to illicit trade
reduces countries’ sovereign credit ratings

The Transnational Alliance to Combat Illicit Trade (TRACIT)

institutional, and fiscal strength, susceptibility to event risk,

launched on 20 January a new report, called ‘The Link

and the governments’ capacity to service their financial

Between Illicit Trade and Sovereign Credit Ratings’, and

obligations to creditors “on time and in full”. The comparison

discussed its findings during a webinar which explored

revealed strong interdependence between a government’s

correlations between credit ratings, illicit trade, and

credit worthiness and its structural capability to tackle illicit

investment at national level.

trade – countries with the capacity to fight illicit trade had the
highest credit ratings.

The report compares the credit
ratings attributed by agencies
such as S&P Global, Fitch Group
and Moody’s, and scores on
structural capabilities to combat
illicit trade

The findings highlight that governmental efforts to prioritise
anti-illicit trade policies, correct the regulatory environment
and economic circumstances that enable illicit trade can
improve the environment upon which a country’s credit
ratings are based. According to Janos Bertok, “strong
regulatory environments and institutions equipped to combat
corruption, ensure good governance, and rule of law are key
in the fight against illicit trade, in sovereign credit rating
determinations”, emphasising that “various reports from the
OECD show that the lack of transparency, corruption, […] and

The virtual panel included Colombian Deputy Minister of

also poor enforcement are key drivers for enabling illicit

Foreign Trade, Laura Valdivieso, the Deputy Director of the

trade” and that “the advanced logistical infrastructure

OECD Public Governance Directorate, Janos Bertok, and

[implemented by some countries] can be misused by

Analytical Manager for the Sovereign & International Public

criminals in illicit trade, if these logistic investments are not

Finance Ratings at S&P Global, Patrice Cochelin, and

paralleled with good governance, integrity and transparency”.

TRACIT’s Director General Jeffrey P. Hardy.
TRACIT report
The report provides a comparison between the credit ratings
attributed by major international agencies, such as S&P

Webinar recording

Global, Fitch Group and Moody’s, and the scores on structural
capabilities to combat illicit trade assigned to 84 countries by
the Global Illicit Trade Environment Index (GITEI). Credit
rating agencies’ evaluations are based on economic,
26
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Hong Kong Monetary Authority publishes AML/
CFT RegTech case studies and insights
The Hong Kong Monetary Authority

cross functional and interdisciplinary

programme, while the use of

(HKMA) published on 21 January a

teams, creating forums to exchange

supervisory technology (SupTech) to

paper containing six case studies and

views and experiences, and starting

supplement and enhance its

insights, which highlight opportunities

early discussions with data owners and

supervision efforts will also remain a

that regulatory technology (RegTech)

planning were also underlined by

key focus. Additionally, the regulator

provides banks to increase the

HKMA. Meanwhile, assessing

stated that it intends to host interactive

efficiency of anti-money laundering

opportunities to work with third parties

sessions to experiment with more

and countering the financing of

and looking beyond immediate financial

advanced technologies and methods,

terrorism (AML/CFT) efforts.

and operational gains to impact on

will continue to share more

staff and customers should also be

RegTech-related expectations and

According to the banks interviewed,

considered when adopting AML/CFT

guidance, and will work closely with the

obtaining and securing early and

RegTech solutions.

banking industry to adhere to

thorough support for any AML/CFT

international AML/CFT standards.

RegTech solution and ensuring that

In view of its November 2020 roadmap

management expectations are aligned

to promote the adoption of regulatory

with the proposed approach are

technologies by the banking sector,

important features of successful

HKMA will keep RegTech as a priority in

implementation. Additionally, using

its 2021 AML/CFT supervisory

HKMA press release
HKMA paper

Navalny publishes claims about Putin palace
Detained Russian opposition member

through a management firm run by

On 22 January, the Guardian reported

Alexei Navalny and his foundation

Russian businessman Nikolai

that Navalny told his ally Vladimir

released on 19 January a report with

Shamalov, Putin’s former son-in-law.

Ashurkov that “the west must sanction

details about a luxurious palace on the

the decision-makers and the people

Black Sea coast, allegedly owned by

The report traces funding for the

who hold their money”, adding that

Russian President Vladimir Putin and

residence to Petromed, a medical

“nothing less will make an impact on

funded by the illicit proceeds of

supplies company founded in the 1990s

the behaviour of the Russian

corruption via shell companies.

while Putin was Deputy Mayor of St.

authorities”. Navalny reportedly

Petersburg. Subsequent

provided Ashurkov with a list of

The report produced by Navalny’s

communications suggest that

individuals he believes should be

Anti-Corruption Foundation (FBK)

Shamalov manipulated many Russian

sanctioned by the EU and US, including

includes a two-hour documentary film

oligarchs to donate funds to Petromed,

Russian oligarchs Roman Abramovich

and extensive evidence of significant

some of which were redirected into an

and Alisher Usmanov, and the sons of

payments by Russian officials through

offshore firm under Putin’s control.

security officials Nikolai Patrushev and

numerous corporations which fed into

Alexander Bortnikov.

the residence’s construction through

Navalny, who survived an August 2020

“the world’s biggest bribe”. The $1.3

poisoning, was arrested on 17 January

billion palace near the Gelendzhik

for an alleged suspended sentence

resort was reportedly built for Putin’s

violation upon his return from Germany,

own exclusive use and constructed

where he received treatment.
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IMF paper on anti-corruption in MECA countries
The IMF published a departmental

efforts, the IMF urges MECA countries

of terrorism (AML/CFT) frameworks

paper on 13 January examining areas

to be transparent in their responses and

to identify corruption

of potential growth in fighting

control spending. Jordan is cited as

corruption and enhancing governance

meeting the challenge effectively

Improving government transparency

for countries in the Middle East, North

through budget line creation to track

as well as making economic and

Africa, the Caucasus, and Central Asia

and report expenses needed for the

social data publicly available

(MECA) to meet economic policy goals.

pandemic response. The IMF also
published a Covid-19 factsheet that

Making central banks and financial

The paper finds that, despite progress

MECA countries can utilise to ensure

supervisors autonomous and

in economic governance, “citizens and

transparency during the recovery.

accountable

Recommendations include

Streamlining corporate regulations

businesses view weak governance and
corruption as serious problems in the
region”, according to surveys consulted

and improving enforcement

in the analysis. Perceived quality of

Simplifying operations in fiscal

mechanisms

public services and government

institutions, building up civil servant

independence from political pressure

integrity, limiting independent action

Passing strong anti-corruption laws

also scored low, as well as low MECA

abilities by individuals, and

and ensuring that they are enforced

thresholds in the Control of Corruption

improving audit processes and

Index and Corruption Perceptions Index

internal controls

IMF press release

Improving anti-money

IMF Covid-19 factsheet

compared to other regions.
In responding to the Covid-19 pandemic

laundering/countering the financing

and ensuring successful recovery

Bank for International Settlements publishes
working paper on DLT
The Bank for International Settlements

number of validators, supermajority

The BIS paper found that while a

(BIS) published on 27 January a

threshold and transaction size”. With

decentralised system can have better

working paper on the potential benefits

applications in trade and finance,

results when the rule of law is faulty

and disadvantages of types of

permissioned and centralised DLTs

and corruption risks are high, a

distributed ledger technology (DLT),

require a set of validators to update the

centralised ledger generally functions

such as blockchain, in an effort to

ledgers and are thus vulnerable to

better within the credit economy. The

carry out the first economic analysis of

recordkeeper corruption to alter

paper concluded that its results could

permissioned DLT.

transaction histories.

be used in providing “conditions under

The paper aims to demonstrate how

By contrast, non-permissioned,

designated validators function through

decentralised DLTs, such as those used

a series of mathematical equations to

in cryptocurrencies, perform base

“examine the conditions under which

ledger updating through processes

the process of permissioned validation

such as solving mathematical

supports decentralised exchange as an

equations to write records which are

equilibrium”, solving for “optimal fees,

then shared transparently.

which a central authority should
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BIS press release
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SPECIAL FEATURE

The role of privacy enhancing technologies in
combatting financial crime

The evolution of privacy enhancing

citing the high-risk posed to individual

derive synergies by accessing each

technologies (PET) is an important

rights to privacy. The concept of data

other’s risk intelligence without sharing

step in the fight against money

sharing amongst banks is in its infancy,

the data. Banks can run a query on each

laundering and terrorism financing.

but its value in the fight against

other’s data using MPC while the data

Barriers to information sharing within

financial crime cannot be ignored. In

remains encrypted and opaque during

the financial sector have benefitted

this article, guest writer, Nitin Sane, an

the entire process. Analysts can run

those looking to move their illicit gains.

anti-financial crime professional

specific queries to check the availability

While terrorists and money launderers

provides insight into privacy enhancing

of external risk intelligence on a

have been able to build smart networks

technologies.

particular client across other banks.

to carry out their activities, the same is

Several computation nodes engage in

not true for financial institutions and

Privacy enhancing technologies have

cryptographic protocols to compute

banks due to data protection hurdles.

demonstrated solid capabilities in

and run queries on encrypted values.

The EU’s 2020 action plan for a

enabling access to external risk

During this process, no data is revealed,

comprehensive policy on preventing

intelligence without the need for data

and the result is only available to the

money laundering and terrorist

sharing. Privacy enhancing

authorised analyst. Homomorphic

financing advocates full compliance

technologies like pseudonymisation,

encryption is an encryption method that

with data protection law. Similarly, the

anonymisation, homomorphic

enables computation on encrypted

European Data Protection Supervisor

encryption and secure multi-party

data. It generates an encrypted result

(EDPS) has recognised the importance

computation are gaining prominence.

and enables encrypted data to be

of anti-money laundering policies but

These technologies were first

transferred, analysed and returned to

stresses that transparency of

showcased to a broader audience

the data owner who can then decrypt

payments and financial flows must be

during the Global Anti-Money

the information and view the results.

pursued alongside compliance with

Laundering and Financial Crime Tech

data protection rules. Further, the EDPS

Sprint organised by the UK’s Financial

has expressed concern over

Conduct Authority (FCA) in July 2019.

public-private partnerships that

Multi-party computation (MPC) allows

In tangible terms, when a bank

facilitate the sharing of information,

banks and financial institutions to

onboards a new client, it has no means
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of identifying whether a neighbouring

cross pollination of intelligence. The

implementation. In the absence of a

bank has blacklisted the client on

technology also has vast potential to

dedicated fora for sharing information

suspicion of terrorist financing.

assist public-private partnerships

amongst banks, PET offers a logical

Similarly, a bank cannot know currently

targeting terrorism financing. Border

alternative to better understand the

that a client who has deposited

control and immigration can derive

broader intelligence picture, which is

£100,000 in cash during the past month

benefits through accessing intelligence

essential to illuminating the

has total cash deposits of £1 million

on passport and identity numbers of

idiosyncrasies and convergences of

across multiple institutions. The unique

terrorist financiers. These individuals

illicit actors. The emphasis on fostering

aspect of privacy enhancing technology

can then be subjected to enhanced

and supporting PET should ideally

stems from the fact that it does not

scrutiny at border entry and exit points.

emanate from tech-savvy financial

reveal any sensitive information or
otherwise about the transaction with

supervisory authorities and financial
Acceptance

other market players. In the above

intelligence units that are primarily
responsible for innovation and reform

example, the only information the

PET is fast gaining momentum in the

of the monitoring landscape. The

analyst would get derived from

Baltics, the UK, the Netherlands and

success of PET hinges on the ability of

intelligence provided by other

Belgium. According to a recent article

banks and supervisory authorities to

institutions is that the total cash

by the Baltic Course Magazine, four

make the most of these discussions

deposits of that particular individual

Estonian banks have joined forces to

and maintain neutrality. While

have crossed an agreed risk threshold.

launch a pilot programme called the

policymakers often pay inadequate

The specific details about the bank

AML Bridge, a secure data sharing

attention to academic discussion,

name, transaction dates, exact amount

platform. In the Netherlands, three

ignoring the power of this technology

of cash deposited and any breakdown

organisations namely, TNO, ABN AMRO

would be unwise. Whether other banks

of cash deposits would not be revealed.

Bank and Rabobank are working on a

and countries in the EU follow suit

The technology also has immense

proof-of-concept that uses multi-party

remains to be seen; however, if

potential to identify cross-border funds

computation based on transaction data

employed correctly and conscientiously,

transfers to shell companies, through

from multiple banks. The Dutch project

PET can foster effective symbiotic ties

utilising enhanced counterparty risk

called MPC4AML is being spearheaded

between banks and financial

intelligence. For example, an analyst

by TNO Netherlands and is slated to be

institutions.

checking a cross-border transaction of

showcased during the upcoming digital

$1 million can run a query and identify

sandbox pilot organised by the UK’s

Nitin Sane is an accomplished

that another bank has blacklisted the

Financial Conduct Authority in February.

anti-financial crime and corporate

overseas beneficiary. However, the

Banks in Belgium are also calling on the

intelligence professional, geopolitical

bank's name, reason for blacklisting,

Belgian Parliament’s Finance

analyst, and thought leader with more

and specific details about the

Committee to allow a secure

than a decade of hands-on experience in

transaction would not be revealed. The

information sharing platform. Taking

embedding modern technologies to

ability to identify toxic connections of

cognizance of the rising popularity of

combat money laundering and enhance

the client through multi-party

PET, the Financial Action Task Force

client due diligence. He has 15 years'

computing is one of the unique features

(FATF) is conducting an exploratory

experience in the banking sector and

of this technology.

study on the subject and sought views

has worked with large global banks,

from various industry players on the

including Citi and ABN AMRO. He is

PET can also be cross pollinated with

implementation of PET in combatting

presently completing FinTech projects in

intelligence from e-wallet providers,

financial crime at the end of 2020.

Europe (Baltics). Nitin holds a Certified

casinos and virtual currency dealers.

FATF’s questionnaire on digitalisation,

Anti-Money Laundering Specialist

Cross pollination through PET helps

which closed on 7 December 2020,

certification from ACAMS (US) and a

build a comprehensive resource in the

focused on opportunities and

Specialist Certificate in Combating the

fight against money laundering and

challenges of new technologies for

Financing of Terrorism from

terrorist financing. Links between cash

AML/CFT and a stocktake on data

International Compliance Association

withdrawals from banks, and cash

pooling, analysis and data protection.

(ICA) UK. Nitin is also a Certified Global

deposits via Bitcoin ATMs can be

Sanctions Specialist from ACAMS (US)

smartly detected. Casino junket

While the quest for international

and has significant experience in

operators who operate behind the

consensus on data sharing is still a

sanctions screening and investigations.

scenes, concealed by layers of shell

profitable pursuit, the absence of

companies, can be identified through

shared supporting legislation will hinder
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LEGISLATION

UK Financial Services Bill reaches House of
Lords, includes rules for e-money institutions
The UK’s Financial Services Bill was

which are generally of extremely limited

Glen insisted that the new provision

introduced in the House of Lords on 14

use to law enforcement”, Economic

“would lead to a discrepancy in

January, together with new government

Secretary to the Treasury John Glen

treatment between FCA-regulated

amendments in relation to the

said during the Commons debate. By

businesses and other businesses under

application of anti-money laundering

extending the existing exemption for

criminal law”. However, the possible

regulations to payment and electronic

transactions under the £250 threshold,

offence might be looked at “in due

money institutions.

the compliance burdens on firms would

course” once sufficient evidence has

be reduced, the UK official added.

become available.

Commons stages on 13 January, where

Additional amendments in the Bill

Other Bill provisions, introduced in

it received cross-party support.

provide for the freezing and seizure of

October 2020, amend the criminal

Government amendments made at the

proceeds of crime stemming from

market abuse regime in the UK, in

report stage would ensure that

terrorism, when the funds are held in

relation to both insider dealing and

exceptions to some requirements under

accounts at payment and e-money

market manipulation offences, and

the Defence Against Money Laundering

institutions. Under current rules, the

revise Sanctions and Anti-Money

(DAML) Suspicious Activity Reporting

account freezing and forfeiture

Laundering Act 2018 provisions to

(SAR) regime apply to payment and

provisions only apply to accounts held

ensure UK money laundering

e-money institutions, when the

at banks and building societies.

regulations apply to trusts based

The Bill completed its House of

transaction is below £250. Currently

overseas and where the trustee is not a

under the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002,

The revised text, as introduced in the

exemptions from the DAML regime

House of Lords, does not include any

apply to banks and deposit taking

language on the new corporate offence

bodies only.

of failing to prevent economic crime by
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)

“E-money and payment institutions

regulated persons. The amendments

must submit a large number of DAML

were rejected during the Commons

requests for low-value transactions,

debate on 13 January, when Minister

UK entity but has links to the UK.
House of Lords first read...
House of Commons debate
Revised text as introduce...

EU designates Syrian Minister of Foreign Affairs
The Council of the European Union

responsibility for the regime’s violent

announced on 15 January the

repression against the Syrian people.

designation of Faisal Mekdad, Syria’s

Council Implementing Regu...

newly appointed Minister of Foreign

Mekdad has been added to the list of

Affairs, pursuant to the EU’s restrictive

persons subject to the EU's restrictive

measures on Syria. The EU Council

measures on Syria, which constitutes

considers that Mekdad shares

an asset freeze and travel ban.
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EU Council establishes common approach to
end-user certificates for small arms exports
The Council of the European Union

playing field and increase clarity for the

The updated regulations also carry

adopted Decision (CFSP) 2021/38 on

defence industry and its clients”.

optional clauses for member states to

18 January, which establishes common

adopt at will, including end-user

features regarding end-user

Under the new rules, member states

commitments to notify exporters in

certificates for the export of small

must require end-user certificates for

cases of loss or theft of the arms,

arms, light weapons and their

such exports and end-user details,

confirmation of receipts and exact

ammunition. The decision represents a

country of destination, broker details,

quantities, and decommissioning

convergence of member state weapons

indication of intended end-use, and

commitments for old weapons. The

export policies and is a follow-up to the

unique identifying numbers relating to

decision will enter into force on 31

2019 Council conclusions reviewing

the end-user certificate. End-users must

December 2021.

the common position 2008/944/CFSP

agree that they will only use the

on military exports.

weapons for the declared use and not

EU Council press release

transfer custody of the goods within or
The aim of the new features “is to

outside the country of import without

diminish the risk of arms diversion to

prior written approval from the

illicit or unintended users, create a level

exporting member state.

Official Journal entry

EU Council extends sanctions on Tunisia
The Council of the European Union

four people, namely Bouthaina Bent

Regulation (EU) 101/2011 on 4

announced on 22 January the

Moncef Ben Mohamed Trabelsi, Nabil

February 2011, which targeted former

extension of the sanctions regime

Ben Abderrazek Ben Mohamed Trabelsi,

president Zine El Abidine Ben Ali, his

against Tunisia for another year, until

Akrem Ben Hamed Ben Taher

wife and 46 other individuals. The

31 January 2022. The sanctions

Bouaouina, and Slim Ben Tijani Ben Haj

restrictive measures have been

regime targets individuals and entities

Hamda Ben Ali. Investigations into

renewed every year since 2011.

responsible for the misappropriation of

most of the designated individuals for

Tunisian state funds.

misappropriation, misuse of public

Council Decision (CFSP) 2...

office, conflicts of interest or asset
The EU's list of persons and entities

recovery are still ongoing.

Council Implementing Regu...

amending the listing information

The EU sanctions on Tunisia were

EU Official Journal entry

concerning two people and delisting

introduced through the adoption of

subject to asset freezes was updated,
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New US Executive Order on countering
malicious cyber-enabled activities
Then-US President Donald Trump

rent or lease without paying for server

to be a source of malicious

issued on 19 January Executive Order

maintenance or operation. To limit the

cyber-enabled activities, or foreign

(EO) 13984 on taking additional steps

ability of IaaS foreign resellers to

persons engaged in the use of IaaS for

to address the national emergency with

transfer the products to other foreign

the promotion of such activities. EO

respect to significant malicious

actors and evade detection, EO 13984

13984 asks the Attorney General and

cyber-enabled activities, which was

provides authority to the Department of

other departments to demand feedback

declared through EO 13694 of 1 April

Commerce to impose identity

from the industry on the

2015, pursuant to the International

verification and record keeping

implementation of the new rules within

Emergency Economic Powers Act.

obligations on US IaaS providers

120 days of the issuing date.

engaged in foreign transactions.
EO 13984 addresses the use of US

EO 13984 of 19 January 20...

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) by

In addition, the Commerce Secretary is

foreign malicious cyber actors, which

instructed to consult on regulations

allows these persons to run software

imposing restrictions in relation to

and store data on servers offered for

certain foreign jurisdictions determined

EO 13694 of 1 April 2015
US President’s letter to ...

US designates Russian entity and blocks vessel
involved in constructing Nord Stream 2
designation of Russia-based entity

the construction of Russian energy

KVT-RUS and the identification of its

export pipelines”.

vessel Fortuna as blocked property, for
being involved in constructing the Nord

The US press release explains that the

Stream 2 pipeline.

government will consider further
actions in the near term, under CAATSA,

KVT-RUS has been designated pursuant

and the Protecting European Energy

to Section 232 of the Countering

Security Act (PEESA).

America’s Adversaries Through
Sanctions Act (CAATSA) for “knowingly

US Department of State pr...

selling, leasing, or providing to the
The US Department of State
announced on 19 January the
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US issues new Executive Order on prohibiting
certain transactions with Chinese payment apps
The US government issued a new

data hack, 2017 Equifax cyber intrusion,

days following its release, on 19

Executive Order (EO) on 5 January on

all alleged by the US to have been the

February. Once effective, the EO will

“Addressing the threat posed by

work of Chinese agents.

impose restrictions in the form of

applications and other software

licensing requirements on “any

developed or controlled by Chinese

Outgoing Department of Commerce

transaction by any person, or with

companies”.

Secretary Wilbur Ross said in a

respect to any property, subject to the

statement that he directed his

jurisdiction of the United States, with

According to the EO’s text, the Trump

department to execute the EO by

persons that develop or control” these

administration found that further steps

identifying prohibited transactions

software applications: Alipay,

were required to respond to the national

connected to some Chinese software

CamScanner, QQ Wallet, SHAREit,

emergency declared in the May 2019

applications. Ross added that he stood

Tencent QQ, VMate, WeChat Pay and

EO 13873 regarding information and

by Trump’s “commitment to protecting

WPS Office. The Commerce

communications technology. Of

the privacy and security of Americans

Department is directed to promulgate

primary focus is the “pace and

from threats posed by the CCP”.

regulations by 19 February, to clarify the

pervasiveness” of Chinese mobile and

National Security Adviser Robert

scope of the restrictions and “identify

desktop app dissemination amongst US

O’Brien noted in an affiliated statement

the transitions and persons that

users, with a substantial threat

that “China’s Military-Civil Fusion

develop or control” the designated

identified as the ability of such apps to

strategy explicitly aims to co-opt or

software applications.

provide the Chinese Communist Party

coerce civilian enterprises into

(CCP) with location tracking and

assisting the People’s Liberation Army”,

personal information on federal

adding that all commercial enterprises

government employees and

in China are required to support CCP

contractors, with recent cited examples

political objectives.

of the rising threat including the 2014

White House announcement
National Security Adviser...
Commerce Secretary statem...

Office of Personnel Management

The actions contemplated under this

breach, 2015 Anthem health insurance

new EO are intended to take effect 45

US imposes visa restrictions on officials involved
in disputed South China Sea outposts
The US Department of State

Sea, or the Chinese government’s

People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Navy,

announced on 14 January that it is

coercion of Southeast Asian claimants

and executives from state-owned

imposing visa restrictions on Chinese

to inhibit access to offshore resources

enterprises. The sanctions are being

individuals and their immediate family

in the South China Sea.

imposed pursuant to Section

members, who are believed to be

212(a)(3)(C) of the Immigration and

involved in the reclamation,

Those targeted by the visa restrictions

construction, or militarisation of

include officials from the Chinese

disputed outposts in the South China

Communist Party as well as the
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US government issues Hong Kong-related
sanctions regulations, designates six officials
The US Treasury’s Office of Foreign

which Pompeo said has resulted in “an

Hong Kong Police National Security

Assets Control (OFAC) issued the Hong

appalling crackdown on pro-democracy

Division officials Frederic Choi

Kong-related sanctions regulations on

politicians and activists” and represents

Chin-Pang, Kelvin Kong Hok Lai, and

15 January, which implement Executive

“yet another stark example of Hong

Andrew Kan Kai Yan.

Order (EO) 13936 of 14 July 2020 on

Kong’s freedoms and democratic

“Hong Kong Normalization” that seek

processes being fundamentally

According to a separate announcement

to designate those involved in the

undermined by the PRC”. The Secretary

by the US Treasury Department, OFAC

imposition of unilateral national

of State also called for the immediate

intends to supplement part 585 of the

security legislation on the former

release of all individuals who have been

regulations with “a more

British colony by the National People’s

jailed under the NSL.

comprehensive set of regulations,

Congress of China.

which may include additional
The newly designated Chinese

interpretive and definitional guidance

On the same day as the publication of

Communist Party (CCP) officials are

and additional general license and

the regulations in the Federal Register,

Hong Kong and Macau Affairs Central

statement of licensing policy”.

the State Department announced the

Leading Group Vice Chairman You

designation of six officials of the

Quan, Office for Safeguarding National

Chinese and Hong Kong government

Security in the HKSAR Sun Wenqing,

for their roles in what Secretary of State

and Hong Kong delegate to the National

Mike Pompeo referred to as “the

People’s Congress Standing Committee

draconian National Security Law (NSL)”,

Tam You-Chung. Also designated are

OFAC announcement
State Department announce...
Federal Register notice

OFAC designates Iraqi official pursuant to Global
Magnitsky sanctions
The US Treasury Department’s Office

the PMC when its forces fired live

leaders such as Qais al-Khazali and

of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

ammunition at a crowd of Iraqi civilians

Hussein Falah al-Lami, and the

announced on 8 January the

protesting against corruption,

now-deceased IRGC-QF commander

designation of Falih al-Fayyadh,

unemployment, poor public services,

Qassem Soleimani and PMC deputy

Chairman of the Iraqi Popular

and Iranian interference in the country’s

leader Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis.

Mobilisation Commission (PMC) and

domestic affairs.

former advisor to Iraq’s Prime Minister,

OFAC press release

pursuant to Executive Order 13818 for

Moreover, al-Fayyadh is also alleged to

serious human rights abuses.

be a member of the Islamic

State Department press re...

Revolutionary Guard Force Qods Force
According to US Secretary of State Mike

(IRGC-QF) backed crisis cell, which

Pompeo, al-Fayyadh was the head of

includes formerly sanctioned militia
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US sanctions entities, leaders, and subsidiaries
over affiliation with Iran's Supreme Leader
Company, Persia Oil & Gas Industry
Development Co, Pars Oil Company,
Rey Niru Engineering Company, and
Abadan Power Generation Company
EIKO’s telecommunications
subsidiary, Iran Mobin Electronic
Development Company, and its
cyberspace and information
technology subsidiary, Barkat
Ventures
AQR-controlled entities involved in
logistics, automotive
The US Department of the Treasury’s

organisations, EIKO and AQR are de

Office of Foreign Assets Control

facto used to control large portions of

(OFAC) and the US Department of State

the Iranian economy, including assets

announced on 13 January the

seized from political dissidents and

designation of two entities, along with

religious minorities, for the benefit of

their leaders and subsidiaries,

Khamenei, the SLO, and senior Iranian

pursuant to Executive Order (EO)

government officials. Alongside Bonyad

13876. The entities, the Execution of

Mostazafan and the IRGC-owned

Imam Khomeini’s Order (EIKO) and

Khatam al-Anbiya, EIKO and AQR are

Astan Quds Razavi (AQR), are affiliates

alleged to control over half of the

of the Supreme Leader of the Islamic

Iranian economy, and, according to

Republic of Iran and the Iranian

State Secretary Mike Pompeo, “enable

Supreme Leader’s Office (SLO).

Iran’s corrupt leaders to exploit a
system of ownership over a wide range

The action follows OFAC’s November

of sectors of Iran’s economy”.

2020 designation of the major
conglomerate controlled by the
Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei, Bonyad
Mostazafan, with holdings in key
sectors of Iran’s economy. According to
OFAC, such quasi-official organisations
are characterised by a lack of
accountability, which enables them to
expand their economic activities,
leading to accumulation of vast
amounts of wealth, systemic
corruption, and mismanagement.
According to the US State Department,
while posing as charitable
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Alongside EIKO and AQR, the US
authorities have designated
EIKO’s leader Mohammad Mokhber,
and AQR’s custodian Ahmad Marvi
One of EIKO’s main holding
companies, Tadbir Economic
Development Group and six entities
owned or controlled by Tadbir,
including: Ghaed Bassir
Petrochemical Products Company,
Tadbir Drilling and Development

manufacturing, mining, energy,
financial services, and the
manufacturing of tiles, including
Razavi Economic Organization,
Shahab Khodro Co, Iran Combine
Manufacturing Co, Quds Razavi
Housing and Construction Co, Quds
Razavi Mines Co, Quds Razavi
Traditional Tile Co, Razavi
Brokerage Firm, Razavi Oil and Gas
Development Co, and Razavi Supply
Chain Management Co
Entities which have materially
assisted, sponsored, or provided
material support to AQR in areas
such as telecommunications and
computer services, hardware and
software development, and audit,
including Razavi Information and
Communication Technology Co also
known as FAVA, and Mofidrahbar
Audit Firm
OFAC press release
Identifying information
Amendment to identifying ...
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US State Department sanctions entities involved
in Iranian metals and shipping industries
The US State Department announced

Act’s (IFCA) Section 1245(a)(1)(C)(i)(II)

Mobarakeh’s CEO, Hamidreza Azimian,

on 15 January the designation, for the

for the transfer of Iranian grain-oriented

was also sanctioned. Accenture is a

second time, of the Islamic Republic of

electrical steel to the designated

UAE-based company, Zangan and Iran

Iran Shipping Lines (IRISL) for

Hoopad Darya Shipping Agency

Transfo are Iranian, and Jiangwin

intentionally transferring electrical

Company. Also sanctioned is IRSIL CEO

Mascot is based in China. Marine

steel to a designated Iranian individual.

Mohammad Reza Modarres Khiabani.

Industries Organisation, Aerospace

The State Department has also

Industries Organisation, and the Iran

sanctioned seven entities and two

Also sanctioned for violating the IFCA

Aviation Industries Organisation have

individuals for engaging in business

by shipping materials to individuals or

also been listed pursuant to EO 13949

transactions with IRSIL.

entities on the US Treasury’s Office of

for supplying the IRGC with military

Foreign Assets Control’s (OFAC)

equipment. In addition, 15 specific

IRSIL was previously sanctioned in

specially designated nationals and

materials have been identified as

June 2020 pursuant to Executive Order

blocked persons list (SDN List) are: the

having been used in connection with

(EO) 13382, then-president Donald

Iran Transfo Company, Zangan

Iran’s nuclear, military or ballistic

Trump’s order targeting proliferators

Distribution Transformer Company,

missile programmes.

and supporters of weapons of mass

Jiangwin Mascot Special Steel

destruction (WMD). The new IRSIL

Company Limited, Accenture Building

designation is pursuant to the Iran

Materials, Mobarakeh Steel Company,

Freedom and Counter-Proliferation

and Sapid Shipping, an IRISL subsidiary.

State Department press re...
OFAC updated SDN list

US targets those in Iranian metals industry
The US Department of Treasury’s

subsidiary of the Islamic Republic of

Germany-based GMI Projects Hamburg

Office of Foreign Assets Control

Iran Shipping Lines (IRISL), as well as a

GmbH, UK-based GMI Projects Ltd, and

(OFAC) announced on 5 January the

principal executive officer of HDASCO,

China-based World Mining Industry Co

designation of 16 entities involved in

Majid Sajdeh.

Ltd were designated for being owned or

the Iranian metals industry, pursuant to

controlled by Middle East Mines and

Executive Order (EO) 13871.

The following have been listed for

Mineral Industries Development

Concurrently, the US Department of

operating in Iran’s steel sector:

Holding Company. OFAC has also

State has designated two entities

Iran-based Pasargad Steel Complex,

concurrently designated KFCC for

pursuant to the Iran Freedom and

and Vian Steel Complex, Gilan Steel

having materially assisted, sponsored,

Counter-Proliferation Act and an

Complex Company, Khazar Steel Co,

or provided financial, material, or

individual for knowingly selling,

South Rouhina Steel Complex, Yazd

technological support for, or goods or

supplying, or transferring, directly or

Industrial Constructional Steel Rolling

services in support of, US-designated

indirectly, graphite to or from Iran.

Mill, West Alborz Steel Complex,

Pasargad Steel Complex.

Esfarayen Industrial Complex, Bonab
The State Department has designated

Steel Industry Complex, Sirjan Iranian

China-based Kaifeng Pingmei New

Steel, Zarand Iranian Steel Company,

Carbon Materials Technology Co LTD

and Middle East Mines and Mineral

(KFCC) and Iran-based Hafez Darya

Industries Development Holding Co.

Arya Shipping Company (HDASCO), a
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US State Department designates Cuba as a
state sponsor of terrorism
The US Department of State announced on 11 January the

haven for criminals and terrorists despite extradition

designation of Cuba as a state sponsor of international

requests, such as members of the National Liberation Army

terrorism, following the rescission of Cuba’s designation by

(ELN), a US-designated foreign terrorist organisation, as well

the US government in 2015.

as several fugitives wanted by the US authorities. The Cuban
regime is also said to engage in a range of malign behaviour

Cuba will now be subject to sanctions on persons and

across the region, which includes providing support to the

countries engaging in certain trade with Cuba, US foreign

Maduro regime in Venezuela.

assistance will be restricted, defence exports and sales will
be prohibited, and certain controls on exports of dual-use

In May 2020, the State Department notified Congress that it

items will be imposed.

had certified Cuba under the Arms Export Control Act as “not
cooperating fully” with US counterterrorism efforts in 2019.

According to the State Department press release, Cuba is
being designated because the country has provided a safe

US State Department press release

Aperio Analysis by Mario Levin
The designation of Cuba as a state sponsor of terrorism has been widely criticised both in Cuba and by the Democratic party in
the US, with Cuban Foreign Minister Bruno Rodriguez calling it "cynical and hypocritical." The designation, which was announced
by former US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo just nine days before the end of his term, was one of the last in a blitz of
diplomatic decisions. A similar designation was put in place in 1982 by Ronald Raegan but was lifted in 2015 under the Obama
administration, as part of a broader reconciliation with Cuba, which also led to the reopening of the US embassy. In recent years,
Cuba has played an important role in the historic peace talks between the Colombian government and Colombian armed groups,
most notably the revolutionary left-wing National Liberation Army (ELN). In his justification for the designation, Pompeo referred
to Cuba's refusal to arrest and extradite ELN commanders residing in Cuba. Critics, especially from the Democratic party, see this
last-minute decision as a political move mostly aimed at hampering the diplomatic efforts of Joe Biden.

US State Department adds Banco Financiero
International to the Cuba Restricted List
The US Department of State announced on 1 January the

finance government-controlled projects, the profits of which

addition of Banco Financiero International SA (BFI), a Cuban

are used to fund the Cuban military.

military-controlled commercial bank, to the Cuba Restricted
List, which became effective in early January.

Through the addition of BFI to the Cuba Restricted List, direct
transactions with BFI are prohibited.

According to the US, the BFI is used and controlled by the
Cuban military to provide preferential access for military and
state companies, obtain advantageous exchange rates and to
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US designates Cuban minister and Ministry of
the Interior for human rights violations
The US Treasury’s Office of Foreign

MININT has used the specialised units

accused of “harassing and surveilling

Assets Control (OFAC) designated on

within its state security branch to

journalists, dissidents, activists, and

15 January Cuba’s Ministry of the

monitor political activity and control

members of civil society groups”.

Interior (MININT) and Interior Minister

detention centres for dissidents.

General Lazaro Alberto Álvarez Casas

Pompeo cites the case of dissident

All US property and interests owned by

for their alleged involvement in serious

Jose Daniel Ferrer, who was reportedly

MININT as an entity and Casas

human rights abuses, pursuant to

placed in a MININT-run prison in

personally are blocked immediately.

Executive Order (EO) 13818, which

September 2019 and tortured.

implements the Global Magnitsky
Human Rights Accountability Act.

OFAC press release
OFAC reports that over 100 political
prisoners are held and possibly tortured

According to a statement by outgoing

by MININT, while Casas, in his previous

US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo,

role as MININT’s vice minister, is

State Department press re...
OFAC updated SDN list

US designates Egypt-based group HASM and
renews FTO designations
The US State Department announced

and in a September attack targeting

HASM leaders, while al-Samahi was

on 14 January the designation of

Myanmar’s embassy in Cairo. Some of

allegedly involved in attack planning

Egypt-based group Harakat Sawa’d

its leaders are supposedly associated

and aspects related to the group’s

Misr (HASM) as a foreign terrorist

with the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood.

finances and allocation of funds.

Immigration and Nationality Act, and

The Pakistani extremist group LJ was

Additionally, the Department has also

the listing of Tukey-based leaders

designated in 2003 following terrorist

reviewed and maintained the FTO

Yahya al-Sayyid Ibrahim Musa and Alaa

attacks targeting former Pakistani

designations of the Palestinian Islamic

Ali Ali Mohammed al-Samahi as

prime minister Nawaz Sharif in 1999

Jihad (PIJ), LJ, ISIL-SP,

specially designated global terrorists

and an Islamabad protestant church in

Lashkar-e-Tayyiba, Jaysh Rijal al-Tariq

(SDGTs). The State Department has

2002, as well as for its ties with

al Naqshabandi, Jama’atu Ansarul

also amended the terrorist

al-Qaida and the Taliban. ISIL Sinai is

Muslimina Fi Biladis-Sudan (Ansaru),

designations of Lashkar i Jhangvi (LJ)

the former Ansar Bayt al-Maqdis and

al-Nusrah Front, Continuity Irish

and ISIL Sinai Peninsula (ISIL-SP) to

was designated in 2015 after reportedly

Republican Army, and the National

include additional aliases.

orchestrating several attacks, including

Liberation Army.

organisation (FTO) pursuant to the

on a security building in the northern
HASM was designated as a SDGT in

province of Dakahliya in 2015.

US State Department state...

assassination of Egyptian National

Musa and al-Samahi have been listed

US State Department press...

Security Agency officer Ibrahim Azzazy

as SDGTs pursuant to Executive Order

during the attempted assassination of

13224 for their roles in HASM. Both

Egypt’s former Grand Mufti Ali Gomaa,

Musa and al-Samahi are Turkey-based

2018 for its alleged involvement in the
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US designates five Al-Qaida leaders, accuses
Iran of providing a new home base
Outgoing US Secretary of State Mike

Sultan Yusuf Hasan al-Arif, a Saudi

haven and home base for Al-Qaida

Pompeo announced on 12 January the

Arabian citizen, as specially designated

operations. Pompeo alleges that the

designation of two Iran-based Al-Qaida

global terrorists. The three other

Iranian government has provided

leaders and three individuals

designees, Ismail Fu’ad Rasul Ahmed,

Al-Qaida leaders with “greater freedom

purportedly leading an Al-Qaida

Fuad Ahmad Nuri Ali Al-Shakhan, and

of movement inside of Iran under their

affiliated group on the Iran-Iraq border,

Niamat Hama Rahim Hama Sharif, all

supervision” since 2015, including travel

simultaneously announcing a $7

Iraqi nationals, stand accused of

documents and ID cards. He further

million reward for information on the

holding leadership positions in the

called on the US “and all free nations to

whereabouts of Iran-based Al-Qaida

Al-Qaida Kurdish Battalions (AQKB).

crush the Iran-al-Qaida axis”.

leader Abd-al-Rahman al-Maghrebi.
On the same day, Pompeo delivered a
Pursuant to Executive Order (EO)

speech to the National Press Club on

13224, the US State Department has

what he termed the Iran-al-Qaida Axis,

designated Iran-based Muhammad

in which the Secretary of State declared

Abbatay, a Moroccan national, and

that Iran has actively become the new

State Department press re...
OFAC updated SDN list
Secretary of State addres...

OFAC lists Russian-linked media network and
individuals for election interference
The US Treasury’s Office of Foreign

US media and social media platforms

his supporter Dmytro Kovalchuk as well

Assets Control (OFAC) announced on

to spread false allegations that US

as media team member Petro Zhuravel

11 January that it has listed seven

officials had been involved in

have also been listed. In addition to this,

individuals and four entities pursuant

corruption, money laundering and

OFAC has also designated four media

to Executive Order 13848 for being part

political influence in Ukraine.

companies owned by Derkach and

of a foreign influence network

Zhuravel, namely NabuLeaks,

associated with designated Russian

The seven individuals designated

agent Andrii Derkach.

include Ukrainian Member of
Parliament Oleksandr Dubinsky as well

Derkach, who was designated by the US

as three former Ukrainian officials

on 10 September 2020, and his network

Konstantin Kulyk, Oleksandr

allegedly attempted to influence the

Onyshchenko and Andriy Telizhenko.

2020 US presidential election by using

Derkach’s assistant Anton Simonenko,
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Era-Media, Only News, and Skeptik TOV.
OFAC press release
OFAC updated SDN list
US Department of State pr...
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US lists former general of Kata’ib Hezbollah
The US Department of State

Al-Muhammadawi is reportedly the

support of Iran and in defence of the

announced on 13 January the

former secretary general of Kata’ib

Assad regime in Syria.

designation of Abd al-Aziz Malluh

Hezbollah, a US-designated foreign

Mirjirash al-Muhammadawi, also

terrorist organisation. The US

known as Abu Fadak, as a specially

authorities claim that al-Muhammadawi

designated global terrorist pursuant to

has been working with Iran’s Islamic

Executive Order 13224.

Revolutionary Guard Corps Qods Force

Federal Register notice
OFAC updated SDN list

to destabilise the Iraqi government in

OFAC designates 14 entities and 6 vessels
involved in Venezuelan sanctions evasion
The US Department of the Treasury’s

Alessandro Bazzoni, dual

D’Agostino & Company Ltd, US

Office of Foreign Assets Control

Spanish-Venezuelan citizen Francisco

incorporated entity Catalina Holdings

(OFAC) announced on 19 January the

Javier D’Agostino Casado, Malta-based

Corp, and US limited liability company

designation of three individuals, 14

entity Elemento Ltd, Swiss-based entity

82 Elm Realty LLC.

entities and 6 vessels pursuant to

Swissoil Trading SA, and Swiss national

Executive Order 13850, for attempting

and owner of Swissoil Philipp Paul

The following vessels have been

to evade US sanctions imposed on

Vartan Apikian.

blocked: four tankers operated by Fides

Venezuela’s oil sector.

Ship Management LLC (Baliar, Balita,
In addition, nine entities owned or

Domani and Freedom), one vessel

The latest designations target

controlled by Bazzoni, D’Agostino, or

owned by Instituto Nacional de los

orchestrators and facilitators with ties

Elemento have also been designated:

Espacios Acuaticos e Insulares

to a wider Mexico-based illicit sales

Malta-based Elemento Oil and Gas Ltd,

(Maksim Gorky) and one tanker owned

network who have allegedly conspired

UK incorporated entity Elemento

by Rustanker LLC (Sierra).

with Maduro’s oil minister, Tareck El

Solutions Limited, Panama-based

Aissami Maddah, and indicted money

Element Capital Advisors Ltd, Italy

launderer Alex Nain Saab Moran to

incorporated entity AMG S.A.S. di

broker the sale of Venezuelan oil.

Alessandro Bazzoni & C, Italy

US Treasury Department pr...
OFAC updated SDN list

incorporated entity Serigraphiclab di
OFAC states that the principal actors

Bazzoni Alessandro, Zimbabwe-based

designated include Italian citizen

Jambanyani Safaris, Venezuela-based
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US imposes visa restrictions on Tanzanian
officials for undermining election
The US Department of State

the post-election crackdown on

demonstrations against the election

announced on 20 January that it has

opposition leaders and civil society

result. The UN High Commissioner also

imposed visa restrictions on several

leaders as well as human rights

criticised the internet restrictions and

unnamed Tanzanian officials deemed

violations by security forces against

censorship around the election that has

responsible for or complicit in

journalists and civilians following

disrupted the free flow of information in

undermining Tanzania’s general

widespread electoral irregularities.

a democratic society.

elections on 28 October 2020.
According to a statement by the United
According to the US, the designated

Nations (UN) in November 2020, at

officials were involved in undermining

least 150 opposition leaders and

the country’s election process and

members have been arrested for

human rights abuses, which includes

involvement in the call for peaceful

US Department of State pr...
United Nations press rele...

BIS issues interim ICTS supply chain rule
information and communications

13873, which was issued in May 2019,

technology and services (ICTS) supply

“is a pivotal moment” to “protect

chain. Pursuant to Executive Order

American citizens and businesses from

(EO) 13873, the Commerce Secretary

vulnerabilities that could undermine the

has identified as foreign adversaries

confidentiality, integrity, and availability

five foreign governments, China,

of their personal information or

Russia, Iran, North Korea, and Cuba,

sensitive data”. The interim rule comes

and Venezuela’s Nicolás Maduro.

nearly 20 months after EO 13873
granted the Commerce Department the

Outgoing US Commerce Department
Secretary Wilbur Ross issued an
interim final rule on 14 January to
address the national security,
economic security, and public health
and safety concerns related to
transactions concerning the

42

The rule purportedly paves the way for

authority to prohibit certain ICTS

the Commerce Department to prohibit

transactions and only six days before

ICTS transactions involving the

president Trump left office, with any

designated foreign adversaries and will

resulting licensing procedures to come

be effective 60 days from the

under the Joseph Biden administration.

announcement, with licensing
procedures to be implemented 120
days from publication. Secretary Ross
said that the implementation of EO

US Department of Commerce...
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US BIS new controls to prevent support of
foreign military intelligence and WMD activities
The US Department of Commerce’s

overhaul services. The BIS is also

refurbishing of such weapons, rocket

Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS)

expanding the licence requirement for

systems or UAVs trigger a catch-all

announced on 14 January that it has

exports, re-exports, and transfers

licence requirement as detailed in the

imposed new controls on any US

(in-country) to MIEUs in China, Russia,

EAR. The BIS is also creating a

technologies and specific activities of

and Venezuela beyond the enumerated

framework for notifying exporters,

US persons who may be supporting

items subject to existing military

re-exporters and transferors of items

foreign military intelligence end-uses

end-use and end-user (MEU) controls to

subject to the EAR that a licence is

and end-users (MIEUs) in China, Cuba,

apply to all items subject to the Export

required for specific transactions

Russia and Venezuela as well as in

Administration Regulations (EAR).

intended to circumvent Entity

countries that support terrorism. BIS

These controls also apply to

List-based licence requirements, or for

also stated that it has enhanced

embargoed countries and countries

specific foreign parties assisting listed

controls to prevent US persons from

that support terrorism.

entities in circumventing such

supporting unauthorised weapons of
mass destruction (WMD) programs.

requirements.
In addition, BIS has revised the end-use
controls related to chemical and

The new rules are due to come into

The new controls restrict US persons

biological weapons, rocket systems and

force on 16 March 2021.

from supporting certain foreign military

unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). This

intelligence services, such as brokering

is to ensure that any US activity related

the sale of foreign-origin items or

to the operation, installation,

providing maintenance, repair, or

maintenance, overhaul, repair, or

US Department of Commerce...

US BIS implements rescission of Sudan as a
state sponsor of terrorism
The US Department of Commerce’s

for the export and re-export of items

exceptions shipments to Country

Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS)

controlled for AT reasons to Sudan

Group B countries and technology

announced on 14 January that it has

and software under restriction are

amended the Export Administration

The re-export to Sudan of

not available for exports and

Regulations (EAR) to implement the

foreign-manufactured items with up

re-exports destined for Sudan

Secretary of State’s recission of Sudan

to 25 percent controlled US-origin

as a state sponsor of terrorism.

content by value is now permitted

Changes include the removal of
anti-terrorism (AT) controls and:

Exporters and re-exporters now

Whole aircraft may now be exported
or re-exported to Sudan without the

Removal of the licence requirement
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need for a licence

have access to a greater range of
licence exceptions under the EAR
pursuant to Sudan’s placement in
Country Group B. Licence

BIS press release
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Chinese government adopts blocking rules to
counter extraterritorial sanctions
China’s Ministry of Commerce

prohibiting or restricting normal

allowed to comply with the sanctions

(MOFCOM) promulgated new “Rules on

economic and trade activities with third

and will need to apply for an exemption

Blocking Unjustified Extraterritorial

countries to report to the State Council

from MOFCOM if necessary.

Application of Foreign Legislation and

within 30 days. MOFCOM and the

Other Measures” on 9 January, to block

National Development and Reform

the extraterritorial effect of measures

Commission will then decide whether

imposed on Chinese operators by

the sanctions constitute an

foreign countries or regions.

inappropriate extraterritorial application
of foreign laws. If the measures

The legislation will require Chinese

imposed are found to be unlawful,

companies that encounter situations

Chinese citizens and entities will not be

MOFCOM order (in English)
Blocking measures
China Ministry of Commerc...

China announces sanctions on 28 US officials,
including Pompeo, Bolton and Bannon
China’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Peter K. Navarro; Robert C. O'Brien;

prohibited from entering mainland

announced on 20 January that it has

David R. Stilwell; Matthew Pottinger;

China, Hong Kong and Macao. In

imposed sanctions on 28 US nationals

Alex M. Azar II; Keith J. Krach; Kelly D.

addition to this, companies and

for having “seriously violated China’s

K. Craft; John R. Bolton and Stephen K.

institutions associated with those

sovereignty” and for being responsible

Bannon. The remaining 18 US officials

designated are prohibited from doing

for related US sanctions.

have not been named.

business with China.

Those designated include former

The sanctioned individuals and their

Secretary of State Michael R. Pompeo;

immediate family members are now

China Ministry of Foreign...

BIS lists China National Offshore Oil Corp
The US Commerce Department’s

Administration Regulations (EAR) to

unlawful maritime claims concerning

Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS)

CNOOC without obtaining the

the South China Sea, which includes

added China National Offshore Oil

necessary US export licence.

intimidating countries located near the

Corporation Ltd (CNOOC) to its Entity

South China Sea by preventing them

List on 15 January, which means that

In the BIS notice, published in the

from accessing and developing

US and non-US exporters are

Federal Register, it is indicted that

offshore marine resources.

prohibited from transferring items

CNOOC has been listed due to the

subject to the US Export

company’s alleged involvement in
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US designates Yemen’s Ansar Allah and three of
its leaders amid widespread criticism
Yemeni civil war. The Chairman of the
US House Foreign Affairs Committee
Gregory W. Meeks condemned the
designations as “short-sighted” and
politically motivated and warned that no
sustainable solution to the ongoing
crisis could be reached without the
participation of the Houthis.
UN spokesperson Stephane Dujarric
called on the US to ensure that licences
and exemptions are granted to the
private sector to prevent a major drop in
imports and the collapse of the
The US State Department announced

December, and contributes to the

on 10 January its decision to designate

ongoing instability in the region.

Yemeni rebel group Ansar Allah as a

Additionally, the organisation has

foreign terrorist organisation (FTO),

allegedly received missiles, drones and

under the Immigration and Nationality

training from the Iran’s Islamic

Act, and as a specially designated

Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC).

global terrorist (SDGT) entity, pursuant
to Executive Order (EO) 13224.

Concurrently, the US State Secretary
announced that Ansar Allah’s leaders

The EEAS issued a
statement
underlining that the
US decision will
endanger the United
Nations led efforts
to end the Yemeni
civil war

Abdul Malik al-Houthi, Abd al-Khaliq
Badr al-Din al-Houthi and Abdullah
Yahya al Hakim will be designated as
SDGTs. The last two have been subject
to the US Treasury’s Office of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC) sanctions since
2014 due to their involvement in acts
threatening Yemen’s stability, while
Abdul Malik al-Houthi was designated
in 2015 for his role in a coup d’état. All
designations were made pursuant to EO
13611 and in conjunction or in
connection with United Nations Security
Council (UNSC) resolution 2140.

Ansar Allah, also referred to as the
Houthi movement, was purportedly

The EU External Action Service (EEAS)

involved in terrorist attacks, including a

issued a statement on 12 January,

deadly blast at Aden airport in

underlining that the US decision will
endanger the UN-led efforts to end the

45

economy, an idea also supported by the
UK Ambassador Barbara Woodward at
the UNSC meeting on 14 January. On
the same occasion,
Under-Secretary-General for
Humanitarian Affairs and Emergency
Relief Coordinator Mark Lowcock
stated that Yemen imports 90 percent
of its food and most of it enters through
commercial channels which aid
agencies cannot replace.
The State Department responded that
the SDGT designations, which took
effect on 19 January, will be
accompanied by the granting of
licences in relation to assistance
programming, humanitarian activities
by NGOs, and the export of critical
commodities to Yemen.
US State Department state...
OFAC updates
US representative stateme...
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GUIDANCE AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

EU Commission's sanctions strategy includes
implementation and enforcement database

The European Commission published
on 19 January a new strategy on “The
European economic and financial
system: fostering openness,
strengthen and resilience”, which
includes plans to increase the EU’s
resilience to the extraterritorial
application of unilateral sanctions by
third countries and to promote the
uniform implementation and
enforcement of EU sanctions.

The Commission
states that it might
also consider
amendments to
Regulation (EC) no
2271/96 (Blocking
Statute) to deter
and counteract
unilateral measures

The Commission intends to cooperate

Repository in 2021 in order to ensure

with the European Central Bank (ECB)

effective reporting and exchange of

and European Supervisory Authorities

information with EU member states on

(ESAs) and engage with financial

sanctions implementation and

market infrastructure companies to

enforcement, as well as to act as a

analyse vulnerabilities regarding the

single contact point for enforcement

unlawful extraterritorial application of

and implementation issues with a

unilateral measures by third countries.

cross-border dimension.

The Commission will examine the

Further, the Commission plans to create

economic impact of sanctions on the

a dedicated tool to allow whistleblower

entities subject to them, on trade

reports on sanctions evasion schemes

patterns between the EU and the

and will continue to monitor the

country concerned, on EU businesses

allocation of EU funds and economic

and on the provision of humanitarian

resources to third countries,

aid. Based on this assessment, the

international organisations, and

Commission will coordinate with the

international financial institutions to

High Representative on proposals to

ensure they are not used in violation of

improve the effectiveness of EU

EU sanctions. The Commission expects

sanctions regulations.

to draw up a roadmap to allow actions
before the EU Court of Justice in case

Additionally, the Commission intends to

of systematic non-compliance with EU

explore ways to ensure the

sanctions in the first half of 2022.

uninterrupted flow of essential financial
services, including payments, with EU

As part of its strategy, the Commission

entities and persons targeted by third

also intends to complete the Banking

country unilateral sanctions. In its press

Union and make further progress on the

release, the Commission states that it

Capital Markets Union as a means of

might also consider amendments to

supporting EU resilience and deepening

Regulation (EC) no 2271/96 of 22

the economic union.

November 2016 (Blocking Statute) to
further deter and counteract unilateral
conduct a review of practices that

EU Commission communicati...

circumvent and undermine sanctions,
including the use of cryptocurrencies.
The Commission intends to establish a
Sanctions Information Exchange
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EU Commission press relea...

measures. The Commission will also

Q&A on the strategy
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EU Commission guidance to member states on
Recovery and Resilience Facility plans
The European Commission (EC)

fraud and corruption during contract

The EP is due to vote on the final

published on 22 January two staff

awarding and the follow-up stages. In

compromise text of the regulation

working documents guiding EU

addition, they must demonstrate that

establishing the Facility in its early

member states on the process of

their control systems can detect and

February plenary session. Following

obtaining loans under the €672.5

report on cases of conflicts of interest,

formal adoption by the Council, the

billion Recovery and Resilience Facility,

corruption and fraud when using the

Facility is expected to enter into force in

which recommend that plans should

Facility funding.

the second half of February.

focus on national challenges and
priorities, including the application of

The national plans are expected to

EU rules on countering money

identify the specific actors involved in

laundering, fraud, and corruption.

auditing and addressing irregularities,

EC Recovery and Resilienc...
Final compromise text (21...

while EU member states are advised to
The EC guidance clarifies that member

take into consideration country specific

states must provide details about their

recommendations issued under the

planned measures to prevent the risk of

2019 and 2020 semester cycles.

Declarations in the conte...

EU Parliament calls for extension of the human
rights sanctions regime to include corruption
The European Parliament (EP) adopted

sanctions against officials in Saudi

which welcomed the 2019 EU cyber

on 20 January a resolution on the

Arabia and the UAE involved in war

sanctions regime and stressed the need

Common Foreign and Security Policy

crimes in Yemen and against Chinese

to use biometric visa procedures to

implementation, which recommends

officials involved in human rights

restrict the capacity of entities engaged

that the scope of the EU Global Human

violations in the Xinjiang region.

in hybrid warfare to travel to the EU

Rights Sanctions Regime is broadened

under a false identity. Additionally, it

to include acts of corruption and

In addition, the EP calls for

lauded the adoption of a horizontal

suggests that member states should

strengthening the Russia-related

sanctions regime to address the

consider changing the current voting

sanctions regime and urges France,

growing use and proliferation of

procedures for human rights-related

Germany and the UK, as signatories to

chemical weapons.

sanctions decisions.

the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action
(JCPOA), “to build up their unity,

On 19 January, the EP think tank also

The EP resolution calls for a revision of

deterrence and resilience against

published a paper exploring the pros

the current EU export control list to

secondary sanctions from third

and cons of adopting qualified majority

avoid providing equipment to third

countries, and to implement measures

voting in foreign and security policy.

countries that could be used to oppress

to safeguard the EU’s legitimate

their citizens and asks the Council and

interests”.

EP press release

consider halting arms export licensing

Concurrently, the EP adopted a

EP resolution on the impl...

to Turkey. The document calls on EU

resolution on the implementation of the

member states to introduce targeted

Common Security and Defence Policy,

EU High Representative Josep Borrell to

47

EP resolution on the impl...
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EU Parliament resolution calls for transparency
and stricter listing criteria for tax havens
The European Parliament (EP) adopted

measures against tax avoidance.

on 21 January a resolution calling on

of Conduct Group discussions, and
exchanges and disclosure of

the EU Council and the European

The resolution includes a call for

methodologies for assessing third

Commission to reform the EU list of

broader and more stringent listing

country regimes; and (2) screening EU

non-cooperative jurisdictions for tax

criteria, including: (1) widening the fair

members states using the same criteria

purposes no later than the end of 2021.

taxation criterion to look at broad tax

as for third countries and disclosing all

The adoption of the resolution follows

exemptions and transfer pricing

discussions and positions.

a 20 January debate attended by

mismatches, recommending the

representatives of each agency.

automatic inclusion of the EU blacklist

Underlining the recent delisting of

of third jurisdictions with 0 percent

Guernsey, the Bahamas, and the

The EP referred to the EU list of tax

corporate tax rates or with no taxes on

Cayman Islands, the Chair of the

havens as “confusing and inefficient”,

the profits of companies as a

Subcommittee on Tax Matters Paul

as it “does not live up to its full

standalone criterion; (2) clarifying the

Tang said it is unacceptable especially

potential, as jurisdictions currently on

forthcoming transparency criterion with

in the current context that member

the list cover less than 2 percent of

regard to ultimate beneficial ownership

states refuse to properly address tax

worldwide tax revenue losses”. Further

in line with 5MLD; and (3) strengthening

avoidance and are failing citizens “to

highlighting that EU countries are

screening criteria, including substance

the tune of over €140 billion”.

responsible for 36 percent of tax

requirements.

havens, the EP urged the Council and

European Parliament press...

the Commission to consider increased

The EP also calls for a more

transparency and consistency, stricter

transparent listing and monitoring

and more impartial listing criteria,

process, which includes: (1) granting

accompanied by stronger defensive

the Parliament an observer role in Code

Resolution 2020/2863 (RSP...
Recording of the debate o...

EU Parliament urges AMLD transposition
The European Parliament (EP) issued

on the fight against organised crime to

In May 2020, the EC formally notified

on 20 January a resolution regarding

include higher penalties and introduce

Estonia over its incorrect transposition

the European Commission’s report on

an offence for criminal association.

of 4MLD and warned eight other EU

the implementation of EU law between

states and the UK over their partial

2017 and 2019, expressing its concern

Additionally, the EP welcomes the

implementation of 5MLD. Previously, in

that many member states have not yet

Commission’s commitment to review

February, eight other infringement

transposed the EU’s Fourth and Fifth

the current instruments for the freezing

proceedings were opened over failures

Anti-Money Laundering Directives

of criminal proceeds, including on

to implement 5MLD.

(4MLD and 5MLD).

non-conviction based confiscation. The
resolution underlines that fair taxation

The EP urges the Commission to ban

and “determined measures” to combat

investor citizenship schemes and

tax fraud and money laundering play a

present a legislative proposal to revise

“central role” in EU policies.

Council Framework Decision 2008/841
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EP passes resolution to stop Nord Stream 2
construction in response to Navalny arrest
Members of the European Parliament

reporting by Deutsche Welle, German

entities, with a particular focus on those

(MEPs) voted on 21 January in favour

Chancellor Angela Merkel stated her

linked to the decision to arrest Navalny.

of halting construction of the Nord

intent to move forward with the

The resolution calls for a widening of

Stream 2 natural gas pipeline between

pipeline, which is currently 90 percent

the sanctions scope, including through

Russia and Germany in response to

complete. Merkel stated that she would

the use of the new global human rights

Russia’s detainment of opposition

discuss the issue with the newly

sanctions regime, to include “Russian

leader Alexei Navalny on 17 January.

inaugurated US President Joseph R.

oligarchs linked to regime, members of

Biden, noting that “we must also talk

President Putin’s inner circle and

Despite the overwhelming support for

about what economic relationships with

Russian media propagandists, who

the EP resolution, EU High

Russia in the gas sector are acceptable

possess assets in the EU and can

Representative for Foreign Affairs

and what aren’t”.

currently travel there”.

Josep Borrell said after the vote that
the EU “cannot prevent companies from

The resolution calls on the EU’s 27

building it if the German government is

member states to tighten restrictive

in favour of it”. According to 21 January

measures on Russian officials and

EP press release
DW article

EU and UN officials condemn Navalny arrest
The Council of the EU issued on 18

recently established global human

(OHCHR) issued a statement on 18

January a statement condemning the

rights sanctions regime.

January calling for Navalny’s release

detention of Russian opposition

and reiterating its call for an

member Alexei Navalny by Russian

The three Baltic foreign ministers

investigation into the poisoning of the

authorities upon his return from

published a joint letter they have sent to

Russian politician. A separate OHCHR

Germany and calling for his release.

Borrell requesting that potential

press release quoted two UN experts

restrictive measures be discussed in

who asserted that Navalny’s arrest is

In a debate held in the European

the following Foreign Affairs Council

connected to a suspended sentence

Parliament on 19 January, EU High

(FAC). However, foreign ministers were

relating to a conviction determined to

Representative for Foreign Affairs

unable to reach an agreement at the 25

be arbitrary by the European Court of

Josep Burrell called for greater action in

January FAC meeting on whether to

Human Rights in 2018.

response to Navalny’s arrest. Members

issue further sanctions against Russia,

of the European Parliament (MEPs)

but called for the immediate release of

called for existing sanctions on Russian

Navalny and all those detained after

officials in connection with Navalny’s

Russian protests.

EP press release

to be expanded. Other MEPs urged the

The UN Office of the High

Foreign Affairs Council r...

European Union to make use of its

Commissioner on Human Rights

Council of the EU stateme...

poisoning with a Novichok nerve agent
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UK parliament debates increasing sanctions
against Russia over Navalny arrest
Lord Lawrence Collins expressed concern that the
government has not implemented any of the 21
recommendations outlined in the UK’s Russia report
regarding London being treated as a hub for illicit money tied
to Russian human rights violations. Lord Ahmad responded
that the National Crime Agency has increased its
investigations into related corruption matters and that the
government has harnessed immigration rules in “dozens of
cases relating to hostile state activity”.
The House of Commons resumed the debate on 27 January,
The UK’s House of Lords held on 21 January a debate with
the Foreign, Commonwealth and Development Office (FCDO)
Minister Lord Ahmad of Wimbledon over the UK
government’s response to the arrest and imprisonment of
opposition leader Alexei Navalny in Russia, with both houses
continuing the debate on 27 and 28 January in response to
the mass arrest of Russian protestors.

Lord Lawrence Collins
expressed concern that the
government has not
implemented any of the 21
recommendations outlined in
the UK’s Russia report

with Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Foreign,
Commonwealth and Development Affairs Wendy Morton
stating that Russian action “undermines its claim that it is a
responsible international partner upholding the rules-based
international system”. Sir Roger Gale called Navalny’s arrest a
violation of the European human rights convention, and MP
Catherine West emphasised her dismay with the “brutal
nature of the police response”. West claimed that only
through clamping down on the proceeds of illicit corruption
from Russia inside the UK can the country be forced into
changing its behaviour, reiterating Lord Collins’ concerns over
the lack of UK implementation of the Russia report
recommendations.
On 28 January in the House of Lords, in response to a
question submitted by the House of Commons the previous
day, Lord Ahmad noted that the government is currently
examining Russian corruption as a potential avenue for
further action and said that it “will be looking to see how we

In the House of Lords on 21 January, Baroness Arminka Helic
referenced Navalny’s recently released report on corruption
allegations surrounding claims about the financing of
Russian President Vladimir Putin’s Black Sea palace and
suggested that the UK government should increase its efforts
to fight money laundering, particularly involving illicit Russian
financial activities. Lord George Foulkes advised the
government to show support for Navalny’s release, “backing
it up by increasing sanctions against the Putin-supporting
oligarchs based in London in relation to their investments,
property purchases and travel to the United Kingdom”.
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can broaden the scope of the sanctions regime in the near
future”. He further referenced the G7 statement in a partially
affirmative response to a question posed by Baroness
Lindsay Northover on closely coordinating a government
response with the EU. Several lords called for a more robust
debate on UK-Russian policy going forward.
House of Commons debate (27 January)
House of Lords debate (28 January)
House of Lords debate (21 January)
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UK Treasury Committee holds oral evidence
session on economic crime inquiry
The UK parliament’s Treasury Select

policy leadership, stronger intelligence

the system is suitable or at least

Committee heard oral evidence on its

capability, prioritising prosecution,

reconsider the current reporting

economic crime inquiry from law

eliminating opportunities for fraud, and

thresholds and risk exposure. All

enforcement on 19 January, including

encouraging reports from victims.

speakers welcomed the ongoing

Graeme Biggar, Director General of the

Companies House reforms and the Law

National Economic Crime Centre

Biggar commended the introduction of

Commission’s inquiry on introducing

(NECC), who suggested that banks

confirmation of payee, which should

corporate liability for economic crime,

should exchange information between

have a “strong” effect on countering

as important ML deterrents.

them on suspicions of money

authorised push payment fraud, while

laundering (ML) which do not yet meet

suggesting that banks should consider

The inquiry was launched on 23

the legal threshold to be reported.

introducing configurable bank accounts

October 2020 to investigate the

and looking more at real-time

effectiveness of the government’s AML

According to Biggar, Covid-19 related

transaction data. According to Biggar,

and sanctions regimes, corporate

fraud represents less than one percent

the NECC is working to encourage

liability for economic crime, as well as

of reported fraud, while more than five

professional sectors and trust and

the impact of financial crime on

percent of the amounts allocated to

company service providers to engage

consumers. A similar enquiry was

furlough schemes or bounce back

more in reporting ML suspicions.

organised in 2019.

loans might have been obtained
through fraud. He pointed out that

Biggar underlined that more

several changes are necessary to tackle

fundamental reforms of the SARs

fraud more efficiently, namely clear

regime is needed to determine whether

Oral evidence transcript
Economic crime inquiry – ...

UK government to impose new thematic
sanctions regime targeting corruption
UK Minister for South Asia and the

policy issues. According to Lord

UK legal test was not met, on the EU’s

Commonwealth Lord Ahmad of

Ahmad, the UK Commonwealth,

Egypt, Tunisia, and Ukraine

Wimbledon told the UK parliament’s EU

Foreign, Commonwealth &

misappropriation sanctions list.

Security and Justice Sub-committee

Development Office (FCDO) will engage

on 19 January that the FCDO is

in formal and informal partnerships to

On the same occasion, FCDO Head of

working on imposing a new thematic

maintain sanctions cooperation,

Sanctions Unit Lisa Maguire said that

sanctions regime targeting corruption

including by coordinating its future

the UK has a “key role” both in bringing

by the end of this year.

regimes with the EU, US and Canada.

forward designations to the UN Security

The statement was made during an oral

The minister added that approximately

evidence session on post-Brexit

10 percent of EU designations have not

international development cooperation,

been continued under the new UK

which explored how the UK is planning

sanctions regimes due to a mixture of

to cooperate with the EU on foreign

“tidying up” and in situations where the

Council and in terms of design,
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implementation and enforcement.
Recording of EU Security ...
EU Security and Justice S...
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UK supports launch of an inquiry into alleged
corruption in the British Virgin Islands
Jaspert said in the announcement, via a video posted to
Facebook, that the inquiry would raise difficult but necessary
conversations about corruption, adding that he, the police
commissioner, and deputy governor were all “concerned by
what we have seen in our roles and the allegations put to us”,
including transparency issues surrounding Covid-19
economic relief. In his 18 January statement, Raab noted that
the UK government “cannot ignore such serious allegations”,
adding that while “successive attempts have been made to
address these concerns through local institutions”, “the
scope and seriousness of the concerns are now beyond local
Governor of the British Virgin Islands (BVI) Augustus
Jaspert announced on 18 January an independent
commission of inquiry that will investigate corruption,
political interference, public appointment coercion, and
embezzlement on the islands. UK Secretary of State for
Foreign, Commonwealth and Development Affairs Dominic
Raab released a statement on the same day asserting that
the UK government supports the inquiry and expects a
commissioner report within six months.

The UK Secretary of State also
expressed alarm at potentially
large scale organised crime
involvement, referencing the
November 2020 seizure of
cocaine

capacity to address”. The Secretary of State also expressed
alarm at potentially large scale organised crime involvement,
referencing the November 2020 seizure of cocaine.
A 19 January article by the Organized Crime and Corruption
Reporting Project (OCCRP) notes that the cocaine bust also
implicated BVI police officers. Jaspert included in his
statement a reference to efforts to silence those who have
spoken out about corruption, describing a “climate of fear”.
OCCRP cited local media describing efforts by the BVI
government to limit Jaspert’s access to the government
website and noted that the Tax Justice Network currently
ranks BVI at the top of its Corporate Tax Haven list.
BVI Premier Andrew Fahie issued an official statement on 19
January asserting that he only learned of the inquiry through
Jaspert’s video announcement and explaining that he has
called on the Governor to make the inquiry and hearings
available to the public and broadcast live to improve
transparency. Fahie also accused both Jaspert and the UK
government of issuing statements containing “comments

The independent judge-led inquiry follows the discovery of
cocaine worth more than £190 million by the police in
November and increasing concerns over the BVI’s
governance, with allegations including political interference
and coercion in relation to appointments in the public service
and statutory boards; intimidation of people in public service
and the media as well as community leaders; allegations that
$40 million (£29.5 million) that was set aside for struggling
families during the pandemic may have been channelled to
political allies; as well as allegations that 85 percent of the
government contracts were issued without a proper
procurement process.
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that are grossly inaccurate and which cast the BVI, the
present and past BVI Government and the people of the BVI
in a very disparaging light to the world population”.
BVI Governor address
UK government statement
BVI Premier statement
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OFAC issues counter terrorism general licence
The US Treasury Department’s Office

Involving Ansarallah”. The licence

Amended FAQ 876 focuses on the

of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

authorises transactions and activities

prohibition on transactions involving

published on 25 January a new counter

involving Ansarallah, or any entity in

Ansarallah or its affiliated entities.

terrorism (CT) related general licence

which Ansarallah owns, directly or

and amended one frequently asked

indirectly, a 50 percent or greater

question (FAQ) related to Ansarallah,

interest, prohibited by the Global

which was designated on 19 January

Terrorism Sanctions Regulations, the

as a foreign terrorist organisation.

Foreign Terrorist Organisations
Sanctions Regulations, or Executive

Newly issued General License 13

US Treasury Department an...
General License 13
Amended FAQ 876

Order 13224, until 26 February 2021.

relates to “Authorising Transactions

OFAC issues GLs and FAQs on Yemen
The US Treasury’s Office of Foreign

facilitation of humanitarian assistance

Organizations’ Activities in Yemen”; and

Assets Control (OFAC) issued on 19

to Yemen including Covid-19 related

General License 12 on “Transactions

January four general licences and

assistance, and certain other critical

Related to the Exportation or

three FAQs following the State

commodities to the people of Yemen

Reexportation of Agricultural

Department’s designation of Ansarallah

that would otherwise be prohibited. The

Commodities, Medicine, Medical

otherwise known as the Houthis and

licences are as follows: General License

Devices, Replacement Parts and

three of its leaders as foreign terrorist

9 on “Official Business of the United

Components or Software Updates”.

organisation and specially designated

States Government”; General License

global terrorist.

10 on “Official Activities of Certain

US Treasury Department an...

International Organizations”; General
OFAC’s concurrent publication of four

License 11 on “Certain Transactions in

general licences focus on the

Support of Nongovernmental

US State Department annou...

OFAC issues Venezuela-related general licence
The US Department of the Treasury’s

General License 31A authorises certain

Office of Foreign Assets Control

transactions and activities involving

(OFAC) announced on 4 January the

Interim President of Venezuela, Juan

issuance of General License 31A in

Gerardo Guaidó Marquez, the IV

relation to Venezuela, which will

Venezuela National Assembly, its

supersede General License 31 dated 5

Delegated Commission, or any official,

August 2019. Related frequently asked

designee, or representative appointed

question (FAQ) 679 has also been

or designated to act on behalf of the

updated to reflect the changes.

Venezuelan government.
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OFAC press release
General License 31A
Updated FAQ 679
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OFAC publishes five Communist Chinese Military
Companies FAQs and two general licences
The US Treasury Department’s Office

exposure to such securities of any

purchase for value, or sale, of any

of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

CCMCs designated after 14 January are

publicly traded security.

announced on 14 January that it has

authorised for one year. In addition, GL

published four frequently asked

1, issued on 8 January, authorised

In line with FAQ 865, published on 6

questions (FAQs) and a general licence

transactions involving publicly traded

January, market intermediaries,

(GL) to provide guidance on the

securities of entities whose names

investors and other participants may

application of Executive Order (EO)

closely match the name of a CCMC

engage in ancillary or intermediary

13959 on securities investments that

identified pursuant to EO 13959 but has

activities such as investment funds

finance Communist Chinese military

not been included on the CCMCs List

which are necessary for divestiture

companies (CCMCs), as amended on

until 28 January.

during the relevant wind-down periods

13 January.

or that are otherwise not prohibited
According to the new FAQ 872, US

Under OFAC’s GL 2, all transactions and

persons are required to divest their

activities by securities exchanges

holdings of publicly traded securities

operated by US persons involving

involving any person determined to be

publicly traded securities, or any

CCMC by 11 November 2021. The new

securities that are derivative of, or are

FAQ 873 clarifies that a transaction for

designed to provide investment

the purpose of EO 13959 includes the

under EO 13959.
OFAC press release
White House notice
FAQ 871

OFAC issues Chinese military companies
General License 1A and FAQs
The US Department of Treasury's

General License 1A replaces and

(NS-CCMC) List. FAQ 879 clarifies that

Office of Foreign Assets Control

supersedes General License 1,

the prohibitions on entities added to the

(OFAC) issued General License 1A on

extending the expiry of the general

NS-CCMC List on 8 January will come

27 January, which authorises all

licence to 27 May 2021. OFAC also

into force 60 days after listing.

transactions and activities prohibited

issued two related frequently asked

by Executive Order (EO) 13959, as

questions (FAQs) 878 and 879.

US Department of Treasury...

covered securities of an entity whose

FAQ 878 clarifies that General License

General License 1A

name closely matches, but does not

1A does not authorise transactions in

exactly match, the name of an entity

covered securities of entities identified

identified as a “Communist Chinese

on OFAC’s Non-SDN Communist

military company”.

Chinese Military Companies

amended by EO 13974, involving
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FAQ 878
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OFAC new FAQ on Chinese military companies
The US Treasury Department’s Office

threat from securities investments that

securities of companies identified

of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

finance Chinese military companies.

pursuant to EO 13959 as Communist

published on 4 January a new

Chinese military companies.

frequently asked question (FAQ)

FAQ 862 clarifies that US persons,

related to its sanctions regime on

including US funds and related market

Communist Chinese military

intermediaries and participants, may

companies pursuant to Executive Order

engage in ancillary activities to divest

(EO) 13959, specifically regarding the

their holdings in publicly traded

US OFAC bulletin
FAQ 862

New US FAQs on Chinese military companies
The US Treasury Department’s Office

FAQ 864 clarifies whether the

Communications / China Mobile

of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

prohibition in EO 13959 applies to

Communications Group Co Ltd; and (3)

published on 6 January two new

transactions in securities of a Chinese

China United Network Communications

frequently asked questions (FAQs) on

military company subsidiary with a

Group Co Ltd / China United Network

the sanctions regime concerning

name that exactly or closely matches

Communications Ltd. These names

Communist Chinese military

the name of an entity identified in the

closely match the names of China

companies pursuant to Executive Order

Annex to EO 13959. OFAC replied in the

Telecom Corporation Limited

(EO) 13959, specifically regarding the

affirmative, stating that this was already

(NYSE:CHA), China Mobile Limited

threat from securities investments that

referenced in FAQ 858.

(NYSE:CHL), and China Unicom (Hong

finance Chinese military companies.

Kong) Limited (NYSE:CHU).
OFAC adds that it has published and

FAQ 863 relates to covered securities,

will continue to update a list of entities

clarifying that US persons are permitted

that closely match the name of entities

to undertake support services including

identified in the annex to EO 13959. At

clearing, execution, settlement, custody,

present, the list includes: (1) China

and back-end services, to the extent

Telecommunications Corp / China

that they are not connected to

Telecommunications; (2) China Mobile

prohibited transactions.

Communications Group / China Mobile

US OFAC bulletin
FAQ 863
FAQ 864

UK ends probe into British American Tobacco
The UK’s Serious Fraud Office (SFO)

The SFO’s investigation, which was

announced on 15 January that it has

launched in August 2017, concerned

closed its corruption investigation into

allegations of bribes being paid to

British American Tobacco (BAT) plc, its

officials in East Africa that were

subsidiaries and associated persons,

exposed by a whistleblower.

due to insufficient evidence.
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SFO press release
SFO case information
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NY Stock Exchange confirms delisting of three
Chinese telecoms companies
The New York Stock Exchange (NYSE)

transactions with companies identified

confirmed that it will suspend trading in

announced on 6 January that it will

as have links to the Chinese military.

securities of the three Chinese

delist China Telecom Corporation

companies on 11 January, the same

Limited, China Mobile Limited and

The NYSE’s decision comes after it

China Unicorn (Hong Kong) Limited in

received new guidance from the US

order to comply with Executive Order

Department of Treasury’s Office of

(EO) 13959, which prohibits any US

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) on 5

persons from engaging in certain

January regarding EO 13959. The NYSE

day the EO comes into force.
NYSE press release

OFAC publishes new CAATSA FAQs
The US Treasury’s Office of Foreign

The two new FAQs (869 and 870) deal

Assets Control (OFAC) published on 5

with the new non-blocking menu-based

January two new frequently asked

sanctions introduced under CAATSA.

questions (FAQs) and amended two

The two amended FAQs (545 and 546)

existing FAQs related to the Countering

concern the interpretation of key terms

America’s Adversaries Through

in Section 10 of the Sovereignty,

Sanctions Act (CAATSA).

Integrity, Democracy, and Economic

OFAC press release
FAQ 869
FAQ 870

Stability of Ukraine Act.

UK FCA and law enforcement issue warning
about ‘clone firm’ investment scams
The UK’s Financial Conduct

replicas of legitimate websites to

UK authorities advise people to only use

Authority(FCA), Action Fraud and the

engage victims and trick them into

company contact details on the FCA

City of London Police issued a warning

making investments.

Register to help avoid ‘clone firm’

to the public on 27 January regarding

scams and verify the FCA Warning List

the increase in ‘clone firm’ investment

According to the UK authorities, a 29

fraud schemes.

percent increase in reports regarding
clone firm scams was registered in

According to the regulator, clone firms

April 2020 compared to the previous

are set up by fraudsters using the

month. Losses exceeding £78 million

name, address and Firm Reference

were reported in 2020 by consumers

Number (FRN) of real companies

investing in fake companies, with an

authorised by the FCA, and which use

average loss of £45,242 per victim.
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of firms before making an investment.
FCA press release
Action Fraud press releas...
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UK FCA issues warning about cryptoasset
investments advertising high returns
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority

potential investors to cross-reference

Difficulty in assessing risks due to

(FCA) issued a 11 January statement

their potential investment firm with the

the complex nature of certain

warning consumers of the high risks

Financial Services Register or list of

products and services that relate to

associated with any offers of high

firms with Temporary Registration,

a cryptoasset investment, with no

returns on investments involving

noting that presence on the latter list is

guarantees that cryptoassets can

cryptoassets, stressing that

not an indicator of fit and proper

be converted into cash

consumers “should be prepared to lose

assessment. Furthermore, the FCA

all their money” in such schemes.

warns investors away from any firm

Hidden fees or investment charges

that is not registered, as post-9 January

that may be higher for cryptoasset

The statement notes that for many

trading operations are now illegal for

investments than regulated

investments linked to cryptoassets,

non-registered firms.

products

Risks of cryptoasset-related
investments with promises of
high returns include

Marketing materials may

investors will likely not be able to utilise
the Financial Ombudsman Service
(FOS) or Financial Services
Compensation Scheme (FSCS) should
problems arise, directing consumers to
its 2019 PS19/22 Guidance on
Cryptoassets to determine which
activities fall under FCA regulatory
oversight. The FCA advises all
consumers to consult its ScamSmart
page to be aware of how to protect
themselves from fraudsters and urged

Cryptoasset price volatility and
other difficulties related to reliable
valuing
Lack of regulation pertaining to

exaggerate or falsify opportunities
for returns
FCA announcement
FCA guidance on cryptoass...
FCA ScamSmart page

certain firms advertising crypto
investments

UK FCA updates financial crime systems and
controls guidance for Covid-19 related fraud
The UK Financial Conduct Authority

laundering and terrorist financing,

new threats, which includes prompt

(FCA) updated on 8 January its

amidst the pandemic.

reporting of Suspicious Activity Reports

statement on financial crime systems

(SARs) concerning any new threats.

and controls during the Covid-19

The FCA encourages firms to stay

pandemic, first published on 6 May

vigilant to Covid-19 related fraud, as

The statement will no longer be

2020 to provide guidance to firms on

criminals have been taking advantage

applicable from 7 February 2021.

how to maintain effective systems and

of the current situation to commit

controls for combatting and preventing

cyber-related fraud, and to update

financial crime, such as money

controls in order to better respond to
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UK FCA director notes rise in investment fraud
reports, asks for strengthened social media rules

The UK House of Commons’ Work and Pensions Committee

fraud reports in 2020. However, Blackburn stressed that

heard oral evidence on pension scams from law

pension scams are often reported as investment fraud and

enforcement and regulators on 6 January, including

that 12 percent of all reported fraud involves social media or

Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) Executive Director Mark

encrypted messaging services.

Steward, who said that during the last 12 months there were
10,000 cases of investment fraud reported and 30,000

On the content of the Online Harms Bill, participants agreed

cases of unregulated activity, a significant increase

that it should require social media platforms to monitor and

compared to previous years.

reduce scams and that a regulator should supervise.

UK Minister for Pensions and
Financial Inclusion called for
legislation to target companies
such as Facebook and Google
that earn money from
advertising fraud schemes

In a further meeting of the UK House of Commons’ Work and
Pensions Committee on 27 January, the UK Minister for
Pensions and Financial Inclusion Guy Opperman called for
enhanced legislation to address companies such as
Facebook and Google that earn money from advertising
online pension fraud schemes.
The UK Pensions Schemes Bill, which aims to strengthen the
current framework to tackle pension transfer scams, passed
the report stage and third reading in the House of Commons
on 16 November 2020 and was due to return to the House of

Steward also underlined that the lack of regulations on social

Lords for further consideration. On 15 December, the UK

media and existence of “gateway controls on the admission

government published its response to the 2019 consultation

of advertising” on search engines and social media platforms

on the Online Harms White Paper, which, despite criticism,

are subjects of interest for the FCA, noting that despite

excluded from its scope harms from fraud.

having started a dialogue with social media representatives,
the number of scams facilitated by these channels continues

Committee oral evidence transcript

to increase. He also stated that the regulator supports the
inclusion of investment fraud in the Online Harms Bill.

Written evidence submitted by the FCA

According to City of London Police Commander and Head of

Written evidence submitted by the Pensions Re...

Economic Crime Clinton Blackburn, there were 637 pension
58
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UK JMLSG note on guidance post-Brexit
The UK’s Joint Money Laundering

including the Money Laundering and

determining the extent of the

Steering Group (JMLSG) published a

Transfer of Funds (Information)

enhanced due diligence (EDD)

note on 14 January on the areas of the

(Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations

measures to be applied to

JMLSG’s guidance on combatting

2019, when ensuring that complete

respondents in that country

money laundering and terrorist

payer and payee information

financing that have been impacted by

accompanies all outbound wire

The definition of a ‘third country’

the UK’s exit from the European Union

transfers and when detecting

has become a country other than

on 31 December 2020.

non-compliant incoming wire

the UK, as opposed to outside the

transfers

EEA. EEA entities are third country
entities for the purposes of AML

Changes to the guidance
The end of the Brexit transition
Part III Section 1: The same level of

period has not in itself increased

Specific references to observing

information is to be provided by UK

the inherent AML/CTF risks.

European Supervisory Authority

PSPs, regardless of whether funds

Concerning correspondent

(ESA) guidelines are no longer

are being transferred to/from EEA

relationships involving the

appropriate

countries or any other third country.

execution of payments, firms

UK PSPs should take into account

should be aware of the

relevant legislative changes,

effectiveness of the AML/CTF

JMLSG press release

regime of a third country when

UK House of Commons rejects corporate
offence of failure to prevent economic crime
The UK’s House of Commons debated

corporate liability law for financial

pointing to a nearly £8.7 billion

in a third reading and subsequently

crimes needed reform were, in his view,

discrepancy between fines levied by US

rejected on 13 January a proposed

inconclusive until the Law Commission

and UK authorities over the same

amendment to the Financial Services

delivers a final report. Glen argued that

period as “proof alone that we need

Bill that would have introduced

“a new offence will also need to be

legislation in this area”.

criminal liability into UK law for

designed rigorously, with specific

corporate facilitation or failure to

consideration given to how it sits

Following the amendment’s rejection,

prevent economic crime. The proposal

alongside associated criminal and

the House of Commons Library

would have applied only to firms

regulatory regimes and to the potential

published on 18 January a follow-up

registered with the Financial Conduct

impacts on business”, adding that he

report on how corporations can be

Authority (FCA) and the stated reason

believed the amendment would “lead to

prosecuted for their role in

for parliamentary rejection was that the

a discrepancy in treatment between

orchestrating or failing to halt economic

introduction of new legal offences

FCA-regulated businesses and other

crime in England and Wales.

could potentially conflict with the Law

businesses under criminal law”.

Commission review, due in 2021.

House of Commons debate
MP Kevin Hollinrake responded that “a

Economic Secretary to the Treasury

wealth of evidence” exists that the FCA

John Glen said during the debate that

does not currently hold corporations or

findings called for in 2017 on whether

persons to account for economic crime,
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UK and Canada to review export controls in
response to Xinjiang human rights violations
The UK and the Canadian governments

to China has been updated to include

Canadian companies sourcing from

announced on 12 January new

more detailed provisions on Xinjiang,

Xinjiang. A business advisory on

measures in response to the human

including the reputational risk faced by

Xinjiang-related entities, including due

rights violations committed by the

businesses providing research and

diligence, has also been issued.

Chinese government in the Xinjiang

development activities in the fields of

Uyghur Autonomous Region, including

surveillance, biometrics and tracking

In a 13 January press conference,

reviews of export control frameworks.

technology to Xinjiang authorities. At

Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson

the same time, UK businesses are

Zhao Lijian rejected the forced labour

According to UK Foreign Secretary

advised to undertake “careful and

allegations and underlined that the

Dominic Raab, the review of Xinjiang

robust” due diligence.

“Xinjiang-related issue is not a human

related export regulations will

rights issue, nor an ethnic or religious

determine which additional items will

In response to the Foreign Secretary's

one, but an issue of combating violent

be subject to controls. Financial

announcement, the Independent

terrorism and separatism”.

penalties will be introduced for entities

Anti-Slavery Commissioner Dame Sara

failing to publish modern slavery

Thornton underlined that financial

statements. The government will

penalties must be enforced to be

provide guidance on the exclusion of

effective in addressing rights abuses.

Canadian government press...

Concurrently, the Canadian government

UK House of Commons debat...

UK government press relea...

suppliers linked to human rights
violations.

announced that it will introduce a
The UK overseas business risk related

compulsory integrity declaration for

Bank for International Settlements bulletin on
Covid-19 and cyber risk to the financial sector
The Bank for International Settlements

The BIS bulletin presents initial findings

Actors engaged in cyber-attacks

(BIS) published on 14 January a

on how the financial sector has met the

include criminal and terrorist

bulletin on Covid-19 and cyber risk in

challenges of the pandemic and

organisations, industrial spies,

the financial sector, which states that

assesses recent changes in the threat

hacktivists, and state and

the financial sector has sustained a

landscape for financial institutions.

state-sponsored players. Financial

relatively higher number of

authorities, policymakers and

cyber-attacks during the pandemic

The shift to working from home is

businesses are working together to

than other sectors. BIS states that

identified as a change that can make

mitigate cyber risks and the systemic

while these attacks have not led to

financial institution staff more

implications, including strengthening

significant disruption or a systematic

vulnerable. The bulletin also states that

operational resilience.

impact, cyber-attacks pose substantial

payment firms, insurers and credit

risks to financial institutions and their

unions have been especially affected by

customers going forward.

the strong increase in cyber-attacks.
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UN Security Council releases statement on
terrorism and terrorist financing
The United Nations Security Council

The Security Council also stressed the

Executive Directorate (CTED) and the

(UNSC) released on 12 January a

importance of coordination and

UN Office of Counter-Terrorism in

statement reiterating its stance on

cooperation between member states in

providing technical assistance and

strengthening the unification and

terms of taking measures to deal with

identifying capacity gaps between

coordination of the international

terrorists that utilise technological and

member states in regards to the

response against terrorism and

communication advancements to

implementation of resolution 1373

terrorist financing.

commit acts of terrorism, as well as

(2001) on counter-terrorism. The

ensuring that the counter-terrorism

UNSC’s discussion on counter-terrorism

The UNSC’s statement highlights the

measures taken are compliant with

also included comments on the need to

need for efficient cooperation among

international law obligations, especially

address the growing use of

its committees and the development of

in terms of international human rights

cryptocurrencies.

effective partnerships between UN,

law, international refugee law and

regional and sub-regional organisations,

international humanitarian law.

UNSC press release

between governments and civil society,

Further, the UNSC also commends the

UNSC statement

in the fight against terrorism financing.

coordination and cooperation between

as well as the need for cooperation

the Counter-Terrorism Committee, its

US government publishes memorandum on
activities to counter terrorism financing
In response to a request from the

10 November 2020, the US State

service providers as well via cash

Department of Defense, the US

Department and Nigeria hosted a virtual

smuggling through middlemen in

Treasury Department issued on 4

meeting on combatting ISIS financing

Turkey.

January a public memorandum on its

more broadly in West Africa.

work to combat terrorist financing (TF),

In addition, Treasury states that ISIS is

particularly in relation to the Islamic

The report notes that the financial

possibly sending funds to

State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS).

situation has remained relatively

ISIS-Khorasan, whose stronghold was

consistent for ISIS, estimating that the

lost to Afghan government forces and

As of 31 December 2020, 92

organisation has up to $100 million in

the Taliban in 2019. ISIS-K is also

ISIS-related individuals and entities

the region, mainly generated from oil

believed to rely on hawalas in Kabul and

have been designated by the US

smuggling extortion in Syria, kidnaps

Jalalabad for additional funds and likely

Treasury. In addition, the Department

for ransom, looting and potential shell

retains some financial reserves.

continued efforts to work with the Iraqi

company operations. ISIS money, the

government and other coalition

US memorandum claims, is primarily

partners to identify ISIS facilitators and

moved in and out of their areas of

fundraisers in Iraq, Syria, and Turkey. On

operation via hawalas and other money
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US OCC letter on node verification networks and
stablecoin use for payment activities
The US Office of the Comptroller of the

identifying key risks and allowing such

operational risks, compliance risks, and

Currency (OCC) Chief Counsel

risks to be “managed in a

fraud, as well as how to manage such

published on 4 January Interpretive

technology-agnostic way”.

risks in a safe and sound manner.

permissibility of national banks and

The letter states that financial

Financial institutions should also adapt

federal savings associations to

institutions may validate, store, and

and enhance their compliance

participate in independent node

record payments transactions by

programmes to safeguard against

verification networks (INVN) and use

serving as a node on an INVN. Financial

potential money laundering activities

stablecoins to conduct

institutions may also use INVNs and

and terrorist financing that may occur in

bank-permissible functions, including

related stablecoins to perform other

cryptocurrency transactions and to

payment activities.

permissible payment activities while

ensure compliance with the reporting

ensuring compliance with applicable

and recordkeeping requirements of the

law and banking practices.

Bank Secrecy Act.

Letter 1174, clarifying the legal

According to Acting Comptroller of the
Currency Brian Brooks, the Working
Group on Financial Markets has

When performing INVN-related

developed a framework that welcomes

activities, financial institutions must be

the growing use of stablecoin-based

aware of the potential risks that come

financial infrastructure, in addition to

with such activities, including

OCC press release
OCC Interpretive Letter 1...

US issues suspicious activity reporting FAQs
The US Financial Crimes Enforcement

not obligated to do so. The paper

necessary to provide a complete

Network (FinCEN), the Federal Reserve,

clarifies that financial institutions are

description of the suspicious activity.

the Federal Deposit Insurance

still required to comply with all Bank

Finally, a financial institution that

Corporation (FDIC), the National Credit

Secrecy Act requirements and file SARs,

reaches the SAR narrative character

Union Administration (NCUA) and the

and advises them to document “keep

limit does not need to file an additional

Office of the Comptroller of the

open” requests.

SAR to continue it.

joint set of frequently asked questions

In addition, a financial institution is not

The FAQs were published in response

(FAQs) related to suspicious activity

required to file a SAR solely based on

to the Bank Secrecy Act Advisory

reports (SARs) and other anti-money

law enforcement inquiries or on

Group’s recommendations, which were

laundering (AML) rules.

negative news, nor to terminate a

mentioned in FinCEN’s September 2020

Currency (OCC) issued on 19 January a

customer relationship following the

advance notice of proposed rulemaking

According to the FAQs, financial

filling of one or several SARs. In case of

on updates to the AML framework.

institutions can maintain an account or

multiple negative news alerts based on

customer relationship for which they

the same event, a financial institution

have received a written “keep open”

does not need to independently

request from law enforcement, even

investigate each alert, and information

though a suspicious or potentially illicit

comprised in SAR data fields does not

activity has been identified, but they are

need to be included again unless it is
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Goldman Sachs CEO subject to $10m pay cut
due to 1MDB settlement
Goldman Sachs Group Inc announced

The company’s board of directors

involved or aware of the bank’s illicit

on 26 January in a filing with the US

previously reached a decision to reduce

activity regarding the 1MDB bond

Securities and Exchange Commission

the 2020 compensation of Solomon,

transactions, GS’ board of directors

(SEC) that Chairman and CEO David

Waldron and Scherr due to the findings

regards the matter as an “institutional

Solomon will be given a $10 million pay

and investigations as well as the

failure, inconsistent with the high

cut due to the bank’s involvement in

“magnitude of the firm’s settlement of

expectations it has for the firm.”

the 1Malaysia Development Berhad

government and regulatory matters

(1MDB) scandal. Goldman Group

relating to 1MDB.”

SEC filing

President and COO John E. Waldron
and CFO Stephen M. Scherr will also be

The filing states that although none of

subject to a $7 million pay cut.

the three executives were directly

Eurojust publishes guidance note on judicial
cooperation with the UK post-Brexit
Eurojust published on 28 January a set

The TCA allows the exchange of DNA,

ownership transparency and have an

of guidelines for judicial practitioners

fingerprints and vehicle registration

information exchange channel. The

on cooperation with the UK on criminal

information between the UK and

TCA also supports multilateral

matters after the UK’s exit from the EU.

member states. Also, in order to

cooperation between the UK and EU

The guidance note aligns with the

facilitate the prevention and

member states, which will be overseen

Trade and Cooperation Agreement

investigation of acts of terrorism or

by Europol and Eurojust.

(TCA) signed by the EU and UK on 30

serious crimes, passenger name

December 2020.

records can be exchanged. Despite the

Negotiations are still ongoing on the

UK’s loss of access to the Second

conclusion of a working agreement

The note provides responses to

Schengen Information System (SIS II),

between Eurojust and the UK

questions from competent authorities

the guidelines state that the UK will be

authorities as foreseen in the TCA on

as the transition is made to the new

able to access a similar system via

the modalities of cooperation.

working relationship. The note focuses

Interpol.

on, amongst other things, mutual legal

Eurojust press release

assistance, exchange of criminal record

In terms of fighting money laundering

information, freezing and confiscation,

and terrorist financing, the UK and EU

and transmission of personal data.

commit to maintaining beneficial
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EU Council ready to apply further sanctions on
those undermining Venezuelan democracy
The EU Council adopted on 25 January

responsible for extrajudicial executions,

The leader of the EU-recognised

a set of conclusions on the outcome of

arbitrary detentions and torture should

National Assembly and interim

Venezuela’s National Assembly

be held accountable.

government, Juan Guaidó, welcomed

elections held on 6 December 2020,

the EP resolution, highlighting its

underlining that the EU stands ready to

In a 21 January resolution, the

“strong reprimand to the Maduro

apply further targeted restrictive

European Parliament (EP) condemned

dictatorship and the statements of Iris

measures against those responsible

the Venezuelan elections and the

Varela, one of Maduro's henchmen, who

for undermining the rule of law and

establishment of a new legislative body

intend to arrest and detain members of

democracy in the country.

on 5 January, urging the EU to support

the legitimate National Assembly”.

the International Criminal Court’s (ICC)
The Council stated that it cannot

probe into alleged crimes against

recognise the recent legislative

humanity committed by the Maduro

elections as “credible, inclusive, or

regime. The EP called on the EU Council

transparent”, given that they were held

to further impose restrictions against

without a prior national agreement on

Venezuelan officials and their relatives.

electoral conditions and failed to

Meanwhile, the resolution called for an

comply with international standards. In

immediate ban on the gold trade

addition, it asserted that those found

between the EU and Venezuela.

EU Council press release
EU Council conclusions
EP resolution (21 January...

Biden freezes all pending executive rules
US President’s Chief of Staff Ronald

memorandum”. Agency heads were

The Wall Street Journal reported on 28

Klein circulated a memo to executive

urged to further consider opening a

January that the freeze also impacts

department and agency heads on 20

30-day feedback period within that

the Federal Reserve and FinCEN’s

January announcing the freezing of

timeframe.

proposal to amend anti-money

any unpublished or pending rules to be

laundering (AML) regulations such that

published in the Federal Register until

Among the impacted rules there is a

financial institutions would be required

approved by an agency or department

regulatory proposal published by the

to collect and pass on information on

head designated or appointed by the

Financial Crimes Enforcement Network

international financial transfers over

new administration.

(FinCEN) on 23 December 2020, which

$250, as opposed to the current

require certain convertible virtual

threshold of $3,000. The consultation

In addition, all executive rules already

currency (CVCs) or digital assets with

purportedly received over 2,800

sent to the Office of the Federal

legal tender status to verify the identity

comments from industry and the public

Register were ordered to be

of customers engaging in transactions

when the initial comment period closed

immediately withdrawn until reviewed

over $3,000 with unhosted

on 27 November.

and approved by the newly appointed

crypto-wallets and for transactions over

chiefs. Klein’s memo stated that new

$10,000 to be reported to FinCEN. On

executive heads should “consider

26 January, FinCEN announced it was

postponing the rules’ effective dates for

extending the comment period on the

60 days from the date of this

proposed regulations until 29 March.
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Brick Court Chambers webinar sets out key
changes in UK’s independent sanctions regime
The UK’s Brick Court Chambers

direct or indirect ownership or control

listings have been measured

organised on 22 January an online

of assets exists is expanded compared

individually against the standards of the

event on the new UK sanctions regime,

to the EU regulations. In addition to the

Sanctions and Anti-Money Laundering

which outlines the key changes that

direct or indirect control over a majority

Act 2018. As a result, none of the EU’s

have been made to the scope of

of shares or voting rights, a second

Ukraine, Egypt and Tunisia

various prohibitions, licensing and

mandatory condition refers to the

misappropriation listings have been

de-listing rules, and export control.

company’s affairs being conducted in

carried into UK law, due to legal

accordance with the person’s wishes,

difficulties.

Brick Court Chambers Barrister David

“by whatever means”.

Heaton underlined that the new UK

Barrister Malcolm Birdling argued that

sanctions regime introduces changes in

Speakers underlined that the new asset

the review of listings under the UK

five areas: the extension of asset

freezing provisions are expected to

regimes is simplified and will only

freezing provisions, which now demand

require companies to perform extended

require a minister to revoke a

“knowledge or reasonable cause to

know-your-customer and due diligence

designation. The UK’s autonomous

suspect” someone dealing with frozen

checks to ensure that clients are not

global human rights regime is more

funds; differences in the designation

indirectly controlled by a designated

limited in scope than the EU equivalent.

listings under various regimes; the

entity. In addition, UK persons will need

Provisions under other regimes have

power to impose sanctions on the UK

in practice to screen against EU

also been amended, such as exceptions

territory and in relation to a UK person’s

sanctions as well and comply with

for EU-based subsidiaries under the EU

conduct anywhere in the world; the

specific EU prohibitions, when they have

sanctions on Russia, which have

absence of “no claim” provisions; and

overseas subsidiaries or employ EU

disappeared from the UK regime.

the introduction of licensing rules for

nationals.

“extraordinary situations”.

Event details
Foreign, Commonwealth &

Under the new UK legislation, the

Development Office sanctions lead

definition of the circumstances in which

Qudsi Rasheed explained that all UK

Event recording

Kazakhstan establishes Financial Monitoring
Agency dedicated to combatting financial crime
The President of the Republic of

established the Agency of the Republic

detecting and investigating economic

Kazakhstan Kassym-Jomart Tokayev

of Kazakhstan on financial monitoring.

and financial crime.

signed on 28 January Decree No. 501
“On measures to further improve the

The new state agency is dedicated to

public administration system of the

combatting money laundering and

Republic of Kazakhstan”, which

terrorist financing as well as preventing,
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EU committee proposes tax cooperation reforms
The European Parliament’s Committee

and would reduce the administrative

scope and requests that amendments

on Economic and Monetary Affairs

burden on platforms which need to deal

are applicable from early 2023. A

(ECON) proposed on 11 January a

with multiple reporting requirements.

November 2020 consultation on a DAC

series of amendments to the European

action plan covered aspects such as

Commission’s (EC) proposal to amend

The EP considers that the scope of the

providing tax administrations with

Directive 2011/16/EU on administrative

data exchange should be extended to

information to identify taxpayers active

cooperation in the field of taxation

violations of tax rules, financial

in new means of exchange, such as

(DAC), on reporting requirements for

penalties, exclusion from public

cryptoassets and e-money.

online platforms to better detect tax

contracts and business licence

fraud and tax evasion.

removals. It also suggests that the EC

A final text will be formally adopted

should be under an obligation to

once the Economic and Social

According to the EC proposal, which is

publish country-by-country information

Committee has submitted its opinion.

part of a wider tax package, EU

by 1 January 2023.

members states would automatically

ECON Committee amendments...

exchange information on income

The EU Council published its own

generated by sellers on digital

proposal for tax cooperation reform on

platforms, allowing national authorities

25 November 2020 which includes the

to identify situations where tax is due

removal of crowdfunding from the

EC proposal
EU Council draft proposal...

IMF to conduct a cross-border ML/TF risk
analysis for Northern Europe and Baltic states
Central banks and financial regulators

similarities across the eight countries’

constituency includes Denmark,

in eight Northern and Baltic European

financial systems and the cross-border

Estonia, Finland, Iceland, Latvia,

states announced on 21 January that

banking networks and relationships.

Lithuania, Norway and Sweden.

they have asked the International

The IMF assessment will be

Monetary Fund (IMF) to conduct a

accompanied by recommendations to

regional analysis of money laundering

increase the understanding of ML/TF

and terrorist financing (ML/TF) threats

risks in the region.

Finish Financial Supervis...

The IMF is expected to begin its work in

Swedish Central Bank pres...

Danish Financial Supervis...

and vulnerabilities.
According to the joint announcement,

January and to report on its findings in

the analysis will consider the

mid-2022. The IMF’s Nordic-Baltic

Aperio Intelligence interviewed the founders of Nordic Business Ethics Network, Anna Romberg and Niina Ratsula, about
compliance in the region following the recent scandals and NBE’s initiatives. Read the interview here.
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G7 Ambassadors issue judicial and anticorruption reform roadmap for Ukraine
The Ambassadors of the G7 countries

transparency in the appointment of

independence and enables it to

published on 25 January a roadmap of

judiciary and law enforcement officials.

continue operating effectively.

priority measures for the Ukrainian

According to the G7, an urgent revamp

Concerning the National Agency for

authorities to reform the Constitutional

of the selection process of

Corruption Prevention (NACP), the

Court of Ukraine (CCU), and the

Constitutional Court judges is required

roadmap suggests that criminal liability

judiciary and anti-corruption system.

to ensure a clear, transparent and

prior to the end of 2020 for knowingly

The recommendations have been

competitive procedure, which should

failing to file and for false statements in

issued following the October ruling by

also include strengthened disciplinary

asset declarations is reintroduced; that

the CCU that declared much of

proceedings and ethical requirements

24-hour public access to the e-asset

Ukraine’s anti-corruption reforms

as well as screening by international

declaration register is guaranteed; and

unconstitutional.

professionals.

amendments to the Law on the
Prevention of Corruption are adopted

In order to restore public confidence in

In light of the CCU’s ruling, the G7

that include procedures for verifying

the judicial system, the G7

recommends that a firm legal basis is

declarations and monitoring conflict of

Ambassadors highlight the need to

established for the National

interest and lifestyle of judges.

re-establish anti-corruption laws with a

Anti-Corruption Bureau of Ukraine

firm legal basis and ensure

(NABU) that ensures its institutional

G7 reform roadmap

German state parliament votes to establish Nord
Stream 2 pipeline foundation
The German state parliament of

equipment, thus offering a potential

the USA continues to rely on sanctions

Mecklenburg-Vorpommern voted in

bulwark against sanctions targeting

against German and European

favour on 7 January of creating a

Nord Stream AG. With an initial

companies”. Schwesig’s party, the

state-owned environmental and

state-funded endowment of €200,000,

Social Democratic Party (SPD), along

commercial foundation to support the

the MV Climate and Environmental

with the Christian Democratic Union

Nord Stream 2 pipeline’s construction

Protection Foundation will also

(CDU) and the German Left supported

and continued maintenance.

reportedly receive a second tranche of

the foundation’s creation, while most

€20 million and long-term investment of

voting members of the Alternative for

The Mecklenburg-Vorpommern

€60 million from Nord Stream AG, the

Germany (AfD) party abstained from

government indicated that while

pipeline’s owner, according to German

the parliamentary vote.

primarily possessing a mandate for the

media outlet NDR.

promotion of climate and

SPD statement

environmental protection projects, the

State Prime Minister Manuela Schwesig

MV Foundation could also be used to

was quoted as saying that whether

set up a warehouse for pipeline

such warehousing protection “is

construction or repair material and

needed and used depends on whether
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Cyprus to establish anti-corruption authority
The President of Cyprus Nicos

corruption. The Cypriot authorities also

involved in the decision-making

Anastasiades and Cypriot Minister of

highlighted their intention to establish a

process, amending the Penal Code with

Justice and Public Order Emily Yiolotis

National Integrity Agency with

stricter provisions regarding corruption

announced on 29 January plans to

responsibilities for assessing the

related offences, as well as measures

establish an independent

wealth declarations of public officials,

for ensuring additional protection for

anti-corruption authority to enhance

as well as incompatibility and conflict

whistleblowers.

the fight against corruption.

of interest cases among politically
exposed persons.

Cyprus government action ...

authority will be responsible for

During the same presentation, a

Answers to questions from...

undertaking all the required measures

package of additional measures were

for ensuring efficiency and

announced as part of the action plan

transparency within the public sector

against corruption, including creating a

and for promoting the fight against

publicly accessible registry of persons

According to the Minister of Justice, the

Cypriot Minister of Justi...

Sweden formalises AML intelligence task force
collaborative effort, with the aim now
being to develop a formal framework
for cooperation and governance going
forward. SAMLIT also aims to promote
legislative and regulatory changes to
improve the ability to share information
and aims to increase the number of
banks party to the task force.
Launched in June 2019 by SEB Group
CEO Johan Torgeby, who is also the
Chairman of the Swedish Bankers’
Association, the SAMLIT initiative,
which is currently made up of Danske
SEB Group announced on 19 January

According to the participants, SAMLIT

that five of the largest banks in

has made promising progress via its

Sweden have decided to formalise their

regular meetings to share useful

cooperation with the Swedish police to

information to identify and combat

combat money laundering, terrorism

financial crime. The initiative has

financing and organised crime,

increased the exchange of information

following the successful completion of

regarding new approaches, types of

a pilot phase of the SAMLIT initiative

crime and emerging trends.

(Swedish Anti-Money Laundering
Intelligence Task Force).

The formalisation of SAMLIT will make
the initiative a regular permanent
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Bank, Handelsbanken, Nordea, SEB and
Swedbank, began its pilot phase in
June 2020. The Swedish Police
Intelligence Unit at the National
Operations Department and the
Swedish Bankers’ Association are also
participants in the initiative.
SEB Group press release
Swedbank press release
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Dutch government resigns over fraud scandal
Dutch Prime Minister Mark Rutte

17 December, most of the alleged

parents. The government will remain in

handed in his cabinet’s resignation on

welfare fraud amounted to missing

office in a caretaker capacity until

15 January, following the publication of

signatures and filling errors. Between

general elections on 17 March.

a parliamentary report showing that

25,000 and 35,000 parents were

thousands of families were wrongly

accused of childcare fraud by gross

accused of childcare benefit fraud and

negligence between 2012 and 2019.

forced to return vast sums of money.

Dutch government press re...
Dutch PM’s resignation sp...

The Dutch Tax and Customs
According to the report published by

Administration, through its Allowance

the Parliamentary Interrogation

Restoration Organisation, set up a €500

Committee on Childcare Allowance on

million fund for compensating affected

Parliamentary committee r...

French regulator revises AML guidelines
The French Financial Markets Authority

(UCITS). Other updates are related to

consulting the European Commission’s

(AMF) announced on 18 January that it

the exemption provided to financial and

lists and the Financial Action Task

has updated its general regulation and

crowdfunding investment advisers

Force's (FATF) reports. Finally, due

guidelines on the risk-based approach

concerning the submission of reports

diligence procedures performed by

to money laundering/terrorist financing

on their internal control system.

investment management companies

(ML/TF), due diligence obligations,

with respect to tenants of buildings

politically exposed persons (PEPs),

The new guidelines provide a risk

acquired by real estate funds have also

and the obligation to report to the

classification to assist obliged entities

been updated.

French financial intelligence unit.

in establishing their own due diligence
mechanisms and complementary

According to the regulator, the updates

According to the AMF, the scope of

measures regarding PEPs. Additionally,

have been made to reflect the

AML/CFT obligations in the general

the regulated entities are required to

transposition of the EU’s Fifth Money

regulation has been extended to

consult the register of beneficial

Laundering Directive.

managers of other alternative

owners of client companies, except

investment funds (AIFs), European

when there is a low ML/TF risk.

AMF press release

Entrepreneurship Fund managers and

The AMF recommends that obliged

AMF Guidelines on the ris...

to French branches of European

entities include in their internal

management companies that oversee

procedures provisions for assessing

local AIFs or undertakings for collective

the level of equivalence of third country

investment in transferable securities

AML/CFT obligations, including by

Venture Capital Funds, European Social
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French anti-corruption agency issues revised
recommendations for legal persons
The French Anti-Corruption Agency

Under the new provisions, entities

independent compliance officer, who

(AFA) announced on 12 January that it

subject to the obligation to adopt an

should be involved in implementing

has published a revised version of its

anti-corruption mechanism are entitled

strategic projects, contract signing,

2017 anti-corruption recommendations

to a presumption of compliance during

significant investments, and mergers

for public and private legal persons,

inspections, provided they indicate that

and acquisitions. In terms of detecting

which is based on a public consultation

they have followed the AFA’s

irregularities, the regulator advises

conducted between October and

recommendations. In addition, risk

entities to create a single risk-based

November 2020. The updated

mapping documents need to be

internal reporting mechanism, which

guidelines will assist with the

updated regularly by each entity and

can be used by members of staff and

implementation of the Sapin II law.

validated by the governing body, while

external or occasional collaborators.

risk management should be linked to a
The recommendations include changes

code of conduct, regular awareness

in relation to the application of

campaigns and training, and evaluation

provisions to legal persons, the

of third-party risks.

AFA press release (in Fre...
AFA recommendations (in F...

“presumption of compliance”, risk
mapping and management and the

According to the AFA, an entity’s

choice of suppliers.

governing body should nominate an

UK parliament committee holds evidence
session on arms export controls inquiry
The UK aerospace trade organisation

views about the countries where they

assist companies interested in

ADS Group Limited told the UK

wish to export to, reference the

exporting defence and security items to

parliament’s Committee on Arms

licensing regime and rely on it and on

understand their obligations.

Export Controls on 12 January that 850

the UK government’s intervention to

export licencing applications were held

evaluate the situation on the ground.

up in 2020 due to the backlog in Saudi

The Committee's inquiry was launched
on 3 November 2020 to examine the

Arabia military export licensing

Everitt stated that he is not aware of

findings of the latest strategic export

following the Export Control Joint

any deliberate infringements of the

controls report, published by the

Unit's (ECJU) July announcement

licensing regime by any ADS member

Department for International Trade on 1

lifting the ban on sales.

companies and underlined that a

December 2020.

potential post-Brexit change in the UK
According to ADS Chief Executive Paul

export control regime is not expected to

Everitt, large companies involved in

result in a higher number of

defence sales are involved in doing

infringements or prosecutions. In

“some level of due diligence” before

relation to the UK-EU agreement on

committing to export their items.

dual-use items, the ADS representative

Generally, companies collect sensible

called for a stronger advisory service to
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UK and US regulators issue warnings amid
GameStop stock rise scandal
large short positions on their stocks, according to a 30
January article by the BBC.
The US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
cautioned on 29 January against market volatility, stating that
it would continue to prevent “abusive or manipulative trading
activity” and “review actions taken by regulated entities that
may disadvantage investors or otherwise unduly inhibit their
ability to trade certain securities”. Former chief of the SEC's
market abuse unit Daniel Hawke reportedly told the Wall
Street Journal on 28 January that the GameStop traders “are
US and UK financial regulators issued on 29 January
warnings to investors regarding increased market volatility
after followers of the social media platform Reddit bought
securities that were being short sold by several US hedge
funds. Video game store company GameStop Corporation’s
GME stock price rose to a peak of 700 percent during the
final week of January, with significant spikes also seen in
AMC Entertainment stock.

The UK FCA advised potential
investors to be aware of, and
comply with, short selling and
market abuse provisions

making no effort to conceal their apparent intent to
manipulate the price of the stock”.
Trading platform Robinhood Markets Inc, a popular
investment vehicle for traders buying GME shares,
announced on 28 January a limit on “buying certain
securities”. On 31 January, a complaint in a class action
lawsuit filed in the name of US customers against the
company and its two subsidiaries alleges that Robinhood’s
denial of access to GME shares represents a breach of
contract, breach of the implied covenant of good faith and
fair dealing, negligence, and breach of fiduciary duty.
In a separate development, Robinhood paid $65 million in
December 2020 to settle SEC charges of making misleading
statements and not seeking the best possible terms for
customer orders.

The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) advised potential
investors on 29 January to be aware of, and comply with,

SEC statement

short selling and market abuse provisions and warned that it
may take action against “firms or individuals causing harm to

FCA statement

consumers or the market”. The FCA warning came amid
speculation that British investors could follow the strategy,
after London-listed companies Pearson and Cineworld had
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CONSULTATIONS

UK Treasury select committee publishes written
evidence to economic crime inquiry
and regulatory change; close

clarity on the UK government’s

loopholes to prevent consumers

plans to combat economic crime in

from being exposed to unregulated

the sector

services; increase funding for law

The UK parliament’s Treasury Select
Committee published on 19 January
the written evidence submitted in
relation to its inquiry into economic
crime in the context of the Covid-19
pandemic, many submissions of which
call for effective collaboration and
information sharing between
government, regulators and the
financial services industry.
The inquiry was launched on 23
October 2020 to investigate the
effectiveness of the government’s
anti-money laundering (AML) and
sanctions regimes, corporate liability
for economic crime, as well as the
impact of financial crime, including
Covid-19 related fraud, on consumers.
The deadline for submissions was 4
December 2020.

Key points from the written
evidence submissions

enforcement; empower the National

The Royal United Services Institute

Economic Crime Centre (NECC);

(RUSI) advises that the appointment

and encourage the effective use of

of an independent Economic Crime

technology to detect money mule

Commissioner will help coordinate

accounts

the government’s efforts in this area

According to UK Finance, the

The Financial Conduct Authority

government should involve other

(FCA) notes that the key

sectors in tackling economic crime,

pandemic-related fraud risks

develop a digital ID framework and

include unauthorised lead

ensure a more effective approach to

generation and comparison

know-your-customer checks,

websites typically making promises

including by giving challenger banks

of high returns, forex scams

and FinTechs access to data

promoted on social media, and
clone firms that claim to be

NGO groups and banks urge the

legitimate and authorised entities

government to take more robust
action on reforming the AML

The UK Office for National Statistics

supervisory regime and the current

estimates that there were 3.7

Suspicious Activity Reporting

million fraud incidents in England

framework to permit better data

and Wales in the year ending March

analytics and the sharing of

2020, of which 67 percent were

intelligence between the regulated

bank and credit account fraud

sector and the authorities
The City of London Police detailed
The Office of Professional Body

in its submission that there were

Anti-Money Laundering Supervision

3,743 Covid-19 related fraud and

(OPBAS) is commended for the

cybercrime reports as of 22

progress achieved since its

November 2020, with estimated

establishment in 2018 but should

losses of £20.2 million

be more robust in sanctioning
non-compliant members in the

Economic crime inquiry - ...

accountancy and legal sectors
Most contributors call on the
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government to act decisively

The implementation of the

against financial crime and

proposed accountancy sector fraud

Covid-19 fraud through legislative

charter is expected to provide more

RUSI written evidence
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UK Treasury consults on regulatory approaches
to cryptoassets and stablecoins
The UK’s HM Treasury opened a

that of other jurisdictions. It further

government’s proposal involves a

consultation on 7 January as the first

states that the government wishes to

system in which independent

stage of the government’s consultation

see evidence on the investment and

regulators, “using agile powers to issue

process on regulatory approaches to

wholesale use of crytoassets and DLT

rules” in line with objectives and

cryptoassets and stablecoins.

in the financial sector. The consultation

considerations determined by HM

also sets out a proposed policy

Treasury and Parliament, would

The purported aim of the consultation

approach to bringing stablecoins into

establish firm requirements. According

is to determine how the UK can ensure

the regulatory perimeter.

to the consultation language, HM

that regulations support new beneficial

Treasury would purportedly not seek

technologies and innovation while

Economic Secretary to the Treasury

protecting consumers and mitigating

John Glen wrote in the consultation’s

risks. The consultation seeks views

introduction that “in the near-term our

from stakeholders, particularly firms

priority is to ensure the framework

that use distributed ledger technology

supports the safe use of stablecoins”,

(DLT) or cryptoasset activities and

with the latest consultation running

seeks feedback on the proposed

pursuant to the Treasury’s March 2020

framework and to what extent the UK’s

Budget goals. Specifically, the

proposed approach should align with

consultation states that the

firm requirements via legislation.
The consultation runs until 21 March.
HM Treasury announcement
HM Treasury consultation

UK consults on granting additional agencies
with powers under the Proceeds of Crime Act
The UK government’s Home Office

and Coastguard Agency; the

confiscation investigations; detained

launched a consultation on 28 January

Information Commissioner’s Office; the

cash investigations; detained property

on proposed changes to the Proceeds

Department for the Economy, Northern

investigations; frozen funds

of Crime Act 2002 (POCA), which

Ireland; and London Fire Brigade. AFIs

investigations; and money laundering

focuses on the possible extension of

are non-traditional law enforcement

investigations.

accredited financial investigators

agency staff who have the authority to

(AFIs) powers to five public agencies.

recover crime proceeds.

The consultation is seeking views on

Through the granting of AFI powers the

whether AFI powers should be granted

public agencies would have access to

to five additional public agencies,

certain powers under POCA to conduct

namely the Service Police; the Maritime

the following types of investigation:
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UK FCA consults on authentication and e-money
The UK’s Financial Conduct Authority

interfaces, such as application

(EBA) opinion published in June 2019,

(FCA) launched on 28 January a

programming interfaces (APIs) by

as well as changes to the regulations

consultation on proposed changes to

accounting servicing payment service

following Brexit.

the standards on strong customer

providers (ASPSPs) to facilitate third

authentication and secure methods of

party provider access to retail and small

Changes to chapter 15 of the PERG

communication (SCA-RTS), as well as

and medium-sized enterprises

cover certain exclusions from the

updates to its guidance on ‘Payment

customers’ payment accounts.

Payment Services Regulations 2017

Services and Electronic Money - Our

(PSRs) and the Electronic Money

Approach’ (AD) and the Perimeter

The proposals to amend the AD

Regulations 2011 (EMRs), which are

Guidance Manual (PERG).

guidance relate to issues such as

aimed at assisting industry

prudential risk management and

stakeholders with identifying whether

Proposed changes to SCA-RTS are

safeguarding customer funds. The FCA

their business activities fall within the

intended to support competition and

particularly considers making

scope of the PSRs of EMRs.

innovation in the payments and

permanent the temporary guidance

e-money sector and include: (1) adding

published on 9 July 2020, which

The section of the consultation relating

a new exemption from strong customer

concerns strengthening payment and

to proposals for contactless payments

authentication (SCA) for when

e-money firms’ prudential risk

will close on 24 February, while the

customers access their account

management and arrangements for

section concerning the rest of the

information through an account

safeguarding customers’ funds in

proposals is open until 30 April.

information service provider (AISPs);

exceptional circumstances such as the

(2) increasing the single and cumulative

Covid-19 pandemic. In addition, the

transaction thresholds for contactless

updates include clarifications on what

payments from £45 to £100 (or

constitutes a valid element for the

potentially a maximum of £120) and

purposes of SCA, taking into account

from £130 to £200 respectively; and (3)

updated European Commission Q&As

mandating the use of dedicated

and the European Banking Authority's

FCA notice
FCA consultation paper
Online response form

US FinCEN extends consultation on proposed
CVC and digital asset regulations
The US Treasury Department’s

According to the NPRM published on 23

unhosted wallets or wallets in

Financial Crimes Enforcement Network

December, transactions over $10,000

FinCEN-identified jurisdictions.

(FinCEN) announced on 26 January

involving CVCs or digital asset with

that the period for comment regarding

legal tender status transactions will

The FinCEN notice was published in the

its notice of proposed rulemaking

become subject to reporting

Federal Register on 28 January.

(NPRM) on reporting requirements for

requirements. In addition, banks and

certain convertible virtual currencies

money services businesses will need to

(CVCs) and digital asset transactions

keep records of, and carry out customer

has been extended until 29 March.

identity verification, in relation to
transactions over $10,000 involving
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LITIGATION AND CASE LAW

UK High Court rules in favour of Barclays in APP
fraud reimbursement suit
The High Court of England and Wales

Barclays committed to the voluntary

ordered the transfers, the bank did not

ruled on 18 January that a victim of

code in 2019 for reimbursement of APP

have a Quincecare duty to either halt

authorised push payment (APP) fraud

fraud victims, known as the Contingent

the payment or make further inquiries.

does not have a sufficient legal claim

Reimbursement Model (CRM) Code, the

that Barclays plc breached its

document does not extend to

The Court stated that to hold the bank

Quincecare duty in not intervening to

international payments.

liable for the customer's loss would

prevent a substantial fraud, which was

have been "an unprincipled and

carried out by a third-party fraudster

In addition, Judge Russen QC argued

impermissible extension" of the

who induced the customer to make the

that the Quincecare duty is not meant

Quincecare duty of care that banks owe

bank transfer “willingly”.

to protect victims from their own

to their customers.

actions, and in this case the claimant
The claimant was reportedly tricked

specifically instructed her bank to send

The judgment states that the claimant

into making two separate transfers

the funds to the UAE account despite

is seeking permission to appeal.

totalling £700,000 to a fraudster posing

being warned she might be a victim of

online as a National Crime Agency

fraud. Furthermore, as there was no

official, through an account in the

cause for suspicion on the part of

United Arab Emirates (UAE). Although

Barclays’ employees when the claimant

High Court ruling

Queensgate Investment loses privacy ruling in
fraud and racism lawsuit
In a decision published on 18 January,

executive said that the firm deliberately

According to a Bloomberg article

the UK Employment Appeal Tribunal

defrauded investors, alleging that “the

published on 21 January, Queensgate

rejected a bid by UK private equity fund

entirety of the respondent’s cost base

Investment LLP and Millet have agreed

Queensgate Investment LLP to keep

was shown as being attributable to one

to settle the lawsuit, and the private

confidential parts of the fraud and

particular investment order to

equity fund allegedly reported all

racism lawsuit filed by its former head

fraudulently justify a higher level of fees

accusations to the Financial Conduct

of acquisitions Jonathan Millet.

being charged to those investors”.

Authority (FCA) for further
investigations. The terms of the

According to the judgment, Millet

The Tribunal ruled that the next hearing

claimed that he witnessed “anti-Semitic,

should be held in public, arguing that

Islamophobic, homophobic”

allegations of financial misconduct

conversations in the office, which the

should be open to public scrutiny.

company denies. In addition, the former
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Third states should be able to challenge EU
sanctions decisions, states Advocate General
European Court of Justice (ECJ)

affected its right to do business with EU

countries in their capacity as legal

Advocate General Gerard Hogan

member states. On 20 September 2019,

persons. However, Hogan underlines

released on 20 January a non-binding

the General Court decided that

that his opinion should not create any

opinion which finds that the EU’s

Venezuela lacked standing to launch

new rule granting automatic standing to

General Court erred when it rejected a

proceedings against the EU sanctions,

third states in relation to restrictive

complaint from Venezuela for the

given that it had not demonstrated that

measures.

annulment of restrictive measures

it was “directly concerned” by the

imposed through Council Regulation

restrictive measures.

EU 2017/2063.

According to the ECJ official, the
General Court should rule on both on

In his opinion, Advocate General Gerard

the remaining admissibility issues in

The 2017 Venezuela sanctions regime

Hogan finds that the provisions in the

the annulment proceedings and on the

imposed a prohibition on exports of

European Council’s 2017 Regulation

substance of the action.

arms and military equipment; a

“are likely to have indirect effects on the

prohibition on the provisions of

appellant” as the prohibitions on the

financial, technical and other services;

country’s natural persons and

and the freezing of funds and economic

companies may limit the sources from

resources for designated persons. In

which goods and services are

February 2018, Venezuela launched

purchased. In addition, the EU should

legal action claiming that the sanctions

be open to challenges brought by third

ECJ press release
ECJ Advocate General’s op...
Venezuela’s appeal (28 No...

US suspends enforcement of ICC sanctions
US Federal Judge Katherine Polk Failla

2020. EO 13928 paved the way for the

advisers as “their desired conduct likely

granted on 4 January a preliminary

Trump administration to pursue

qualifies as ‘services’ that either directly

injunction to halt the enforcement of

supporters or colleagues of the two ICC

or indirectly benefit Ms. Bensouda or

civil or criminal penalties against four

members as violations of the

Mr. Mochochoko”. On these grounds,

human rights lawyers and the Open

International Economic Emergency

Judge Failla ruled that the injunction

Society Justice Initiative (OSJI)

Powers Act (IEEPA). The five plaintiffs

could be granted given that the

pursuant to President Donald Trump’s

sued Trump, the Secretaries of State

argument of EO 13928 being

Executive Order (EO) 13928 of 11 June

and Treasury, the acting Attorney

unconstitutional would likely succeed in

2020 targeting members of the

General and OFAC's Director on 1

a further court battle.

International Criminal Court (ICC).

October 2020, challenging the

Judge Failla of the Southern District of

lawfulness of the EO and citing

Reuters reported on 27 January that the

violations of the US Constitution.

new administration of President Joseph

New York (SDNY) ordered the

Biden will review the ICC sanctions,

temporary prevention of the federal

The Judge noted that, as the five

according to a State Department

government from punishing the four

plaintiffs did not face a credible threat

spokesperson.

professors and OSJI for working in

of imminent OFAC enforcement against

support of ICC prosecutors Fatou

them, the regulations as applied by EO

Bensouda and Phaksio Mochochoko,

13928 do constitute a threat to the free

who were designated on 2 September

speech of the OSJI and the four legal
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PRESS AND MEDIA

Swiss prosecutors reportedly investigating
Lebanon Central Bank Governor
The Organized Crime and Corruption

Investigative reports published by the

funds, with a hearing reportedly

Reporting Project (OCCRP) reported on

OCCRP and Daraj News in August and

scheduled in January 2021.

19 January that the Swiss Office of the

December 2020 claim that Salameh has

Attorney General has launched a

real estate investments in the UK,

In addition, several EU authorities are

criminal inquiry into Riad Salameh, the

Germany and Belgium through offshore

reportedly planning to initiate

Governor of the Lebanese Central

companies concealed behind opaque

investigations into overseas fund

Bank, Banque du Liban (BdL), over

structures and registered in the names

transfers by Lebanese politically

allegations of money laundering and

of family members – including Raja

exposed persons in November 2019

embezzlement.

Salameh and his son Nady Salameh, as

prior to the country’s financial crisis.

well as Houwayek – raising conflict of
Swiss prosecutors are reportedly

interest concerns.

OCCRP article

totalling approximately $350 million

In July 2020, Salameh’s assets were

OCCRP article (11 August ...

linked to Salameh, his younger brother,

reportedly frozen following a lawsuit

Raja Salameh and his assistant,

filed by a group of Lebanese lawyers,

Marianne Houwayek.

which accused him of embezzling BdL

examining overseas money transfers

OCCRP article (10 Decembe...

assets and mismanagement of public

Swiss court finds Israeli businessman Beny
Steinmetz guilty of corruption
The Guardian reported on 22 January

prosecutors claim was one of the wives

2014 over a related issue, and Belgian

that Israeli businessman Beny

of former Guinean president Lansana

national Sandra Merloni-Horemans who

Steinmetz has been sentenced to five

Conte, in exchange for mining contracts

led Onyx Financial Advisors, a

years in prison and fined CHF 50

in Guinea. Steinmetz, who owns Beny

Geneva-based firm that allegedly

million after being found guilty of

Steinmetz Group Resources (BSGR) and

created companies used by BSGR in

bribery charges by a Swiss criminal

his associates were also accused of

Guinea. Onyx Financial Advisors

court in Geneva. Steinmetz has

forging documents to cover up the

reportedly established Pentler Holdings,

reportedly stated that he will appeal

bribery through the use of shell

a British Virgin Islands company, to pay

the verdict.

companies and bank accounts.

the $10 million in bribes to the former
Guinean president’s wife. Both

Steinmetz and two others were

The co-defendants charged are French

co-defendants, who were also found

accused of paying or arranging the

national Frederic Cilins, a former

guilty, deny the charges.

payment of bribes between 2006 and

advisor of BSGR who was previously

2010 to Mamadie Toure, who

convicted of obstruction in the US in
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Experts and officials warn that Brexit has
weakened EU and UK crime fighting abilities
The Trade Cooperation Agreement

transfer of information between SIS II,

for access to data pertaining to

(TCA) signed by the UK and EU on 24

the UK and Interpol will be delayed, with

potential matches rather than receiving

December 2020 has put law

intelligence shared by the UK now

real-time information.

enforcement on both sides in a weaker

including all Interpol members rather

position to combat multinational

than the more exclusive group of SIS II

Former European Commissioner for the

organised crime and terrorism,

countries in Europe.

Security Union Julian King told the

according to a report published by the
Financial Times on 26 January.

newspaper that the TCA represents “a
In addition to the UK’s removal from

damage limitation exercise because it

Europol, EU members are now able to

was about giving up a framework for

The most notable loss for the UK as a

refuse extradition of their citizens to the

co-operation which has been built up

result of the TCA is expected to be its

UK. Negotiations resulted in the UK’s

over the past decade”.

lack of access to the EU’s SIS II criminal

continued access to the Prum

information database, which holds 90

fingerprint and DNA sharing system,

million records and which UK

which will also include vehicle

authorities referenced over 600 million

registration data going forward.

times in 2020. Without this access, the

However, UK police will need to apply

FT article
UK-EU Trade Cooperation A...

EU Greens urge Commission to push the UK
towards adopting stricter AML regulations
The Financial Times reported on 5

regulations, which rely on international

Following the submission of the letter,

January that members of the European

Financial Action Task Force guidelines

European People’s Party MEP Markus

Parliament (MEPs) representing the

but do not reach the level of scrutiny

Ferber told the Financial Times that the

European Green Party sent a letter to

required by the EU’s Fifth Money

UK must not slip below a certain

the European Commission asking it to

Laundering Directive, could lead to the

baseline as an international actor in

urge the UK to adopt stricter

UK becoming a “Singapore on Thames”.

regulatory commitments or else it could

anti-money laundering (AML)

The MEPs suggest that the leverage the

“lose all credibility” or “find itself placed

regulations than those laid out in the

EU still holds over the UK on single

on AML or taxation blacklists”.

EU-UK Trade Cooperation Agreement.

market access “should be used to the
maximum extent in order to gain robust

According to the article, the Green

commitments against tax dumping and

MEPs wrote that the UK’s relatively lax

in favour of financial transparency”.
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Grant Thornton reportedly sued over alleged
negligence in Patisserie Valerie audit
Patisserie Valerie was put into

between 2015 and 2017, as well as an

administration in 2019 after extensive

investigation under the Accountancy

accounting fraud came to light, which

Scheme into the preparation and

reportedly overstated the company’s

approval of the company’s financial

profitability and cash flow by £94

statements by its former chief financial

million. The UK’s Serious Fraud Office

officer, Christopher Marsh.

(SFO) has been investigating the

The Financial Times reported on 7
January that the liquidators of
UK-based company Patisserie Valerie
Ltd are reportedly suing audit provider
Grant Thornton UK LLP for £200
million over alleged negligence in
conducting the cafe chain's audits,
which resulted in the dissolution of the
company in April 2020.

scandal since 15 October 2018, when it

Grant Thornton is also currently under

disclosed “a criminal investigation into

investigation by the FRC for its audit of

the business and accounting practices

Sports Direct International plc and

of individuals associated with

Interserve plc.

Patisserie Holdings PLC”. Six people
have been arrested and released

Financial Times article

without charge since 2018. The
investigation remains ongoing.

SFO case details (15 Octo...

The UK Financial Reporting Council

FRC notice (21 November 2...

(FRC) announced on 21 November
2018 the launch of an inquiry into Grant
Thornton’s audit of the cafe chain

UK Gambling Commission chief criticises
accuracy of PwC report on black market betting
The Guardian reported on 18 January

McArthur told the group of MPs that the

hit with higher regulations, claiming that

that the UK Gambling Commission’s

PwC report, which asserted that

consumers in countries with stricter

Chief Executive Neil McArthur has sent

200,000 UK users engage with black

standards are more likely to gamble

a letter to MPs studying gambling

market gambling sites annually, was

with illegal operators. An April 2019

reform that criticises an

inconsistent with government

draft of the report obtained by the

industry-funded report by PwC as

information and failed to differentiate

Guardian reveals that it was

exaggerating the presence of black

between people and automated bots.

commissioned by Ladbrokes owner

market gambling in the UK, purportedly

GVC, William Hill and the Stars Group.

as an attempt to influence parliament

The Betting and Gaming Council, the

to not adopt more stringent

industry lobby group, is reported to

regulations.

have frequently cited the PwC report as
evidence that the industry should not be
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OFAC temporarily lifts sanctions on Israeli
billionaire Dan Gertler, according to The Sentry
The US Treasury’s Office of Foreign

his primary business partner, DRC

The FT reported that a new US Treasury

Assets Control (OFAC) reportedly

President Joseph Kabila and sales of

spokesperson in the Biden

issued on 15 January a specific licence

rare minerals to the Swiss company

administration said the department was

to ease sanctions on Israeli mining

Glencore plc.

aware of the secret action but did not

billionaire Dan Gertler and his

offer further comment. A spokesperson

associated entities, according to a 24

The new licence reportedly lifts OFAC

for Gertler purportedly told media that

January article by The Sentry, which

sanctions on Gertler and his entities

the mining magnate was grateful to be

urged financial institutions to continue

until the end of January 2022,

able to engage with his businesses and

blocking Gertler’s assets.

according to the Financial Times (FT),

philanthropic work under the new

allowing US institutions to lift asset

licence, welcomes the requirements

Gertler and his entities were designated

freezes and process transactions by the

and “looks forward to demonstrating

by OFAC in 2017 and 2018 pursuant to

designated entities. In addition, the FT

that all of his activities fully comply with

Executive Order 13818 of 21 December

reports that the secret sanctions lifting,

the letter of the law and the spirit of the

2017, which implements the Global

which was signed by the OFAC director

OFAC licence and the law”.

Magnitsky Human Rights Accountability

but purportedly did not clear the

Act. The mining tycoon has reportedly

standard channels of review, came

gained hundreds of millions of dollars

about after an appeal by pro-Gertler

through the illicit proceeds of

lobbyists, including attorney Alan

corruption in the Democratic Republic

Dershowitz, a personal supporter of

of the Congo (DRC), particularly through

former president Trump.

The Sentry article
FT article

US Treasury Secretary to review sanctions policy
Reuters reported on 19 January that an

Yellen reportedly told the Senate

through cooperation with allies to target

immediate review of US sanctions

Finance Committee prior to being given

trade related abuses, including

policy will be initiated by Janet Yellen,

the top position that if selected for the

intellectual property infringement and

US Treasury Secretary nominee, if she

role she would focus on ensuring that

unfair subsidies.

is confirmed for the role. The US

US sanctions are used “strategically

Treasury Department has since

and appropriately”.

Reuters article

Yellen as the 78th Secretary of the

Yellen also stated that the best way to

US Treasury statement

Treasury on 26 January.

combat unfair trade practices is

announced the swearing in of Janet
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Biden freezes US arms sales to Saudi Arabia,
reviewing sales to the UAE
The new administration of US

fighter jets and munition-bearing drones

support for Saudi Arabia’s military

President Joseph Biden has

to the UAE, with US officials indicating

campaign in Yemen.

temporarily frozen US weapons sales

that some of the blocked sales to Saudi

to Saudi Arabia, according to 27

Arabia would likely be approved.

In a 27 January briefing, Secretary

January reporting by the Wall Street

Although a State Department

Blinken said that the review was being

Journal that was confirmed by

spokesperson called the temporary

carried out “to make sure that what is

Secretary of State Anthony Blinken

block and review a routine

being considered in something

later that day. The Journal also cited

administrative move, President Biden

advances our strategic objectives and

US officials who said that the US is

has indicated that US weapons should

advances our foreign policy”.

currently reviewing $23 billion in arms

not be used by Saudi Arabia or the UAE

sales to the United Arab Emirates

to target Yemenis.

WSJ article

In his Senate confirmation hearing on

Blinken confirmation hear...

(UAE) that were approved by the
previous administration.

19 January, the new US Secretary of
The review includes missiles sold to

State Anthony Blinken confirmed that

Saudi Arabia and F-35 Lightning II

the new administration will end material

Blinken press briefing

US Commerce Department reportedly intends to
revoke Huawei licences
Reuters reported on 17 January that

reported that an anonymous source

According to another unnamed source

the US Commerce Department has

stated that eight Bureau of Industry

cited by Reuters, the decision to revoke

notified Intel Corporation and other

Security (BIS) licenses have already

and reject Huawei supply licences

companies which supply products and

been revoked from four companies that

beyond those outlined in the May 2019

services to Huawei that their licences

supplied to Huawei, including

designation came in a series of

to sell to Huawei will be revoked, with

Tokyo-based memory chip

meetings beginning on 4 January

further reports that the Department of

manufacturer Kioxia Corporation.

involving officials from the Commerce,

Commerce intends to reject numerous

Entities receiving a notice with the

State, Defense, and Energy

applications involving sales to the

intention of denying their licence must

Departments and applied standards of

Chinese company.

respond within 20 days, with BIS having

restriction originating from technology

45 days to issue further guidance

that was capable of harnessing 5G.

Although neither Intel nor the
Department offered comments, Reuters
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Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP to pay
€10m to Germany over tax fraud case
A spokesperson for the Frankfurt

2015 and saw Freshfields’ office in

Maple Bank executives, including the

Public Prosecutor's Office in Germany

Frankfurt subjected to police raids.

CEO, were charged with aggravated tax

confirmed that its case against

Maple Bank was closed by German

evasion, the third German case

London-based law firm Freshfields

authorities in 2016 after the bank was

involving the cum-ex scandal.

Bruckhaus Deringer LLP has been

hit with repayment orders that totalled

discontinued as a result of a €10

in the hundreds of millions of Euros.

million agreement which settled

According to a February 2020 Financial
Times report citing German

allegations that the firm assisted the

The cum-ex scheme involved

prosecutors, Maple Bank received €388

since closed Maple Bank in covering

Freshfields attorney Ulf Johannemann

million in illegal tax refunds between

up a cum-ex tax refund scheme,

allegedly lying to German tax officials to

2006 and 2009. The bank’s accountant,

according to a 29 January article

make an illegal trading strategy appear

EY, reportedly signed off on those

published by German commercial law

legal and therefore save client Maple

accounts and issued certificates used

publication Juve.

Bank significant sums in potential

for making cum-ex trades. EY was sued

taxes. German prosecutors said in

by Maple Bank’s liquidator, CMS Hasche

The agreement did not reportedly

January 2020 that “when the revenue

Sigle, in December 2019 for €95 million

include an admission of guilt or liability,

service began an examination of the

and settled for €50 million.

nor did it require the firm to testify or

bank in October 2009, the lawyer in

cooperate in the upcoming trial of two

close cooperation with others accused

former Freshfields partners accused of

allegedly purposefully misstated the

advising Maple Bank as part of the

bank’s trading strategy to avoid having

scheme, according to Bloomberg. The

to pay back the wrongfully obtained tax

probe was launched in Germany in

refunds”. Johannemann and six former

Bloomberg article
Juve article
FT article (Feb 2020)

Denmark drops money laundering charges
against six former Danske Bank executives
Danish outlet DR News reported on 7

purportedly refused to confirm whether

executive officer Thomas Borgen and

January that the Danish Public

investigations remained ongoing into

former chief financial officer Henrik

Prosecutor for Special Economic and

other executives or whether new

Ramlau-Hansen. The investigation

International Crimes (SØIK) has

charges had been brought. Among

stems from an internal investigation

dropped money laundering (ML)

those who reportedly avoided criminal

concluded in September 2018 which

charges against six former Danske

charges are the bank’s international

found that its Estonian branch

Bank executives.

activities head, Mikael Ericson, and

processed €200 billion worth of

former chief lawyer Flemming Pristed.

transactions for 15,000 customers

SØIK’s chief prosecutor Per Fiig

without performing AML verifications.

reportedly said that no gross

The investigation started in 2018

negligence was identified in connection

targeting Danske Bank and nine senior

with the six former executives, but

managers, including former chief
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Samsung Electronics’ vice chairman sentenced
to 30 months in prison over bribery charges
Reuters reported on 17 January that

involving former South Korean

transfers at Samsung would cease, and

the Vice Chairman of Samsung

president Park Geun-hye, following

that the company would stop

Electronics, Lee Jae-yong, has been

which the jail term was suspended by

suppressing employee attempts to

sentenced to 30 months in prison by

an appeals court in 2018 and

organise unions.

the Seoul High Court after being found

subsequently ordered for retrial by the

guilty of bribery, embezzlement and

Supreme Court in 2019.

concealment of criminal proceeds

Lee is also involved in another hearing
involving the alleged violation of capital

amounting to approximately KRW8.6

On 25 January, citing lawyers and court

markets law and breach of duty in

billion (£5.6 million), which could

officials, the Associated Press reported

regards to the merger of Samsung C&T

potentially delay the restructuring of

that Lee and prosecutors have decided

and Cheil Industries in 2015.

the Samsung Group following the

not to appeal the ruling that found him

death of Lee’s father.

guilty. Despite never admitting to any

Reuters article

legal wrongdoing, Lee reportedly
Lee previously served one year of his

expressed remorse over “causing public

five-year jail term in 2017 for bribery

concern” and declared that heredity

Associated Press article

US SEC reportedly opens probe into Exxon over
Permian Basin asset valuation
The US Securities Exchange

on how quickly the company could drill

involved in the valuation were allegedly

Commission (SEC) has reportedly

wells in the Permian Basin to arrive at a

asked to use a different assumption to

launched an investigation into Exxon

higher valuation. Sources familiar with

“claw back” some of the lost value. The

Mobil Corp after an employee filed a

the matter told the WSJ that at least

development planners eventually

whistleblower complaint alleging that

one employee who complained was

estimated the NPV to be $50 billion,

the energy company overvalued the

fired in 2020.

though Exxon never publicly disclosed

Permian Basin oil field, according to a

the Delaware Basin valuation.

Wall Street Journal (WSJ) report

Some Exxon managers initially

published on 15 January.

estimated the net present value (NPV)

The SEC began its investigation after it

of Exxon’s key asset, the Delaware

received the complaint, according to the

The whistleblower complaint reportedly

Basin, at about $60 billion in 2018 while

WSJ, but the current status of the

claims that during an internal

some employees involved in Exxon’s

investigation is unknown.

assessment in 2019, several individuals

annual development planning in 2019

involved in the asset valuation

estimated the area’s NPV to be closer

complained that employees were being

to $40 billion. The whistleblower

forced to use unrealistic assumptions

complaint states that the employees
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Estonian prime minister resigns amid corruption
allegations implicating Centre Party
Politico reported that Estonian Prime

including Secretary-General Mihhail

that he will be taking “political

Minister, Jüri Ratas announced his

Korb, are suspected of possible

responsibility” and that he has “not

resignation on 13 January amid

corruption in regard to a criminal

committed or approved any act that

corruption allegations against his

investigation into the financing of the

infringes rights or the sense of justice

party, the Estonian Centre Party.

Porto Franco property development

while leading the party” and will thus be

project in Tallinn.

stepping down while the investigation

According to the Estonian Public

takes place.

Prosecutor’s Office, the Centre Party

Although Ratas is not personally

and five associated individuals

implicated in the allegations, he stated

Politico article

Chinese factories reportedly bribed auditors
Consulting firms in China allegedly

According to the media report, five

Trade Association’s Amfori BSCI

helped manufacturers that supply big

consulting agencies acknowledged that

platform were affected by bribery.

Western retailers to fraudulently pass

a bribe to third-party auditors is

Inquires showed that 90 percent of

labour inspections by bribing auditors,

necessary to pass inspections.

factories falsified record keeping for

the South China Morning Post claims

worker pay, employees’ age and

in an investigatory report published on

In addition, a whistleblower revealed in

22 January.

2020 that many of the 5,000 audits
carried out in China for the Foreign

working hours ledgers.
South China Morning Post ...

Italy convicts former Council of Europe MP for
taking bribes from Azerbaijan politicians
The Organized Crime and Corruption

Azerbaijani politicians to help ease the

UK and offshore companies that were

Reporting Project (OCCRP) reported on

EU’s criticisms of Azerbaijan’s human

involved in the Azerbaijani Laundromat,

14 January that a court in Milan has

rights record.

according to the OCCRP.

former member of the Union of the

Volontè allegedly acted to undermine a

Volontè denies the charges and

Centre political party and member of

PACE report condemning Azerbaijan for

reportedly plans to appeal the ruling.

the Parliamentary Assembly of the

holding political prisoners and other

Council of Europe (PACE), to four years

violations of human rights. Volontè is

in prison for taking bribes from

said to have received money through

sentenced Luca Giuseppe Volontè, a
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Italian mafia goes on trial for organised crime
Members of Italy’s largest and most

politicians, police officers, civil servants

Among those accused of aiding the

powerful mafia group the ’Ndrangheta

and alleged members or accomplices,

mafia are a former senator, a police

were put on trial on 13 January on

over charges of being members of the

chief, local councillors and

organised crime charges, in what is

mafia group purportedly in control of

businessmen, who were arrested in

being described as the country’s

the cocaine supply entering the EU from

Germany, Switzerland and Bulgaria.

biggest mafia trial in 30 years,

locations such as South America.

according to reporting by the Guardian.

Guardian article
The defendants were arrested in

The trial, mainly targeting the Mancuso

December 2019 following an

family believed to be behind the

investigation that started in 2016,

’Ndrangheta mafia group, will feature

involving police raids on suspects in

900 witnesses testifying against more

Vibo Valentia, Calabria, a region

than 350 individuals including

controlled by the Mancusos.

Calabria news agency anno...
Official press release on...

Australian police arrest Leighton executive in
Unaoil bribery case
Australian Federal Police arrested the

targets of the bribery scheme were Iraq

from officials at Iraq’s oil ministry and

former chief operating officer of

oil ministry officials and government

South Oil Company of Iraq.

construction company Leighton

officials within the South Oil Company

Holdings, David Savage, on 11 January

of Iraq. Investigators have identified

The arrest of Savage is part of a

over a bribery investigation involving

suspicious payments amounting to

long-running corruption investigation by

Monaco-based consultancy firm

$77.5 million that were made via

the UK, US and Australian police into

Unaoil. Savage was charged with

third-party contractors and allege that

allegations that Unaoil’s agents paid

knowingly providing misleading

Leighton Offshore Pty Ltd funnelled

bribes to secure oil contracts for

information to the authorities,

bribes through Unaoil and another

multinational companies in Iraq and

according to the Financial Times.

Middle Eastern subcontractor to gain

several other countries.

contracts. In 2010 and 2011, Leighton
Australian police reportedly issued a

won contracts with a combined value of

statement explaining that the main

$1.46 billion which required approval
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Former South Korea president sentenced to 20
years in prison for corruption
The 2017 corruption case against

to two charities under Choi’s control. In

2016. On 10 July 2020, the Seoul court

former South Korean president Park

a related case, Samsung Vice Chairman

sentenced Park to 20 years in prison

Geun-hye ended on 14 January,

Lee Jae-yong was also sentenced in

and imposed a fine of KRW 18 billion

following a final Supreme Court ruling

January to 2.5 years in prison for

(£12 million). Prosecutors appealed the

which upheld a 20-year prison

bribing Park, in exchange for supporting

decision and asked for a 10-year

sentence for bribery, abuse of power

Samsung’s succession planning.

extension of prison time. This latest

and other crimes.

Supreme Court decision dismissed the
In 2019, the Seoul High Court decided

According to court documents, Park

to merge Park’s corruption case with a

colluded with her close associate Choi

secondary bribe-taking probe, in which

Soon-sil in developing a scheme to

the former president was accused of

force several of the biggest

receiving illegal payments of KRW 3.5

corporations in the country, including

billion (£2.3 million) from the National

Samsung Electronics, to donate money

intelligence Service between 2013 and

appeal and endorsed the initial ruling.
Yonhap News Agency articl...
Law Times article

UK judge rules Abraaj founder can be extradited
to US, Home Secretary to review the case
The UK Westminster Magistrates'

direction, transferred hundreds of

eight counts of securities fraud and

Court ruled on 28 January that

millions of dollars under investment

racketeering, settling with the SEC.

Pakistani businessman Arif Naqvi,

pretences to cover outstanding debts

Abdel-Wadood was barred by the SEC

founder of the Emirati private equity

and inflate the company’s value.

from future investing, but was not

firm Abraaj Group, can be extradited to

subjected to additional penalties in

the US to face multiple charges of

Naqvi is also charged with using

exchange for his cooperation in the

fraud and racketeering. Naqvi can

misappropriated funds for personal

wider investigation. Four other

appeal the ruling under the Extradition

gain and faces a maximum sentence of

individuals have been indicted.

Act. The case will be reviewed by the

291 years on all US charges. According

UK home secretary, according to

to the Wall Street Journal, Abraaj’s

In July 2019, the Dubai Financial

reporting by the Wall Street Journal.

clients included Bank of American

Services Authority (DFSA) fined AIML

Corporation, the World Bank, the US and

nearly $300 million, its highest penalty

US prosecutors allege that Naqvi and

UK governments, and the Bill and

issued to date, for misuse of investor

Abraaj Investment Management

Melinda Gates Foundation, and

money and regulator deception.

Limited (AIML) defrauded two

managed nearly $14 billion prior to

investment funds they advised, as well

entering provisional liquidation in 2018.

WSJ article

and 2018. In a 2019 complaint, the

On 28 June 2019, Mustafa

SEC amended complaint aga...

Securities and Exchange Commission

Abdel-Wadood, Abraaj’s former

(SEC) alleged that AIML, under Naqvi’s

managing partner, pleaded guilty to

as numerous investors, between 2015
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Netherlands withholds UNDP funding over
allegations concerning Russian project
Dutch newspaper Trouw and

It is claimed that the UNDP funds for

Subsequently, the Netherlands and 11

investigative journalism platform

the €40 million energy project in Russia

other donor countries including Sweden

Investico reported on 28 January that

were siphoned off following the

and New Zealand requested that the UN

the Netherlands government has

awarding of contracts to relatives and

conduct an independent investigation

frozen €10 million of its €30 million

acquaintances of Russian nationals

into the allegations of corruption.

annual contribution to the United

responsible for monitoring the proper

Nations Development Programme

use of the money, resulting in the

(UNDP) due to concerns over alleged

improper implementation of contracts

corruption in relation to a Russian

and no reduction in greenhouse gases.

Trouw report

energy saving project.

France reportedly investigating Sarkozy over
contract with Russian insurer
The Guardian reported on 15 January

unit Tracfin raised concerns in 2020

Sarkozy is subject to several ongoing

that former French president Nicolas

over the contract. Reso-Garantia’s

legal battles over accusations ranging

Sarkozy is facing a preliminary

owners, Sergei and Nikolai Sarkisov,

from corruption and influence peddling,

investigation over influence peddling

reportedly told Mediapart that Sarkozy

illegal overspending, and allegations of

allegations related to a €3 million

was hired as a “special adviser” and

receiving illicit campaign funding from

contract with Russian insurance

chairman of the management board’s

the late Libyan leader Muammar

company, Reso-Garantia Group.

strategic council committee. The initial

Gaddafi. Sarkozy denies all wrongdoing.

probe aims to establish whether
According to the newspaper, French

Sarkozy was employed to lobby on

investigative website Mediapart

behalf of the company, which could

revealed that France’s national fraud

lead to criminal charges.

Guardian article

China sentences former finance chief to death
A local court in Tianjin sentenced the

Former chairman of one of China’s “big

circumstances in which the criminal

former chairman of China Huarong

four” state-controlled asset

activity occurred were serious, including

Asset Management Co, Lai Xiaomin, to

management firms, Lai was initially

taking bribes to secure jobs,

death on 5 January for bribery,

placed under investigation in April 2018

promotions or contracts. Lai's sentence

corruption and bigamy, according to

and expelled from the Chinese

was carried out on 29 January.

Bloomberg. Lai allegedly received

Communist party. The court reportedly

bribes worth 1.79 billion yuan (£202

stated that Lai had abused his position

million) between 2008 and 2018.

to obtain the bribes, and the
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ESG

Aperio webinar: Critical materials experts debate
impact of higher sustainability standards

On Wednesday 27 January 2021, Aperio Intelligence hosted

promote responsible sourcing on a global scale: “The

a webinar to debate the impact of growing regulatory,

goal is to establish or develop lasting relationships and

investor and reputational pressure on companies in the

lasting industry sectors, and it is very much

critical materials sector to adopt higher standards of

acknowledged within all the EU architecture now that the

sustainability and ensure responsible supply chains.

sustainability and transparency of these relationships and
the industries that underlie them is essential to

A recording of the webinar is available here.
EU challenges to secure raw materials

commercial, economic and industrial success.”
Consumer pressure

The EU faces significant challenges to secure future

Growing societal expectations have led to tighter

supplies of rare earths and critical materials considered

regulation and disclosure requirements that are forcing

crucial to the EU economy and clean energy transition.

companies throughout the value chain to prioritise

Magnets for wind turbines and batteries for electric cars

sustainability or Environmental, Social and Governance

rely on materials like lithium and cobalt, while several rare

(ESG) issues.

earths are also indispensable to Europe’s defence and
aerospace industries.

Roberto Garcia Martinez, the CEO of Eurobattery Minerals
which is developing mining projects exclusively in Europe,

98 percent of supplies consumed by the bloc come from

cited steps taken by car manufacturers BMW and Daimler

China, which not only maintains a significant share of the

in late 2020 that mean the firms will no longer buy

world’s mined raw materials but also dominates

uncertified minerals: “The key driver from the consumer

downstream processing and value addition.

at the moment is full transparency. Everyone who buys an
electric car wants to know where the minerals are coming

Ludivine Wouters, Managing Partner of the advisory firm

from, where the batteries are made.”

Latitude Five, said that the EU’s Critical Materials Action
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Plan, launched in September 2020, marked the alignment

The consumer and EU-led drive for sustainability

of the bloc’s imperatives to both diversify supply and

represents an opportunity to develop both mining
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production and much-needed processing capacity within

However ESG concerns have seen certain mining

Europe where there are untapped reserves of rare earths.

companies pressured by investors into improving their

The European regulatory code around mining offers

levels of governance, in some cases with CEOs being

opportunities to ensure transparent supply chains, in

forced to stand down. .

contrast to the status quo whereby materials are shipped
from countries with weak governance environments in

The adoption of voluntary global standards such as the

the global south to China for processing, and then onto to

OECD Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Supply

the EU as manufactured products.

Chains by actors such as the London Metal Exchange will
ramp up pressure on companies to act. Wouters,

Investment challenges

Managing Partner of Latitude Five, noted: “Increasingly
restricted space for materials trading outside of these

The evolving landscape around sustainability and

controlled and transparent value chains could be the

establishing responsible supply chains presents several

most effective factor of change, rather than a lot of

challenges for investment firms and early-stage projects,

discussion or even global regulation.”

particularly those looking to secure the interest of
institutional investors. George Donne of the private equity
firm Greenstone Resources, noted: “The message is very
clearly there now that these big institutions will not make

Aperio Intelligence conducts ESG analysis and assessments

exceptions so if you do not embrace sustainability,

on behalf of financial institutions and corporates across

embrace ESG and really put it at the front of your

sectors.

platform, you will not get investment.”
• Discreet ESG due diligence and supply chain risk analysis
For mid and junior tier mining companies this puts a
significant strain on resources and presents investment

Subjects include potential investees, suppliers or links in

managers with a conundrum between fulfilling their

the overall value chain.

fiduciary duty to grow value for their clients and a
separate requirement to adopt effective and potentially

Identify the subject’s prevalent ESG risk exposures such as

costly stewardship measures across the portfolio.

child labour, employee relations, toxic emissions or
biodiversity.

Growing expectations around disclosure and ESG
standards are at odds with investing in many of the

• Corporates’ risk assessment and ESG performance

small-scale rare earth and critical materials extraction

evaluation

projects that will be crucial to securing future mineral
supplies. 50 percent of the world’s tantalum supply

On-site assessments of corporates or suppliers’ key ESG

comes from artisanal mining production in central Africa

risks and mitigation performance.

where it would be highly challenging to implement
international standards of ESG.

Support clients to identify and manage their risk exposure
over time.

A more sustainable future?
Contact: Simon Jennings, Head of ESG
The current ESG environment has led to a lot of
“cosmetic” activity in the industry that does not
necessarily constitute more responsible practices.
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